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La thèse est constituée de trois 

SOMMAIRE 

essais sur l'analyse microéconomique du changement 

technologique. Le premier essai étudie l'effet du chansemen t technologique sur les frontières 

de la firme en se basant sur la théorie des coûts de transaction et la théorie de l'agence. Dans 

le deuxième essai, on examine les externalités de recherche entre acheteurs et vendeurs, en 

incorporant différentes structures de marché, conditions d'approprïabilité et types de 

coopération. Le partage d'information et Ia stabilité de la coopération dans les consortiums de 

recherche sont le sujet du troisième essai, 

Le premier essai analyse l'effet du changement technologique sur les frontières de la 

firme en se basant sur la théorie des coûts de transaction et la théorie de l'agence. Le modèle 

incorpore quatre types de coûts: coûts de production, de coordination, de management et de 

transaction. La firme bénéficie de coûts de coordination plus faibles que le marché, mais elle 

souffre de coûts de production plus élevés. L'analyse est effectuée dans un cadre principal-deux 

agents, avec sélection adverse et risque moral. il est montré que les chanzements techniques 

affectant les coûts.de production et les coûts de coordination ont des effets diamétralement 

opposés sur l'intégration verticale. En général, le changement technique affectant les coûts de 

production augmente le degré d'intégration, dors que le changement technique affectant les 

coûts de coordination induit davantage d'impartition. Alors que l'effet d'un changement 

technologique affectant les niveaux des coûts de production ou de coordination dépend du 

différentiel de coûts entre la firme et le marché et de l'importance relative des coûts de 

production et de coordination, l'effet d'un changement technique affectant la technolo9e de 

réduction des coûts est sans ambiguïté, et ne dépend pas de ces deux paramètres. Le 

changement technique peut réduire I'importance de certains types de coûts dans la décision 

d'intégration de la finne. Les effets statiques de la concurrence et de la supervision sur les 

frontières de la firme diffèrent de leurs effets-dynamiques (à savoir, comment ils affectent 

l'impact du changement technologique sur les frontières de la firme). Cet essai constitue un 

mariage entre les explications contractuelles et les explications technologiques de l'existence 

et des frontières de la f i e .  

Le but du deuxième essai est d'analyser Ies extemalités de recherche verticales entre 

des firmes en amont et des finnes en aval. On modélise deux industries verticalement reliées, 

avec des externalités horizontales au sein de chaque industrie et des externalités verticales entre 

les deux industries. Quatre types de coopération en R&D sont considérés: pas de coopération, 



coopération horizontale, coopération verticale et coopération généralisée (horizontale et 

verticale). Les externalités verticales auamentent toujours la R&D et le bien-être, alors que les 

extemalités horizontdes peuvent les aukgmenter ou les diminuer. La comparaison entre les 

différentes structures de coopération en R&D révèle qu'aucun type de coopération ne domine 

uniformément les autres: les externalités horizontales, les externali tés verticales et la structure 

de marché déterminent le classement des structures de coopération. Ce classement dépend des 

signes et magnitudes de trois externalités concurrentieIles (verticale, horizontale et diagonale) 

qui captent l'effet de la R&D d'une firrne sur les profits des autres firmes. Le type de 

coopération induisant les firmes à internaliser une somme positive plus grande d'externalités 

concurrentielles génère plus de R&D. Cette analyse démontre qu'un des résultats de base de 

cette littérature -que la coopération entre concurrents augmente (réduit) la R&D lorsque les 

externalités horizontales sont élevées (faib1es)- peut être renversé Iorsque les externalités 

verticales et la coopération verticale sont pris en considération. Une théorie liant l'innovation 

à la structure de marché est proposée. Cette relation dépend des externalités horizontales, des 

externalités verticales et des structures de coopération; elle peut être comprise en termes des 

externalités concurrentielles horizontale, verticale et diagonale. L'étude des incitations privées 

à la coopération révèle que les firmes en aval et les firmes en amont ont des préférences 

différentes quant au choix des structures de coopération, que Ies extemalités auamentent la 

vraisemblance de l'émergence décentralisée de la coopération et que des problèmes de 

coordination sur l'adoption de structures de coopération profitables peuvent entraver la 

coopération technologique. 

Le troisième essai endogénise le partage d'information entre des concurrents coopérant 

en R&D et étudie sa relation avec la taiIle et la stabilité du consortium de recherche 0. 
Dans un jeu 21 quatre étapes, les f i e s  décident sur leur participation à la R N ,  le partage 

d'information, les dépenses de R&D et l'output. Une caractéristique importante du modèle est 

que le partage d'information volontaire entre des membres de la RJV auamente les fuites 

d'information vers les non membres. Il existe deux types d'externalités de recherche: une 

externalité générale, s'appliquant à toutes les firmes, et une externalité spécifique, s'appliquant 

au partage volontaire d'information entre les membres de la RJV.  Il est montré que c'est 

l'externalité de recherche spécifique qui détermine si les membres de la RN partagent de 

l'information, alors que c'est l'externalité générale qui détermine le niveau de partage 

d'information. Les RJVs représentant une plus grande part de l'indus-e partagent l'information 



vii 

plus souvent que les plus petites RJVs. Lorsque le partage d'information a un coût nul, les 

firmes ne choisissent jamais des niveaux intermédiaires de partage d'information: elles 

partagent toute l'information ou ne partagent aucune information. Donc, les niveaux 

intermédiaires de partage d'information seraient justifiés par des considérations technolo$ques 

ou d'opportunisme, mais non pas par des considérations concurrentielles. La taille de la RJV 

dépend de trois effets: un effet de coordination, un effet de partage d'information et un effet de 

concurrence. Selon les magnitudes relatives de ces effets, la taille de la RJV peut auamenter 

ou diminuer avec les externalités. Finalement, l'effet du partage d'information sur la 

profitabilité des firmes et sur le bien-être est étudié. 
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INTRODUCTION G E ~ R A L E  

Cette thèse traite de deux thèmes en organisation industrielle. Le premier thème est 

l'effet du changement technologique sur les frontières de la firme. Le deuxième thème est 

l'investissement en R&D par les entreprises en présence d'externalités de recherche et de la 

possibilité de coopérer en R&D. 

Durant les deux décennies précédentes les grandes firmes dans les pays industrialisés 

ont eu un recours croissant à l'impartition, Plusieurs facteurs sociaux, économiques, 

managériaux et technologiques contri buen t à cette tendance. L'objectif du premier essai est 

d'analyser le rôle joué par le changement technologique dans la détermination des frontières 

de la firme. La technologie peut affecter les frontières de la firme de maintes façons. Les 

technologies de l'information (TI) peuvent réduire les coûts de recherche, de coordination et 

de supervision des agents: Cette réduction des coûts pouvant affecter à la fois les agents 

internes (employés) et les agents externes (fournisseurs), l'effet net dépendra desquels entre 

les coûts internes et les coûts externes sont réduits davantage. En ce qui concerne les 

technologies de production, les processus CADlCAM facilitent la division des activités de 

production entre des agents internes et externes. De plus, les technologies flexibles peuvent 

réduire la spécificité des actifs, réduisant les problèmes de hold-up à l'externe. 

Alors qu'il existe une Littérature étendue discutant l'effet du changement technique sur 

l'intégration verticale, peu de travaux formels ont étudié cette problématique. Une exception 

importante est Lewis et Sappington (1991).' Lewis et Sappington (1991) (U ci-après) 

analysent comment le choix d'une firme de faire ou faire-faire un input est affecté par plusieurs 

types de changement technologique affectant les coûts de production. La firme a un coût de 

production plus élevé que le fournisseur, mais ce dernier jouit d'une information privée sur ses 

coûts. La firme et le fournisseur peuvent réduire leurs coûts en investissant dans un effort de 

réduction des coûts. LS analysent.trois types de changement technique: une baisse des niveaux 

des coûts, une réduction de la désutilité de l'effort de réduction des coûts et une au-gmentation 

de l'impact de l'effort de réduction des coûts. Ils trouvent que toutes ces formes de changement 

technologique poussent la f m e  à choisir l'intégration verticale plus souvent. Cela est la 

conséquence de deux effets induits par le changement technique: un effet d'efficience et un 

l ~ e w i s ,  TR., cc Sappiogton. D.E.M., 1991, LTechnologicai Change and the Boundaries of the Fm', rlER, 
81(4):887-900. 



effet de contrôle. L'effet d'efficience vient de l'impact différentiel du changement technique 

sur les coûts de la firme et ceux du fournisseur, vu qu'ils ont des coûts et des niveaux d'efforts 

différents. L'effet de contrôle vient de l'impact du changement technologique sur la rente 

informationnelle du fournisseur. L'effet d'efficience favorise l'intégration verticale, parce que 

la firme a des coûts plus élevés à l'origine, alors que l'effet de contrôle favorise l'impartition, 

parce qu'il n'y a pas- de rentes informationnelles au sein de la f i e .  La conclusion principale 

du modèle de LS est que le progrès technologique augmente le degré d'intégration verticale. 

Une limite importante de cette analyse est que le modèle n'incorpore pas les TI, qui peuvent 

avoir des effets considérables sur l'impartition, en plus de ne pas prendre en considération la 

présence de compo~ements opportunistes au sein de la firme. 

Le but du premier essai est d'analyser l'effet du changement technologique sur les 

frontières de la firme en tenant compte de trois facteurs. D'abord, l'information asymétrique 

et l'oppoxtunisme existent au sein des hiérarchies comme sur le marché. Cela est en contraste 

avec l'approche classique plus étroite de la théorie des coûts de transaction, qui suppose que 

1' intégration verticale résout automatiquement les problèmes d'opportunisme. Ensuite, le 

modèle tient compte de la critique de Demsetz (1988)'' Foss (1996),) Chandler (1992)" et 

Coase (1990): que la théorie des coûts de transaction réduit les différences entre la f m e  et le 

marché à des différences dans les coûts de transaction, omettant les différences reliées à 

d'autres types de coûts. Pour cela, le modèle incorpore simultanément les coûts de production 

et de coordination, en plus des coûts d'opportunisme. Finalement, le modèle franchit une autre 

limite de la théorie des coûts de transaction, celle voulant que la technologie soit secondaire 

dans la détermination des frontières de la firme. En incorporant le changement technologique 

en présence de problèmes contractuels explicites, le modèle montre que la technologie joue un 

rôle déterminant dans la décision d'intégration verticale. Cet essai constitue donc un mariage 

des explications contractuelles et des explications technologiques de l'existence et des 

frontières de la fume. 

Le modèle incorpore quatre types de coûts: coûts de production, de coordination, de 

7~emsea. Ha, 1988, 'The Theory of the Firm Revisited', Journal of Law. Economics, and Organirarion. 
4(1): 141-61. 

h s ,  NJ., 1996, 'Capabilities and the Thtory of the Firm', Revue d'Econornie Industrielle. 77:7-28. 
4 Chandler, A., 1992, 'Organizational Capabilities and the Economic History of the Indusmai Enterprise', 

Journal O Economic Perspectives, 6(3):79-100. I Coase, RH-, 1990. 'Accounting and the Theory of the Firm'. Journal ofAcco-ng and Economics, 12:3- 
13. 



management et de transaction. La firme bénéficie de coûts de coordination plus faibles que Ie 

marché, mais e1Ie souffre de coûts de production plus élevés. Les coûts de management 

représentent Les coûts de l'information privée au sein de la firme, alors que les coûts de 

transaction représentent les coûts de l'information privée sur le marché. Le modèle tient 

compte du fait que certains coûts sont plus faciles à observer par la firme que d'autres. 

L'analyse est effectuée dans un cadre principal-deux agents, avec sélection adverse et 

risque moral. La firme (l'acheteur) a besoin d'une unité d'un input qu'elle peut fabriquer à 

l'interne ou acheter chez un fournisseur indépendant. L'employé de la firme et le fournisseur 

ont chacun de l'information privée sur certains de leurs coûts, et peuvent investir un effort non 

observable afin de réduire les coûts- Pour les coûts qui sont observables, les agents choisissent 

les niveaux efficaces d'effort, tandis que pour les coûts non observables, les efforts des agents 

sont distortionnés afin de limiter leurs rentes. La firme demande à L'employé et au fournisseur 

de reporter chacun leur type. suite à quoi elle décide de fabriquer l'input par I'intemédiaire de 

17empIoyé ou de l'acheter chez le fournisseur. La firme adopte une règle de décision qui 

détermine le mode d'approvisionnement en fonction des rapports de coûts. 

L'effet du changement technologique sur l'intégration verticale est étudié par le biais 

de son effet sur cette règle de décision. On simule trois types de changement technologique 

pour chaque type de coût (production et coordination): une baisse des coûts, une a~~mentation 

de l'impact de l'effort réduisant les coûts et une baisse de la désutilité de l'effort de réduction 

des coûts. Toute forme de changement technique induit deux effets, un effet d'efficience et un 

effet de contrôle. L'effet d'efficience vient de la différence dans les niveaux des coûts, ou dans 

les niveaux d'effort réduisant les coûts de la f ime et du fournisseur, tandis que l'effet de 

contrôle vient du fait que le changement technique peut réduire les rentes de l'employé et du 

fournisseur. Lorsque l'effet d'eficience domine, le changement technologique favorise l'agent 

(i.e. induit le recourt à cet agent plus souvent) ayant les coûts les plus élevés, ou investissant 

plus dans l'effort de réduction des coûts. Lorsque l'effet de contrôle domine, le changement 

technologique favorise l'agent jouissant d'une rente, due A son infornation privée sur le coût 

affecté par le changement technologique. L'effet de la concurrence entre fournisseurs et de la 

supervision sur les résultats du modèle est discuté. 

Le deuxième thème abordé dans cette thèse est l'investissement en R&D par les 

entreprises en présence d'externalités de recherche et de la possibilité de coopérer en R&D. Le 



nombre d' accords technologiques de coopération et d'échange d'information s'est accru durant 

les dernières années. Par exemple, Hagedoom et al. (2000)~ notent que le nombre de nouveaux 

accords de coopération technologiques chaque année est passé de 30-40 au début des années 

70 à près de 600 durant les années 80 et 90. d'Aspremont et Jacquernin (1988) ont donné le 

coup d'envoi d'une littérature prolifique sur la coopération et la concurrence en R&D (connue 

comme la Littérature sur l'investissement stratégique). La thèse fait deux contributions à cette 

littérature- 

La première contribution est l'étude des externalités de recherche verticales, qui sont 

le sujet du deuxième essai. Presque toutes les études composant la littérature sur 

l'investissement stratégique traitent d'externalités de recherche entre concurrents. Les 

externdités entre des firmes en amont et des firmes en aval, que j'appelle externalités 

verticales, sont un type important d'externalité inter-industries. La différence principale entre 

les externafités horizontales et les extemalités verticales est que les premières sont 

involontaires et (généralement) indésirables du point de vue de l'innovateur, alors que les 

dernières sont désirables (et plus souvent volontaires). Une autre différence est qu'alors que 

la coopération horizontale en R&D peut faciliter la collusion entre firmes, il est peu 

vraisemblable que la coopération verticale nuise à la concurrence. La coopération intra- 

industrie est généralement suffisante pour intemaliser les extemalités de recherche 

horizontales, mais l'internalisation des extemaiités de recherche verticales requiert la 

coopération inter-industries. 

Tandis que la littérature empirique démontre que les flux technologiques verticaux sont 

importants, peu de travaux théoriques se sont penchées sur cette dimension de l'appropriabilité. 

Deux exceptions sont Peters (1995)' et Harhoff (1991).~ Peters ékdie un modèle de réseaux 

de firmes avec externalités verticales. Il trouve que les industries plus concentrées tendent à 

dépenser plus en R&D, que les extemalités horizontales peuvent augmenter ou diminuer la 

R&D, et que les extemalités verticales augmentent la R&D, les profits et le bien-être. Le 

modèle de Peters souffre de plusieurs hypothèses restrictives: les extemalités sont dans une 

seule direction, des fournisseurs aux clients; les f i e s  en amont ne bénéficient pas de leur 

6~agedoorn, I., Lin., AN., et  Vonortas. NS., 2000, 'Research parmenhips' , Research Policy, 29567-86. 
7 Peters, J., 1995, Inter-indurrry R&D-Spillovers benveen Vehcally Reiared Industries: Incenrives, Straregic 

Aspecrs and Consequences, Working Paper No. 139, Institut für Voiicswirtscfiaftslehre, Universiat Augsburg. 
h h o f f ,  D., 199 1, R&D Incentives and Splilovers in a Two-Induszry Model, Zenmirn Rir Europllische 

Wmchaftsforschung GrnbH, IndustrialEconomics andInternational Management Series, Discussion Paper No. 9 146. 



propre R&D, tous les bénéfices allant aux firmes en aval; les firmes en amont ne peuvent pas 

ajuster leur output à leur investissement en R&D; et, finalement, la coopération en R&D n'est 

pas étudiée. 

Harhoff (1991) étudie un modèle d'innovation produits avec des externalités de 

recherche verticales. II trouve que la R&D en amont et la R&D en aval sont généralement des 

substituts: avec une structure de marché exogène et des externalités de recherche verticales 

parfaites (dans une seule direction), une seule des deux industries investit en R&D. Là aussi, 

le modèle souffre de plusieurs hypothèses restrictives. L a  présence d'un monopoleur en amont 

prenant ses décisions en Stackelberg rend les résultats applicables à des structures de marché 

très asymétriques. De plus, cette structure de marché rend impossible l'Cnide des externalités 

horizontales dans l'industrie en amont. Une autre hypothèse est que lorsque les externdités 

horizontales en aval sont incorporées, les prix en amont sont fixés de manière exogène. Aussi, 

les externalités de recherche sont parfaites et dans une seule direction. Finalement, la 

coopération en R&D n'est pas étudiée. 

En vue d'étudier en profondeur l'impact des externalités verticales sur les 

investissements en R&D, le deuxième essai modélise ces externalités, en incorporant différents 

types de coopération en R&D, différents environnements d7approprÏabilité et différentes 

structures de marché. La contribution de cet essai est triple. Dy abord, il s'agit d'une première 

tentative de formaliser l'effet des externdités verticales dans un cadre relativement général- 

Ensuite, l'étude de la coopération va plus loin que les études existantes en modélisant différents 

types de coopération. Finalement, le modèle propose une théorie liant la structure de marché 

à l'innovation, tenant compte des externalités de recherche horizontales et verticales et des 

structures coopératives. 

On modélise deux industries verticalement reliées, avec des extemdités horizontales 

au sein de chaque industrie et des externalités verticales entre les deux industries. Le nombre 

de firmes dans chaque industrie est exogène mais n'est pas fixé à l'avance. Le jeu comprend 

trois étapes. Dans la première étape toutes les f m e s  déterminent leur investissement en R&D. 

Quatre environnements sont considérés pour cette étape: pas de coopération, coopération 

horizontale, coopération verticale et coopération généralisée (horizontale et verticale). Dans 

les deuxième et troisième étapes, les firmes en amont et en aval, respectivement, déterminent 

leur output de manière non coopérative. La concurrence en Cournot est résolue en se servant 
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du cadre d'analyse des oiigopoles successifs de Greenhut et Ohta (1979): 

On analyse d'abord l'effet des externalités de recherche sur laR&D et le bien-être, ainsi 

que les interactions entre les externalités horizontales et les externalités verticales. On compare 

ensuite les différents types de coopération en R&D. Le concept d'externalité concurrentielle 

q u i  représente l'effet de la R&D d'une firme sur les profits des autres firmes- est introduit et 

utilisé dans la comparaison des structures coopératives. Le modèle fournit une théorie 

expliquant l'effet de la structure de marché sur I'innovation. Le modèle propose trois types de 

relations possibles entre la concurrence et l'innovation: a) une relation concurrentielle, où une 

augmentation de la concurrence augmente I'innovation; b) une relation Schurnpeterîenne, où 

une augmentation de la concurrence diminue I'innovation; et c) une relation asymétrique, où 

l'innovation est maximisée lorsqu'une industrie est très concurrentielle alors que l'autre est très 

concentrée. Le modèle montre comment le type de coopération et les niveaux des externalités 

horizontales et verticales déterminent laquelle de ces trois relations prévaut. Le concept 

d'externalité concurrentielle permet d'expliquer ces trois relations entre la concurrence et 

I'innovation. Findement, les incitations privées à la coopération en R&D sont examinées. 

La deuxième contribution à la littérature sur l'investissement stratégique est 

l'endogénisation du partage d'information dans les consortiums de recherche (RWs), qui est 

le sujet du troisième essai. La coopération en R&D incorpore trois dimensions: la coordination 

des dépenses de R&D, le partage d'information et la stabilité de la coopération. La 

coordination des dépenses induit les firmes à intemaliser l'effet de leurs innovations sur les 

autres firmes. Le partage d'information auamente les externalités de.recherche entre les firmes. 

Finalement, la coopération peut être instable face am déviations individuelles et 

coalitionnelles. 

La plus grande partie de la littérature sur l'investissement stratégique s'est concentrée 

sur la coordination des dépenses de R&D, et peu d'attention a été portée vers la stabilité de la 

coopération, et encore moins vers le partage d'information. Généralement, le partage 

d'information et la formation des RJVs ont été étudiés séparément. Typiquement, le partage 

d'information est exogène et la coopération couvre toute l'industrie (qui n'est le plus souvent 

qu'un duopole). Toutefois, il existe des interactions importantes entre le partage d'information 

'~reenhut, ML, and Ohta, &, 1979, 'Vertical Integration of Successive Oligopolists', AER, 69(1):267-77. 



et la formation de la W. Le partage d'information affecte l'attrait de la RIV pour les non 

membres affecte la décision des membres d'accepter de nouveaux membres. L'étude des 

interactions entre ie partzge d'information et la formation des RTVs contribuerait à une 

rneilIeure compréhension des partenariats de recherche existants. 

Deux approches coexistent dans la littérature pour ce qui est du partage d'information. 

La première suppose que le partage d'information n'est pas affecté par la coopération, dans 

lequel cas la coopération se résume à la coordination des dépenses de R&D (De Bondt et al., 

1992;1° Kamien et al., 1997)." La deuxième approche est de supposer que la coopération 

implique le partage complet de l'information (Kamien et al., 1992; Poyago-Theotoky, 1995).12 

Les deux hypothèses sont arbitraires, en plus de manquer d'assises théoriques et empiriques. 

Il est raisonnable de penser que la coopération améliore le partage d'information, mais il 

n'existe aucun fondement pour l'hypothèse du partase comp1et de l'information. 

Nombre d'études ont considéré le problème du partage d'information entre concurrents, 

sans toutefois étudier son interaction avec la stabilité de la coopération, d'Aspremont et ai. 

(1996)13 étudient le problème de la négociation quant à la divulgation de résultats de recherche 

dans une course pour une innovation brevetable entre deux firmes. Katsoulacos et Ulph (1998% 

1998b)14 endogénisent les extemalités de recherche en tenant compte de distinctions telles que 

les innovations produits versus les innovations processus, la substituabilité technique vs. la 

complémentarité technique et le partage d'information vs. lacoordination de larecherche. Dans 

Poyago-Theotoky (1999),15 deux firmes choisissent le niveau de partage d'information après 

avoir investi en R&D; elle trouve que les firmes coopérant (ne coopérant pas) en R&D 

choisissent un partage maximal (minimal) de l'information. Kamien et Zang (1998)16 

10 De Bondt, R., Wu, C., et Lievens, D., 1992, Stable Straregic R&D Canels, .Onderzoeksrapport NR. 9204. 
Departement Toegepaste Economische Wetensc happen, Katho lie ke Universiteit Leuven. 

11 Kamien, MI., Muller, E., et Zang, I., 1992, 'Research Joint Ventures and R&D Cartels', AER, 82(5): 1293- 
1306. ,, 

Toyago-Theotoky, J., 1995, 'Equilibrium and Optimal Size of a Research Joint Venture in an Oligopoly 
with Spillovers', Journal of Industn'aC Economics, 43(2):209-25. 

L3d'~spremon~ C., Bhattacharya, S., et Gérard-Varet, LA., 1996. Bargaining und Shoring Knowlcdge, 
Discussion Paper No. TE/96/293, Suntory and Toyota International Centres for Economics and Related Disciplines, 
London School of Econornics and Politicai Science. 

1 katsoulacos, Y., et Ulph. D., 1998a. 'Endogenous Spillovers and the Performance of Research Joint 
Ventures', Journal of Indusrrial Economics, 46(3):333-57; Katsoulacos, Y., and Ulph, D., 1998b. 'Innovation 
Spillovers and Technology Policy' , Annales d'Economie er de Sransrique, 40-50:589-607. 

1 %oyago-~heotok~, J., 1999, 'A Note on Endogenous Spillovers in a Non-Toumumnt R&D Duopoly', 
Review of Industrt-al Organization, 15:253-62. 

1 
'Kanuen, M.I., et Zang, 1.. 1998, Meer Me Holfway: Research Joinr ventcird and Abrorptive Capaciq, 

Mimeo, Deparanent of Managerial Economics and Decision Sciences, JL. KelIogg Graduate School of Management. 
Northwester University. 



permettent aux firmes de choisir une "approche de R&D" déterminant le degré auquel l'autre 

firme peut bénéficier de cette recherche. Combs (1993)" développe un modèle de R&D où la 

coopération auamente la probabilité a innover par le biais du partage d'information concernant 

les stratégies et résultats de recherche. De Fraja (1990, 1993)18 cherchent à déterminer si les 

firmes ont une incitation à divulguer les résultats de leurs recherches. Finalement, B hattacharya 

et al. (1990)19 développent un modèle où les chercheurs peuvent partager leurs dotations en 

connaissances productives dans la première étape et choisissent les efforts de R&D dans la 

deuxième étape. 

Considérons ensuite la deuxième dimension de la coopération, la taille de la RJV. Les 

études ont typiquement supposé que tous les membres de l'industrie participent à Ia W. 

Parmi le peu d'études ayant endogénisé la décision de participation, on peut mentionner De 

Bondt et al. (1992), Poyago-Theotoky (1995)- Kamien et Zang (1993)," Eaton et Eswaran 

(1997)." Kesteloot et Veugelers (1995)" et Yi (1998).') Toutefois, dans toutes ces études, le 

partage d'information est exogène. 

Les deux seules études à avoir étudié conjointement Ia stabilité de la RTV et le partage 

d'information sont De Bondt et Wu (1997)" et Katz (1986)? De Bondt et Wu (1997) étudient 

la coopération en RBrD avec une décision de participation endogène. Même s'ils étudient 

brièvement l'effet de différents niveaux de partage d'information sur la stabilité de la 

coopération, le partage d'information demeure exogène. Katz (1986) est la seule étude 

endogénisant simultanément le partage d'information et la formation de la RJV. Toutefois, son 

analyse se concentre sur le cas où il n'y pas d'extemalités de recherche exogènes, et où le 

17~ornbs, KL., 1993, 'The role of informarion sharing in cooperative research and developrnem', 
International Journal of Industrial Organization, 11535-5 1. 

1 8De Fraja, G., 1990, Srrategic Disclosure of R&D Knowledge and Research Joint Venrures, Discussion 
Paper No. 90t278, University of B ris toi; De Fraja, G., 1993, 'Strategic spillovers in patent races'. Infernafional Journal 
of Indusrrial Organizution, 11: 139-46. 

19 Bhattachqa, S., Glazer, J., et Sappington, DE.M., 1990, 'Sharing Productive Knowledge in Intemally 
Financed R&D Contests' , Journal of Indusrrial Economics, 39(2): 187-208. 

"~arnien, Ml., et Zang, 1.. 1993, 'Competinp Research Joint Ventures'. J o u d  of Economics and 
Management Straregy, 2(1):23-40- 

"~aton, B.C., et Eswaran, M., 1997, 'Technology-trading coalitions in supergames', RAND Joumal of 
Economics, 28(l): 135-49. 

22~esteloot, K., et Veugelers, R, 1995, 'Stable R&D Cooperation with SpiUoven', Joumal of Economics 
& Management Srraregy, 4(4):65I-72. 

r ~ i ,  S.S., 1998, Endogenous fonnarion ofjoint ventures with eflciency gains, Worlcing paper, Dartmouth 
CoUege. 

2 %e Bond& R., et Wu, C., 1997, 'Research Joint Venture Cartels and WeIfare', in Poyago-Theotob (ed.), . 

Cornpetition, Cooperarion, Research ami Developrnenr. MacMillan, London. 
2s Kaa, ML., 1986, 'An anaIysis of cooperative research and development' , RAND JoumaC of Economics, 

i7(4) :527-43. 



choix est entre la coopération entre toutes les firmes et l'absence de coopération. 

Pour étudier l'interaction entre le partage d'information et la stabilité de lacoopération, 

on modélise une industrie de taille fixe où des firmes se concurrençant à la Cournot peuvent 

investir en R&D en vue de réduire leurs coûts. II existe deux types d'externalités de recherche: 

une externahé générale, s'appliquant à toutes les firmes, et une externalité spécifique, 

s'appliquant au parrage volontaire d'information entre les membres de la W. L'externalité 

spécifique constitue une hite d'information de la RJV aux non membres. L'idée est que 

partager l'information augmente les chances qu'une partie de cette information soit transmise 

à d'autres furmes- 

Le jeu comprend quatre étapes. À la première étape, la taille de la RN est déterminée 

de manière endogène, en tenant compte de la stabilité interne. de la stabilité externe et de la 

capacité de la IUV à limiter sa taille. Lors de la deuxième étape, les membres de la RJV se 

mettent d'accord sur une quantité d'information à partager volontairement. Les firmes décident 

sur leurs investissements en R&D à la troisième étape. Cette décision est prise de manière 

coopérative par les membres de la RJV et de manière non coopérative par les non membres. 

En dernier Iieu toutes les f m e s  se concurrencent à la Cournot. La complexité du modèle nous 

contraint à résoudre certaines étapes par le biais de simulations numériques. 

On étudie d'abord le partage d'information par les membres de la EW, pour une taille 

donnée de la RN. Les déterminants de la décision de partager l'information et du niveau de 

partage sont étudiés. On analyse ensuite la taille et la stabilité de la W. Sa taille est 

détemiinée par trois effets: un effet de coordination, qui est relié à lacoordination des dépenses 

de R&D par les membres; un effet de partage d'information. qui est relié à la possibilité qu'ont 

les membres de partager l'information; et un effet concurrentiel, qui est relié au fait qu'accepter 

un membre additionnel dans la RJV en fait un concurrent plus féroce. La RJV est stable si 

aucun membre ne veut la quitter, que les membres n'ont pas intérêt à se de%arrasser d'un 

membre et que l'une des deux conditions suivantes est satisfaite: soit qu'aucun non membre 

ne voudrait joindre la W7 ou que les membres s'oppsseraient à l'addition d'un membre- Sur 

la base des décisions des firmes à l'équilibre, on analyse la difision technologique, qui est 

décomposée en ses différentes composantes: effet propre, extemalité générale, extemalité 

spécifique et partage volontaire d'information. La variation des deux aspects fondamentaux de 

la RTV, qui sont la coordination des dépenses de R&D et le partage volontaire d'information, 

avec 1' extemalité générale est examinée. Finalement, les effets de la coopération et du partage 



d'information sur la profitabilité des firmes et sur le bien-être sont étudiés. 



PRODUCTXON TECHNOLOGY, INFORR/IATION TECHNOLOGY, AND 

VERTICAL INTEGRATION UNDER ASYMMETRIC INFORMATION 



1. Introduction 

During the last two decades large firms in industrialized countrïes turned toward 

outsourcing for an increasing portion of their inputs.[ Many social. econornic, managerial, and 

technological factors lie behind this change in procurement. The purpose of this paper is to 

analyse the role tec hnological change plays in determinhg procurement practices. The paper 

constitutes a bridge between agency and contractual explanations on the one hand, and 

technological explanations on the other hand, of the existence and frontien of the firm. 

Although there exists an extensive literature discussing the effect of technology on vertical 

integration, little formal work has dealt with this topic. Two important exceptions are Lewis 

and Sappington (1991) and Reddi (1994). 

Reddi (1994) follows the decision-theoretic framework of Clemons, Reddi and Row 

(1993) to analyse the effects of information technologies (II') on outsourcing. Three types of 

organization are possible: vertical integration, (Iong term) partnerships, and market (short tem)  

suppliers. Quality and cost are variable across suppliers, who have a cost advantage over the 

buyer. The firm makes an investment in JT to coordinate operations with the supplying unit. 

Higher coordination costs reflect four characteristics of the component: higher complexity, 

difficulty of measurement, high demand uncertainty, and high lead tîme. The use of more ICT 

reduces coordinauon costs. Given measurernent difficulties, there is a moral hazard problem 

regarding quality. Reddi finds that as IT become cheaper the firm prefers to outsource rather 

than to produce in-house. When products are complex and uncertainty is hi*, parmers hips are 

preferred to market suppliers. As the specificity of ïT decreases, the buyer is more likely to 

. outsource than to produce in-house. For complex (simple) products and hi$ Oow) uncertainty, 

this increase in outsourcing will favour partnerships (market suppliers). While the mode1 

incorporates production costs, technical progress on those costs is not considered. 

Lewis and Sappington (199 1) (LS hereafter) study how the choice by a f i  between 

making and buying an input is affected by different types of technological progess on 

production costs. The firm has a higher cost than the supplier, but the supplier has private 

1.A well known example is that of the American car indusuy, which is now outsourcing more than 50% of 
its inputs. The pubiic sector is aiso increasingly niniing toward outsourcing. McFetridge and Smith (1988) note that 
in most industrialised counûies, service purchases by indusaies have hcreased significantly between 1961 and 1981. 
and the trend is stronger in fast growing industries. Between 1989 and 1994, IBM reduced its workforce from 100,000 
to 60,000, increasing the number of suppliers during the sarne period frorn 1,000 to 20,000 (Rothery and Robertson, 
1995). The median number of the Forme 500 American frrms was 16,000 in 1973, 13,000 in 1983, and 10,000 in 
1993 (McMillan, 1994)- For these same h, during the last 50 years, the value of purchased materials and services 
rose from 20% to 50% of f iai  product value. 



information about her costs. The firm and the supplier can reduce their costs through a cost 

reducing effort. LS analyse how procurement is affected b y three types of technical progress: 

a reduction in production costs, a reduction in the disutility of cost reducing efforts, and an 

increase in the effect of cost reducing effort. They find that any of these forms of technical 

progress leads the firm to choose vertical integration more often. This follows from two effects 

induced by technologïcal progress: an eficiency effect and a control effect. The efficiency 

effect comes from the differential impact of technological change on the firm and the supplier, 

Jiven that they have different costs and different effort levels. The control effect comes from 

the impact of technological change on the information renr appropriated by the supplier. The 

efficiency effect favours vertical integration, because the fim has higher initial costs, while the 

control effect favours the supplier, because there are no information rents when the input is 

produced internally. The main conclusion of the LS model is that technological progress 

induces the firm to make rather than buy the input more often. An important limitation of the 

mode1 is that it does not incorporate E, which represent the bulk of the effects of technolog 

on outsourcing. Also, their model does not allow for opportunism to arise within the frrm. 

The purpose of this paper is to analyse the effect of technological change on the 

frontiers of the firm while taking into account three factors related to the tradeoff between the 

firm and the market. First, asymmetric information and opportunism exist in firms as weIl as 

in markets. This is in contrast to the traditional transaction cost view that vertical integration 

autornatically resolves opportunism problerns. Second, the model takes into account the 

critiques of Demsetz (L988), Foss (1996), Chandler (1992), and Coase (1990) that transaction 

cost theory reduces the differences between the market and the firm to differences in 

transaction costs, ornitting differences in other types of costs. For that, the model incorporates 

production and coordination costs, in addition to opportunism costs. Third, the model goes 

beyond another lirnit of transaction cost theory which asserts that technology plays but a 

secondary role in determining fims' frontiers. By incorporating technological change in the 

presence of explicit contracnial problems, the model shows that techno10,qy plays a key role in 

deterrnining fi=' s frontiers. 

The paper builds on transaction cost theory and agency theory. The problem is studied 

in a principal-two agents model with adverse selection and moral hazard. The mode1 is based 

on the framework of LS but enlarges the scope of the analysis by incorporating different types 

of costs and adopting a ncher stochastic environment. Regarding costs, LS consider only 



production costs, whereas here both production and coordination costs are incorporateci 

Regarding the stochastic environment, in the LS mode1 the disadvantage of the market was due 

only to private information. As for the firrn, perfect knowledge of the production process was 

assumed, and no agency problerns existed. Here, both governance structures (hierarchies and 

markets) have a mixture of determinisuc and stochastic elements. 

It is found that technoIo@cal progress on production and coordination costs often has 

diametrically opposite effects on procurement. In seneral, technological progress on production 

costs leads to more vertical integration, whereas technological progress on coordination costs 

leads to more subcontracting. However, the opposite result obtains in many cases. When 

technological change concems the level of costs, its effect on procurement depends on the cost 

differential between the firrn and the market, and the relative importance of production and 

coordination costs; whereas, when technoloJica1 change affects the effect or disutility of effort, 

its impact on procurement is unambiguous. Technical change can reduce the importance of 

some types of costs in the f m ' s  procurement decision. The static effects of cornpetition and 

monitoring on the frontiers of the firm, and their dynarnic effects regarding how these frontiers 

are affected by technical change, are shown to differ. 

In contrast to changes in the level of costs, the impact of which depends on the cost 

differential between the firm and the market, changes conceming the effect or disutility of cost 

reducing efforts have unambiguous impacts on procurement. The explanation lies in the 

dynamics of the efficiency and control effects. Technologka1 change induces an efficiency 

effect (due to the cost differential between the f a  and the market) which favours one type of 

procurement, and a control effect (due to the private information of agents) which favours the 

other type of procurement. When technical progress affects the level of costs, the efficiency 

effect dominates when the cost differential is important, whereas the control effect may 

dominate when the cost differential is negligible; henceforth the impact of technical chanse on 

procurement depends on the cost differential. When technical progress concerns the effect or 

the disutility of cost reducing efforts, the eficiency effect always dominates the control effect, 

therefore the impact of technical progress on procurement does not depend on the cost 

differential. 

The paper is organized as foIlows. Section 2 analyses the effects of information and 

production technologies on 'the outsourcing decision. In section 3 the tradeoff between f m s  

and markets is reviewed based ontransaction cost theory and agency theory. Section 4 presents 



the mode1 and the optimal contract. Section 5 discusses how different foms of technologïcal 

progress affect procurement. and section 6 concludes. 

2. Information and production technologies 

Technological change c m  affect the boundarïes of the F i  in many ways. Hereafter 

these effects are classified according to whether the change concerns ïï or production 

technology.' 

2.1 Information technologies 

IT can affect the tradeoff between markets and hierarchies iri many ways. The main 

types of costs affected by IT are search costs, coordination costs, monitoring costs, and 

renegotiation hazards. Modem IT are different from older communication settings in two ways. 

The first difference is that it is cheaper and faster to transmit and verify information. This 

reduces the first three types of costs mentioned above: search, coordination (Malone et al., 

1987), and monitoring (Clemons et al., 1993) costs. The second difference is that IT 

investments are less specific. This reduces the fourth type of cost: renegotiation cost. Each of 

these is discussed below. 

The first type of costs IT can affect is search costs. By reducing search costs IT make 

extemal procurement relatively cheaper than before. At the same time, however, ïï rnay reduce 

the cost of screening potential employees. 

The second type of costs afYected by ïI' is the cosr of coordination. IT generally reduce 

coordination costs: "Since the essence of coordination involves communicating andprocessin,o 

information, the use of IT seems likely to decrease these costs." (Malone et al.. 1987:486). The 

hi& costs of old IT systems made close coordination between the firm and its suppliers costly. 

This induced firms either to integrate the operation, or to outsource it while keeping 

coordination at a minimum level (Reddi, 1994). IT c m  improve coordination in many ways: 

-Shorter production runs -characteristic of CAD/CAM systems and of flexible production 

technologies- require more communication between units and a more frequent redesign. This 

intensifies communication, which is faditated by modern m. For instance, "the recent 

development of EDI ... in the automobile sector makes it possible for an assembler to 

2.See Ata1Ia.h and Boyer (1999) for a more detailed discussion of the effects of technology on procurement. 



electronically coordinate with its supplier in most of the information and coordination intensive 

activities.2 (Bensaou and Venkatraman, 1995:9)- 

-The costs of instantaneous transfer of information (cg. order placement) between the firm and 
- 

its suppliers are reduced, easing the delegation of more Functions to extemal suppliers. For 

instance, flight reservations, which were Iargely controlled by firrns, are increasingly 

outsourced (Gurbaxani and Whang, 199 1). 

-Coordination is improved through better integrated databases, easier data analysis andcontrol, 

and superior query languages (Clemons et al., 1993). Ahmad et al. (1995) discuss how IT 

facilitate the redesign of organizational functions and processes (through effective use of 

communication, data accessibility and cornmon systems designed to process data) to achieve 

better coordination between design and construction organizations in the construction industry. 

-The networking of infornation eases instantaneous sharing of information between the fim 

and its suppliers. The access to the partner's database in order to coordinate operations is 

facilitated. hsr  in 'me inventory systems require such an instanianeous access to the buyer's 

inventories, for l a se  inventories were one way of compensating for poor c~ordination.~ 

At the same time, however, IT improve coordination within the fm, and may in some 

cases encourage integration. Coase (1937) predicted that reductions in the cost of organizing 

spatially will increase the size of the firm. Brochner (1990) notes that XT have the potential of 

improving coordination in the construction industry under both goverriance structures. 

Networking economies and informational scale economies ease the maintenance of large 

interna1 databases. In informationally intensive industries, some activities that were costly to 

manage internally are now being integrated. For instance, more hotel chains are centrdising 

reservations management (Gurbaxani and Wang, 199 1). 

Monitoring costs are the third type of costs affected by II'. Monitoring requires access 

to specific information about the supplier's operations, and this access is facilitated by the 

greater availability of information and stronger treatment possibilities (Clemons et al., 1993). 

Some information may be too costiy to collect rnanually, but can be collected with littie extra 

cost as a byproduct of the information system. The customer can better observe the production 

process of the supplier, making monitoring andquality control easier. Moreover some variables 

that are typically difficult to observe, like customer support, becorne more easily verified- 

- 3.Note however that ulis openness can make the buyer vuherable to renegotiation fiornthe supplier (Reddi, 
1994). 



Organizing and using information for the purpose of cornparison -an essential cornponent of 

monitoring- is improved by LT (Brochner, 1990). At the sarne time, ïï ease interna1 monitoring, 

which makes detection of opportunism within the fim easier. 

The fourth dimension IT can affect is asset specificity. IT investments are less specific 

today, due to standardisation in software, in hardware, in telecommunications equipment. and 

in communication standards. Moreover, by making instantaneous communication easier, IT 

also reduce time specificity (e-g. perishable products) (Malone et al., 1987). 

Many authors (e.0. Malone et al., 1987; Gurbaxani and Whang, 1991; Clemons et al., 

1993; Brynjolfsson et al., 1994; Picot et al., 1996) have argued that by reducing transaction 

costs, IT induce firms to use more markets and less hierarchies. Empirical evidence supports 

an inverse relation between investments in IT and the level of integration of f m s  (Kambil, 

199 1; Komninos, 1994; Carlsson, 1988; Brynjolfsson et al., 1994; Shin, 1996). However, the 

causality could go either way. It may be the case that firms that outsource more invest more in 

IT to manage their outsourcing relations more effectively. 
' 

There is evidence that IT affect the nature -and not only the level- of outsourcing, by 

inducing a more cooperative and long tenn approach to supplier relationships (07Neal, 1989: 

Malone et al., 1987; CIemons and Row, 1992; Picot et al., 1996). Brochner (1990) notes that 

IT can affect the nahue of the tendering process by encouraging product differentiation through 

the use of more detailed specifications, transforrning a cornpetitive auction into a more 

complex buyer-seller relation. 

2.2 Production technology 

Vertical integration has dominated in an era characterized by slow technical change and 

relatively standardised products. Today, product redesigns are more frequent and markets are 

more specialised (Powell, 1987). The question is: how have these changes affected the 

outsourcing decision? 

CAD/CAM processes make outsourcing easier @lois, 1986): design and production 

engineers can access and manipulate the requirements of extemai parties more easily (Clemons 

et al., 1993); different components of the systems need not be located within the same fim nor 

the same plant; suppliers have less independence and hence less margin for errors, given that 

they receive specific production instructions; and the systems are compatible with variable 

production scales, so that srnall supplies are not disadvantaged. Moreover, flexible 



rnanufactuLing technologies reduce asset specificity, facilitating outsourcing (h4alone et al., 

1987). 

Modem technologies have increased product complexity. The empincal evidence on 

the relation between product complexity and outsourcing is rnixed. European (SME Task 

Force, 1988) and Japanese (Ikeda and Lecler, 1984) firms seem to outsource more complex 

components. However, Masten (1984) and Walker and Weber (1984) find that firms make 

internally their most cornplex products. Masten et al. (1991) find a nonmonotonic effect of 

complexity on the probability of integration, decreasing and then increasing the probability of 

integration. 

The nature of the input pfays an imgortant role in the outsourcing decision. Service 

inputs are outsourced more often than material inputs, given their technical and speciaiized 

character, and their increasing complexity (Daniels, 1985). Firms use more service inputs han  

before, such as design, quality control, and consulting. This increased use of service inputs 

s hould favour outsourcing. 

Some technoIo$cd developments can affect the efficiency of both govemance 

s tnictures. Alchian and Demsetz (1972) discuss ho w the development of efficient central 

sources of power led to the performance of weaving in proximity to power sources and to the 

engagement in team production. The former change reduced the cost of market transactions, 

but, because of the joint use of the equipment, vertical integration increased. 

Many other interactions between production technology and outsourcing can anse. 

However, whereas the effect of II' seems, in general, to favour lower leveis of integration, the 

effects of changes in production technology are less clear cut. Moreover, changes in IT are 

common to most sectors, while changes in production technology are more industry-specific. 

3. Firms and markets 

This section addresses the tradeoff between the fm and the market in terms of 

differences in cost levels and in cost observability, based on transaction cost theory and agency 

theory? The fmt dimension of the tradeoff between the f i  and the market relates to the 

relative levels of coordination and production costs under each govemance mode. Consider 

4.Mahoney (1992) argues that measurement costs and transaction costs have to be considered jointiy to 
predict organizationai form. hji l i  (1995) fmds that combining the agency and transacaon cost approaches yie1d.s useful 
insights for the understanding of vertical coordination in crop contracthg in East Central Illinois. 



first coordination costs. Coordination costs include "the costs of gathenng information, 

negotiating contracts, and protecting against the risks of "opportunistic" bargaining." (Maione 

et al., 1987). ~o l lowin i  transaction cost theory, markets have higher coordination costs than 

firms:* supplier search costs, monitoring costs, and renegotiation hazards (due to asset 

specificity, for instance) are the main transaction costs in a vertical relationship. Diffrculties 

in the communication of the specifications of components to suppliers constitute a typical 

example of coordination costs (N. Foss, 1996)~~ 

Assum ption 1. The marker has higher coordination costs rhart riz e jïmt. 

Next, consider production costs. The transaction cost literature has tented to focus on 

the costs of oppominism, while neglecting potentid differences in other types of costs.' The 

central transaction cost that in the absence transaction costs the 

the firm would be indeterminate, rules out the relevance of any type of cost not classified as 

a transaction cost, However, the decision to rnake or buy should not be merely based on the 

relative importance of transaction and management costs, but should also take into account 

other attributes of markets and firms. One such important attnbute is production costs. As 

Demsetz notes: 

in the ... conrexz in which management. rransacrion, and producrion cosrs are al1 assumed ro be 

posirive. the correct decision is reached by assessing wherher rnerger of independenr production 

yieldx rhe lowesr unir con. raking ail rtiese costs inro accorinr (Demsert, 1988:146) 

[in the rransacrion cosr lirerature] the make-or-buy decision is nor allowed ro turn on difierences 

in producrion con  (Dernserz, 1988:148) 

the rransacriorz cost theory of rhefim ignores differences benveenjïrms when these lie curside rhe 

conrroljüncrion and discourages a search for swch digerences. (Dernserz 1988:148) 

In the same token, N. Foss (1996) explains that the contractual approach assumes that the only 

differences between institutions lies in control costs, not in production costs : "[the contractual 

5-Poppo (1995) argues that interna1 coordination costs may be higher than externa1 coordination cosn, ' 
because of the use of quasi-market incentives and decenûalization in hierarchies. 

6.Frorn the smdy of the semiconductor industry, Monteverde (1995) fin& that the integration decision in rhat 
industry is positively related to the intensity of unsmctured technical dialogue required between engineers at the chip 
design and chip fabrication stages. While Monteverde interprets unsûuctured technical dialogue as specific human 
capital, it cari aiso be viewed as a proxy for coordination costs between two stages of production, According to this 
interpretation. his results would indicate that coordination costs are lowered by integration. 

7.Riordan and Williamson (1985) study a mode1 where markets and hierarchies have different production 
and transaction costs; their analysis is cencred around assec specificity. 



approach assumes that] production costs do not Vary over firms for the 'same' productive tasks 

- that is, what one firm can do, another firm can do equally efficient" (N. Foss, 1996: 17). 

Chandler (1992) also adheres to the view that "the specific nature of the firm's facilities and 

skills becomes the most si,onificant factor in determining what wiIl be done in the firm and 

what by the market" (p.86). Finally, Coase (1990) notes that 

... once rnosr production is carried out within jîm and mosr rransacnons are firm-firm 
transactions and nor factor-facror transactions, the levd of transaction costs will be greatly 

reduced and the dominant factor determining the institr~rioml srrucrure of producrion will in 

general no longer be transacrion cosrs but the relative cosrs of diflerent firrns in organicinp 

parricciiar acriviries (p. 11)- 

These critiques of the excessive focus of the transaction cost approach on incentive 

costs point out that other types ofcosts play a role in procurement. In this paper the differences 

between firms and markets regarding production costs are modelled explicitly. Namely, 

markets have lower production costs than hierarchies, because of specialization and of 

economies of scale (Williamson, 1985), and of the cornpetition between suppliers (Malone et 

ai., 1987). 

Assumption 2. The firm has higher production cosrs rhan the market. 

We now tuïn to cost observability. Transaction cost theory acknowledges that 

measurement issues are important in the make-or-buy decision, but they have been relegated 

to a secondary position compared with asset specificity. Measurement difficulties play an 

important role in Our model. How easy a cost is to observe depends on whether the activity is 

performed by an employee of the f i  or by an outside agent, how easy the inputs and outputs 

of the activity are easy to identib ex ante and measure ex post, the possibility of collusion 

between agents, and whether there is a contract laying out the activities to be performed or not. 

Given that production activities are generally well specified in advance, the cost of 

intemal production -which is performed by the f m ' s  employee- is relatively easy to observe. 

However, it is more difficult to monitor extemal production activities, which are perfonned by 

the s~bcontractor.~ This is consistent with the views of agency theory and of the property rights 

theory that measurement problems are less important when the activity takes place in-house. 

8.Poppo (1995) fin& that product cost information disclosure is becter with intenial suppliers than with 
extemal suppliers. 



In a property nghts frarnework, if the right to audit is a residual rather than a contractible nght, 

then cost observability is supenor in-house (Grossman andHart, 1986). Whiie some f m s  may 

send their personnel to observe àirectly the production facilities of their subcontractors, in 

general it will be at Ieast as easy for the firm to observe its interna1 production costs as to 

observe the production costs of its subcontractors. For the sake of simplicity, it will be assumed 

that a cost which is easy to observe is perfectly observable while a cost that is difficult to 

observe is not observable. 

Assumption 3. Inremnlproduction costsare observable by thefirm, wlzile e.aemalprodzrction 

costs are no?- 

However, it is not m e  for al1 types of activities that measurement difficulties are greater 

in-h~use.~ Contrarily to intemal production costs, intemal coordination costs are difficult to 

observe. First, coordination activities cannot be specified with the same degee of precision as 

production activities. A production process generally has clearly identifiable inputs and 

outputs. but the same cannot be said about coordination activities, which are more dificult to 

9.Although aansac tion cost theory focuses on informational asymmetries in markets, those prob1ems do not 
disappear with vertical integration (Jensen and Meckling, 1976; Fama, 1980). Alchian and Demsetz (1972) discuss 
the diffIculties arising fiom nonseparable team outputs, whether the transacaon cakes place inside or outside the fm. 
Melurnad et al. (1992) show that centralization can induce costs due to resmcted communication between the agencs 
and the centrai authonsr. Poppo and Zenger (1998) e s b a t e  a mode1 of the influence of transactions' characteristics 

oement on the performance of vertical integrauon versus subconnacting of information services; they fma that mana, 
satisfaction with costs decreases wirh measurernent difficulties both when the acavity is oucsourced and when it is 
perfomed in-houe. Specifically, they find that measurement diffIculties have a larger negative effect on cost 
performance in markets than in firms, but have a larges negative effect on quaiity and responsiveness in f m  than in 
markets. Moreover, they find that measurement difficulties have no effect on whether f i  outsource or not- 

The bias of transacaon cost theory toward the analysis of opportunisrn in markets has led it to overiook 
opportunism problems in the f m  However. opportunism is not the exclusivity of markets. There is a large Literature 
on agency costs within the fm. Olsen (1996) shows that even though vemcal in tepaon c m  be preferable on 
efficiency grounds, agency costs within the f i  which arise fiom the possibility of contract renegotiauoo, c m  rnake 
the market transaction cheaper. Hennart (1993) diicusses the costs of organization in both firms and markets: the 
internai organizauon costs of finns are mainly due to shirking, which arises because the f m  relies mosdy on 
hierarchy; while the external organization costs of markets are rnainly due to cheating, which arises because the market 
relies mostiy on prices. EccIes and White (1988) discuss the interna1 transaction costs associated with exchanges 
between profit centres in a multidivisional or multiprofit centre firm. Masten et ai. (1991), from the smdy of a large 
naval construcaon project, fmd chat, although the costs of the market rise with the potential for holdups, intemal costs 
play a role in the integration decision. Milgrom and Roberts (1988) anaiyse the costs of influence activities in 
organizations. ûemsetz argues that while the market has transaction costs, intemal management is not costless: 'The 
worldly roles of management ... [are] to explore uncertain possibiliues and to control resources consciously, where 
owners of resources have a penchant for pursuing theirown interests" (Demsetz, 1988:143). Fiaily, even though this 
has been overlooked by rnost of the transaction cost literarure, Wiarnson (1975) notes that "the same &ansaction cost 
factors that increase the cost of market exchange may also serve to increase the cost of internai organizaaon ... A 
symmetrical analysis of trading thus requises that we achowledge the transactional limits of interna1 organization 
weU as the sources of market failure" (pp.8-9). 



specify. Second, when many activities are being performed within the Fm, it is difficult to 

separate the costs of coordinating different activities (this problem is less important for 

production costs). 

On the other hand,.the costs incurred by the empIoyee while coordinating activities with 

the subcontractor are easy to observe (the subcontractor may well have some coordination costs 

of her own, but her hi$ degree of specialization allows us to ovedook those costs). First, a 

fmi typically coordinates a large number of activities in-house, but onIy a few activities on the 

market. Therefore the probiem of separating the coordination costs of differenr activities is less 

acute externatly than internally. Second, external transactions are regulated through contracts, 

which speciQ to  a certain extent the coordination activities of the employee of the fim. 

Interna1 coordination costs do not involve contracts, and hencefonh are not descnbed with the 

same de~ree  of precision. Third, measmïng intemal coordination costs with accuracy c m  be 

complicated by collusion between supervisors and employees, which is made easier by the long 

term relationship between the two parties. The employees of the firm c m  act strategïcally and 

shift costs between activities (to hide inefficiencies, for example). This problem is less acute 

with external costs: it is more difficult for the employees to collude with external agents than 

to collude mong themselves. 

Assumption 4. Exremal coordination cosrs are observable by the F m ,  while interna1 

coordination costs are not. 

The three sources of difficulty in measuring interna1 coordination costs -namely, cost 

separation, the absence of contracts, and collusion- are less acute wich internai production 

costs. The relative ease of specifying the inputs and outputs of the production process leaves 

Iittle scope for the manipulation of production cost information on the part of employees. 

The following table sumrnarizes the tradeoff between the f m  and the market in terrns 

of cost levels and observability. "High" and 'low" in this table should be read vertically, 

meaning that n o  assumption is made on the level of production costs relative to the level of 

coordination costs. 



1 Extemal 1 Low - Nor observable High - Observable 

Table 1 - Cost Ievels and observabüity 

4. The mode1 

interna1 

The effects of technologïcai change on fm boundarîes are addressed in a principal-two 

agents model, with moral hazard and adverse selection. The model is based on LS. There are 

two or,aanisations, a firrn (the buyer) and a supplier. The f i  needs one unit of an input. It may 

make the input internaliy or buy it from the supplier. There are two types of costs: production 

costs, and coordination costs (examples of coordination activities are planning, communicating, 

analysing data, and controlling). The fim incurs both types of costs (possibly in addition to 

other effort costs or information rents) whether it makes or buys the input. FoIIowing 

assumptions 1 through 4, it is assumed that the firm has lower coordination costs but higher 

production costs than the subcontractor, and that internal production costs and external 

coordination costs are observable, while internal coordination costs and external production 

costs are not, Differences benveen agents are due to institutional charactenstics, and not to the 

fact that an azent is not using the most efficient technology- 

The production cost of the supplier is tg, and the production cost of the firm is r,E The 

extemal coordination cost (between the two firms) is rii; and the internal coordination cost 

(within the buying firm) is rii. The stochastically independent random variables c and i are such 

that c,i-f(c,i), c~kc], &Li-]. The joint disuibution function associated with f(c,i) is F(c,i). 

It is assumed that F(c,i)/f(c, i) is nondecreasing in c and i. 

Both the buyer and the supplier c m  invest in a cost reduction effort (CRE) of either or 

both types of costs. For production costs, investing e, units of effort reduces costs by cet ,  and 

induces a disutility fD(e J. For coordination costs, investing ei units of effort reduces costs by 

f,. e,, and induces a disutility fL)(ei). The disutility of cost reduction function, Il(.), is the same 

for production and coordination costs, for simplicity's sake. It is assurned that D'(.)>O, 

D "(.)>O, and D ' "(.)aO.IO 

When the fm buys the input from the supplier, it can observe the coordination cost riiy 

Production costs Coordination costs 

High - Observable Low - Not observable 

10.Contrarily to the more realistic assumption that, when an agent performs more than one task, effort 
disuality should depend on total.effondevoted to al1 tasks perforrned by that agent (Holmstrqrn and Milgrom, 199i), 
it is assumed that the total disutility of the employee is additively separable in producuon CRE and coordination CRE. 



as for production costs, the f2-m c m  observe their total level, but cannot observe which part is 

due to the realization of c (the part t,c) and which part is due to the CRE of the subcontractor 

(the part feJ When the firm makes the input intemdly, it can observe the production cost îcE 
as for coordination costs, the fim can observe their total level, but cannot observe which part 

is due to the realization of i (the part riz] and which part is due to the CRE of the employee (the 

part fgi ). The finn knows f(c,i) and F(c,i), however. 

The fum cannot observe the CEE invested by agents, internal e, and e,, and external e, 

and e,. It can only observe final production costs and final coordination costs for each agent. 

For internal production costs and external coordination costs, which are non random and 

observable, this nonobservabiiity of efforts is not a problem. For those costs agents choose the 

optimal amounts of effort, which are given by 

Although with intemal provision the employee performs two tasks, the observability 

of intemal production costs implies that the f i rm  c m  sec production CRE at any desired level 

costlessly (Holmstrom and MiIgrorn, 199 1). However, the unobservability O P C E  for internal 

coordination costs and extemai production costs implies that the f i  has to induce special 

provisions in the contract in order to mitigate agents' incentives to inflate their coscs. 

When the employee geers the contract, the firm incurs production costs, minus the effect 

of production CRE, and compensates the employee for the disutility of production CRE. As 

for coordination costs, only the total of which is observable, the firm incurs the observed total 

cost, plus a payment to be specified in the contract. When the subcontractor gets the contract, 

the fm incurs coordination costs (even when the input is bought, it is the employee who 

coordinates operations between the fm and the subcontractor), minus the effect of 

coordination CRE, and compensates the employee for the disutihty of coordination CRE. As 

for production costs, only the total of which is observable, the fm incurs the observed total 

cost, plus a payment to be specified in the contract. Collusion or side payments between the 

employee and the subcontractor are not possible. 

Letting c, represent the final observabIe pioduction costs of die subcontractor (which 

are the difference between her imate production cost and her production CRE), and letting P, 



represent the payment she receives, her profit from reporting c0 when her true type is c is 

q(cO 1 c) = PXcO, .) - D ((Q' [tee-CAC')]) 

where the argument of D represents the effort level required to achieve a total cost cAcO) when 

the subcontractor's true production cost is c. 

Similady, letting i, represent the final observable coordination costs of the employee 

(which are the difference between her innate coordination cost and her coordination CRE), and 

letting P, represent the payment she receives, her profit from reporiing i0 when her true type 

is i is 

q(iO 1 i] = Pe(iO,.) - D ((fJL[t,i-iAio)]) 

where the argument of D represents the effort level required to achieve a total cost iAiO) when 

the empIoyee7s tnie coordination cost is i. 

The sequence of decisions is as follows. First, the employee learns the realization of i, 

and the subcontractor l e m s  the realiz&on of c. Next, the firm announces. sirnultaneously: a) 

a menu of payments and observed coordination costs to  the employeell {P,(.),iA.)} and a menu 

of payments and observed production costs ro the subcontractor {P,(.),c&.)} and b) the 

combinations of reports (iO,cO) such that self provision will be chosen, and the combinations 

(iO,cO) such that outsourcing will be chosen. The firm can commit to this contract. Next, the 

employee makes a (public) report iO, and the subcontractor makes a (public) report CO, 

simultaneously. Finally, the fmchooses the procurement method. and efforts, production, and 

payments takes place. 

Figure 1 - Decision sequence 
1 l 

employee learns - f i  announces: -empioyee reportâ Io - f i  chooses -efforts, 
realization of i; (pc(-),id-) 1 -subconc- reports c0 procurement production, 

-subcontractor l e m s  (pJ(&o)  1 mode and PymWB 
realization of c; S,S - take place 

The fim aims at rninimizing the surn of production and coordination costs (and information 

rents) b y solving the following problem: 

1 l.Ërnployees don't typicaily face menus of contracts (dthough rhere are some exceptions. For instance, IBM 
uses menus of contracts in compensating the sales force; see Milgrom and Roberts, 1992, ch.12). However, the 

. employee can be thought of as a division constintting a profit centre. It is not uncornmon for f m  to put interna1 
divisions in cornpetition with outside contractors. 



where S represents the set such that subcontracting is chosen, and S - represents the set such 

that self provision is chosen. and represent the reservation profits of the subcontractor and 

the employee, respectiveiy. Without loss of generality it is assumed that n;=rr;=0.12 

Foreach agent there are three constraints: one individual rationality constraint, and two 

incentive compatibility constraints. By the revelation principle we c m  restrict our attention to 

direct mechanisms. By using a Vickrey auction, truthful revelation is a dominant strategy. 

From the above representation of internai and extemal costs we know that a higher i 

increases internal coordination costs, and has no effect on external costs. Therefore, for a given 

c, a higher i increases the likelihood of outsourcing. Conversely, for a aven i, a higher c 

increases externai production costs, with no effect on internal costs. Therefore, for a given i, 

a higher c increases the likelihood of vertical integrabon. In sum, the fim will subcontract if, 

for a given c, i is higher than a certain threshold (or, altematively, if, for a given i, c is lower 

than a certain threshold). Let (c,l(c)) with i=l(c) represent the couples (c,i) such that, for a 

gven c, when i<l(c) the f i  chooses vertical integration, and when i>l(c) the firm chooses 

subcontracting, with I(c)EG i-] ]. Figure 2 illusrrates the simplest possible shape of I(c) (other 

possible shapes will be discussed shoaiy). To the right (left) of I(c), the firm chooses vertical 

integration (outsourcing). For any c a k r ] ,  the solution is said to be interior when I(c)€Gi-), 

and is said to be a boundary solution when I(c)~{&i-1. Most cases are such that I(c) has both . 

intenor and boundary parts. 1 consider cases where at least part of the solution is interior, Le. 

c o n f i ~ ~ a h o n s  such that there exists F] such that I(~)E& f ). 

The decision criterion was characterized above as a critical level of i that, for a given 

c, separates the two procurement modes. In what follows it will sometimes be useful to study 

12.AL1 what matte& is that they be equal. 
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the solution in the inverse form, that is, to find the critical level of c for a gïven i. However, the 

function I(c) is not monotonically increasing, hence the inverse function i*(i) does not always 

exist. Because IY(c)>U over dl c such that I(c)~(I(cJ.l(ë)), it folIows that ~ ' ( i )  exists for ail i 

such that i~(I(c),I(q). However ~-'(i) does not exist at boundary solutions. 

With this caution in mind we now characterize the inverse decision problem. Let c=C(i) 

represent, for a @en i, the critical threshdd of c separating the two procurement modes. Then 

it is easily seen that C(i) can be characterïzed as follows: 

a) C(ili~r(ç)) = max {c 1 3 c'E~F] 1 I(cC)<l(c)), 

b) C(il id(&)) = min (c 1 3 c'~Lè-1 1 I(c+)>I(c)}, 

c) C(il i~(I(cJ,l(c))) = ~'( i ) ,  where I-'(i) is the local inverse of I(c) over I(c)€Gi-)). 

Parts a and b of the definition account for the fact that some parts of I(c) may be boundary 

solutions. Part c uses the fact that i(c) is monotonically increasing over its intenor part. 

~ a ~ m e n t s  to the agents are derived in the appendix, and are shown to be as follows: 

P&i) = 

Each agent, when she performs a 

D 
f f i  

t;~(e,(i)) +-Ji'(c'~ t e  '(e,(y))dy 

task on which rent extraction is possible (Le. for which the 

type of the agent is unobservable), gets reimbursed for the disutility of CRE, plus a rent. The 

information rent of the subcontractor depends on her production costs, but not on excemal 

coordination costs, since the latter are known. Conversely, the information rent of the employee 

depends on her coordination costs, and not on her production costs, since the latter are known. 

Due to cornpetition between the employee and the subcontractor, the rent of the agent 

who gets the contract is truncated according to the efficiency of the agent who does not get the 

contract (following Laffont and Tirole, 1987). This explains why the payment to each agent, 

and not only the choice of procurement, depends on the cost realizations of both agents. The 

particularity of the mechanism used-here is that each agent's type is defined over a different 

dimension. 

Figure 3 illustrates rent 

obtains the contract. The rents 

extraction. On figure 3a, because i>I(c), the subcontractor 

of the subcontractor are tnincated fkom above at 6 where 



Z'=C(i), because of the cornpetition of the employee. For any i>r(c), the rent of a subcontractor 

with a given c is higher the more inefficient the employee is (the higher 3. A simila. analysis 

applies to the rent of employee on figure 3b.i3 In this model it is possible that the most efficient 

agent (the empIoyee of type & or the subcontractor of type CJ obtains the contract but exrracts 

no rent, 

Although technically speaking the model has two types of costs, c and i, from an 

economic point of view it incorporates four types of costs: production, coordination, 

management, and transaction costs.14 Production costs are the direct -intemal or extemal- costs 

of producing the input. Coordination costs are the direct -intemal or extemal- coordination 

cosrs. Transaction costs arise because of the private information of the subcontractor. In the 

appendir it is shown that transaction costs are 

Management costs arise because of the piivate information of the employee. In the appendix 

it is shown that management costs are 

Table 2 shows the decomposition of costs under each procurement mode. 

Table 3 - Decomposition of costs under different procurement modes 

Coordination costs rii-<e,{i) +@(e,) I ri F$e;+CD(e;) I 
Production costs 

1 Intarrnation rents 1 t )  D e ) ( F i )  ( ~ / J @ D  '(e J(F(c. r)/fdc)) 1 

Vertical integration Subcontracting 

',tP$(e;) r&-@dc)+f$(ec ) 

From (25) in the appendix the problem of the fm cm be rewrïtten as 

13.There is evidence that putting the employees of the public sector in cornpetition with private contractors 
reduces cos= within the public sector (Szymanski and Wlllcins, 1993; Szymanski, 1996). 

14.We use the tenn transacaon cost to denote the cost of opportunism in market reMions. FoUowing Demsea 
(1988) we use the term management cost to represent $e cost of opportunismwithin the firm (actudy, Demsea uses 
the tenn management cost to represent the cost of organising resources within firms). 



The nonobservability of effort levels forces the firm to design contracts inducing agents 

to choose effort levels rnaximizing the expected profit of the fm. The effort level that the firm 

induces an agent to choose is independent of the number of agents (Laffont and Tirole, 1987). 

The choice of ei by the employee must satisfy 

Comparing this choice with the optimal level of coordination CRE, chosen by the employee 

when the subcontractor is given the contract, and given by (l), shows that e,<e;. When the 

input is made internally, the employee is induced to invest less than the optimal amount in 

coordination cost reduction in order to limit her rents. From (5)  it is clear that the rents of the 

employee increase with its coordination CRE. Whereas with interna1 provision the ernployee 

invests the optimal arnount, because she enjoys no rents on coordination costs. 

The choice of e, by the subcontractor must satisfy 

Cornparing th is  choice with the optimal level of production costs reduction efforts, chosen by 

the employee and given by (2), shows that ecce;. The subcontractor is induced to invest less 

than the optimal amount in production cost reduction" in order to lirnit her rents. From (4) it 

is clear that the rents of the subcontractor increase with its production CRE. Whereas the 

employee invests the optimal amount, because she enjoys no rents on production costs. 

Regarding production costs, the subcontractor spends too little on cost reduction, while 

the employee spends the optimal amount on cost reduction. Regarding coordination costs, the 

employee spends the optimal arnount on cost reduction when the input is bought, while she 

spends too IittIe on coordination cost reduction when the input is made internally. These 

IS-Helper (199L) frnds that in the Auto industry, the unwiilingness o f  suppliers to provide buyers with . 

detailed cost information rnakes the implementation of cost reducaon practices dificuit. 



distortions will be important in the analysis of changes in the technology of CRE. 

Note that xfis concave in I(c): 

Therefore for i(c) to be optimaily chosen, the following must be true at an interior solution: 

(12) imphes that on the intenor parts of I(c) the fim equates the total costs of intemal and 

external provision. Figures 4a through 4d illustrate different possible shapes of I(c). I(c) need 

not necessarily pass through the coordinates (cJJ or (cTi-). Moreover, I(c) need not be (and is 

generallynot)-linear; however, for simplicity, al1 graphical representations of I(c) will be Linear. 

When i=l(c)~G i), the firm chooses randomly between subcontracting and self-provision. 

When i=I(c)=& the f i  chooses subcontracting. When i=l(c)=< the firm chooses vertical 

integration, 

At an interior solution of I(c), oîf/&(c)=0: the (vimial) costs of internal provision and 

the (virtual) costs of subcontracting are equaiizeci Boundary solutions obtain when one agent 

is so favoured (by technological parameters, for instance) that, for some (but not aU) of its cost 

realizations,16 she obtains the contract, irrespective of the cost realization of the other agent. 

At Z(c)=I; kf /ol(c)<U: the costs of vertical integration are strictly higher than the costs of 

subcontracting. Therefore the firm sets 1.c) as low as possible. In this case the subcontractor 

is so attractive that even very low internal coordination costs cannot induce vertical integration. 

At I(c)=E Ûkf/ol(c)>O: the costs of vertical integration are sÛictly lower than the costs of 

subcontracting, Therefore the firm sets I(c) as high as possible. h this case the employee is so. 

attractive that no rnatter how low the production costs of the subcontractor turn out to be, the 

subcontractor cannot get the contract, 

The private information of agents causes the f m ' s  decision criterion to differ fiom 

16.The case where an agent obtains the contract irrespective of aU cost realizations, which wodd yield a 
solution entirely on the boundaries of the parmeter space, is without interest, and is therefore not considered here. 



what would prevail in a world with symmetric information. The private information of the 

emptoyee on internal coordination costs induces the firm to use internal procurement less often 

(by setting I(c) lower), and to distoa the coordination CRE of the employee downwaid- 

Sirnilarly, the private information of the subcontractor on production costs Ieads the firrn to use 

subcontracting less often (by setting I(c) higher), and to distort the production C E  of the 

subcontractor downward. 

The following lemmas charactense the decision of the fm when there is only one cost 

dimension. They will be usefixl in the analysis of comparative statics. 

Lemma l . 1 7  When there are no prodzcction costs (tC=r',=(?=O). thef im subcontracts fi>? and 

makes the input itself if ici', i ' k  f 1. 

Lemma 2. When tlzere are no coordination costs (ti=f=e=O), rhe finn srtbconrracrs ifccc' 

and makes the input itselfifc>c ', c'bc?]. 

(The decision rule described in lernma 2 is the same as the decision rule of the LS model.) 

From (12) let 

We have that a(cJ)=O: at c' intemal and extemal production costs are equalized. 

Similady, b(iP)=O: at i' internai and extemal coordination costs are equalized. We wish to see 

how I(c) is related to i ' and c '. We h o w  that a(cl)=O and b(i ')=O. Now, (12) - a(c)+b(I(c))=O 

- a(cJ)tb(I(c'))=O - I(cJ)=i'. Moreover, al(c)>O and b '(i)<O, implying that I(c>cJ)>i' and 

I(c<cJ)<i'. Figure 5 illustrates these feanires. This fiewe shows that I(c) has to pass through 

the coordinate (cJ,i') .  Moreover, I{c) cannot be found in the southeast or northwest rectangles 

on that figure, because in those areas one agent has an advantage in the total cost of both 

production and coordination activities over the other agent. 

17.Ail proofs are in the appendix. 



5. Comparative statics 

We now wish to assert the effect of technologica1 progress on the decision of the firm, 

which i s  characterised by I(c). There are six types of technical progress: a reduction in 

production costs (decline in t,), a reduction in coordination costs (decline in fi)? an increase in 

the impact of production CRE (increase in ), an increase in the impact of coordination CRE 

(increase in 0, a decline in the disutility of production CRE (decline in 0, and a decline in the 

disutility of coordination CRE (decline in asL8 
One charactenstic of technical progress on either production or coordination costs is 

that it often affects both the market and the firm (see section 3). The question is: which effect 

is more important, and how is the procurement decision aîfected? To answer that question we 

focus the analysis on symmetric technicd change, which affects the firm and the subcontractor 

proportionally. The effects of non symmetric technical change may differ. 

Al1 comparative statics are evduated at the interior parts of I(c). However, the shifc of 

the interior portion of I(c) provides unambiguous inferences about the shift of its boundary 

parts (if any). Table 3 shows how different types of costs are affected by changes in the 

parameters. Realizations of i and c are random. Changes in the technolo&al parameters tr 

denote technical progress. Changes in C-and i-represent changes in the production and 

coordination intensity of the technology. 

Table 3 - Effect of an increase in parameters on costs 

Excemal costs 

( Production Coordination Transaction ( 

From (Il) and (12) we have that 

Production Coordination Management 

18.Hubbard (1998) distinguishes between the incentive and coordination benefits of IT. Here technoIogica1 
progress on IT (changes in t,, <, or 0 represents coordination benefits, but bas an indirect effect on incentives. 



where a stands for any parameter of the model. This equality will be used throughout the paper. 

5.1 Decline in production and coordination cos& 

Consider f i t  the decline in production costs. 

Proposition 1. Let the unique c*~(c ' .F]  be characterized by the implicitfunction 

Then 

a) $l(c*)<i; su thnt ve- ineficient szlbconrractors can obtain rhe contract, rhen dl(c)/dr,:U: 

a decl le  in prod~tction costs induces more velrical inregration in the interval c ç k c * ) ,  and 

more subconrructing in the inrervnl c ~ ( c * ë ] ;  

b )  if I(c*)=iy so rlzar very ineficienr sz~bcontractors cannot obtain the conrracr. then 

dr(c)/drc<O: a decline in production costs induces more vertical integrahon. 

The impact of a decline in t, can be decomposed into the production eficiency effect 

and the production control effect.lg The production efficiency effect cornes from the fact that 

the reduction in r, reduces the costs of the fum more chan the costs of the subcontractor, 

because the f m ' s  production costs are initially higher. The production control effect is due to 

the fact that the reduction in f ,  reduces the information rent of the subcontractor, because m 

initial difference in costs becomes less important with the decline in tc. The production 

efficiency effect induces more internai provision, whereas the production control effect induces 

more subcontracting. The net impact depends on which effect dominates. 

Figure 6 shows the possible shifts in I(c) following a decline in r ,  depending on the 

initial position of I(c). Before technical progress the decision function was the old I(c). Figure 

6a illusnates the case where the decline in t, shifts the decision finction to the left (more 

vertical integration, because the efficiency effect dominates) for c<c*, and to the nght (more 

outsourcing, because the control effect dominates) for c>c* The critical c* is where the old 

L9.Whereas in the LS model technological change induced two effects, an efficiency effect and a control 
effect, here we need to distinguish between two types of efficiency effects: production efficiency effects and 
coordination efficiency effects. and two types of control effects: produchon control effects and coordination conwl 
effects. 



and new I(c) functions cross (when they do), i.e. where the efficiency and control effects cancel 

out. Figure 6b illustrates the case where the decline in t, shifts the decision function to the left 

(more vertical integration). In ail cases the new function passes through the new coordinate 

(c",i'). 

When ccc*, the production cost differential between the firm and the market is 

substantial, therefore the Firm benefits substantidly more fiom the decline in r,, implying that 

the efficiency effect -which induces more vertical integration- is important. Also, for that level 

of cost the control effect is negligible, because there are relatively few subcontractors more 

efficient than that subcontractor, hence the reduction in rents is secondary. Therefore the 

production efficiency effect dominates and the decline in r, leads to more vertical integration. 

This result obtains on both fiopres 6a and 6b. 

For c>c*, the production cost differential between the firm and the market is negligi ble, 

therefore the efficiency effect is small. At the same time, the control effect is important, 

because there is a large number of subcontractors below that subcontractor. Therefore the 

control effect dominates, and the decline in r, leads to more subcontracting. This effect obrains 

on figure 6a, but does not obtain on figure 6b. 

The difference between figures 6a and 6b is that on figure 6a. I(G&)ci; meaning that 

al1 subcontractors can obtain the contract, whereas on figure 6b, I(c?~)=i; meaning that sorne 

subcontractors never obtain the contract When very inefficient subcontractors cannot get the 

contract, the efficiency effect rnay never become small enough, and the control effect may 

never become large enough, for the control effect to dominate, and for more subcontracting to 

be induced. Part b of proposition 1 (which conesponds to the case depicted in figure 6b) 

indicates that a sufficient condition for the efficiency effect to dominate everywhere (and 

therefore for more vertical integration to be induced everywhere) is that I(c*)=C the decision 

function is such that the subcontractor for which the efficiency and control effects would have 

cancelled out never obtains the contract. 

The result of proposition 1 b is more likely to hold than the result of proposition .l a in 

one important case: when production costs are significantly quantitatively more important than 

coordination costs. In that case there exists c+c~?such that I(ct)=E very inefficient employees 

can get the contract, but very inefficient subcontractors cannot. In other words, the fm accep ts 

very hi& coordination costs in order to avoid high production costs, because of the quantitative 

importance of production costs. From proposition 1 we see that this asymmetry corresponds 



to the case b, where very inefficient subcontractors cannot get the contract. Therefore when the 

asymnietry between production and coordination costs is sufficiently pronounced, the decline 

in production costs induces more vertical inteption everywhere. 

In the LS rnodei the production eficiency effect alyays dominates, and a dedine in t, 

induces more vertical integration unambiguously. The possible dominance of the production 

control effect in this model is due to the change in the decision criterion, which in turn is due 

to the presence of coordination costs. While for a given c, coordination costs do not affect the 

relative importance of the production efficiency effect and the production control effect, they 

determine at which levels of c those effects are evaluated, and therefore they affect the impact 

of a decline in r,. In the LS model (descnbed by iemrna 2), the subcontractor cannot get the 

contract if OC'. Here, this is possible, because a high i increases internal costs, and encourages 

subcontracting. As c increases, the production efficiency effect diminishes (this is clear from 

(27))- When the production cost advantage of the subcontractor is sufficiently srnall, the 

production efficiency effect -which induces vertical integration- may be dominated by the 

production control effect -which induces subcontracting. The presence of coordination costs 

affec~s the impact of technical progress regarding production costs. 

At c' the efficiency effect dominates because of distortions in the subcontractor's 

production CRE compared to the employee's v). At c', intemal andexternal production costs 

are equal. Because the cost of production CRE is higher under subcontracting, the difference 

between total production costs and production CRE costs is larger under vertical inregration. 

Therefore the f m ' s  production costs are reduced by more than those of the subcontractor (LS). 

However, when o c  ', external production costs are higher than intemal production costs, 

therefore the distortion in the subcontractor's e, does not imply that the difference between 

total production costs and production C E  costs is larger under vertical integration. 

Consider now the impact of a technical progress reducing coordination costs. Such 

progress can be due to the adoption of systems with better compatibility, or a more 

opedflexible technology. 

Proposition 2. Let the unique i*~(i'.i-] be churacterized by the implicitfunction 
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Therz 

a)  if ~ ' ( i * )  so thar very ineficienr employees can obtain the con tract, then dI(c)/dti 3- a 

decline in coordination costs induces more szibcontractilzg in rire inremal i~ i*), and more 

venical inregration in rhe interval i~(i*,f 1; 

6) i f l ' ( i  *) =c so that very inefficient employees canrrot O bruin tlze contracr, then dI(c)/dti > 0: 

a decline in coordination costs indzr ces more subcontracting. 

The impact of a deciine in ti can be decomposed into the coordination efficiency effect 

and the coordination control effect, The coordination efficiency effect comes from the fact that 

the reduction in 5 reduces the costs of the subcontractor more than the costs of the fim, 

because the subcontractor's coordination costs are initially higher- The coordination control 

effect comes from the fact that the reduction in ri reduces the information rent of the employee, 

because an initial difference in costs becomes Iess important with the decline in ri. The 

coordination efficiency effect induces more subcontracting, whereas the coordination control 

effect induces more verticai integration. The net impact depends on which effect dominates. 

Figure 7 shows the possible shifts in I(c) following a decline in ti, depending on the 

initial position of I(c). Before technical progress the decision function was the old I(c). Figure 

7a illustrates the case where the decline in ri shifts the decision hnction to the nght (more 

subcontracting, because the efficiency effect dorninates) for ici*, and to the left (more vertical 

integration, because the control effect dorninates) for i>P. The critical i* is where the old and 

new I(c) functions cross (when they do), i.e. where the efficiency and control effects cancel out. 

Figure 7b illustrates the case where the decline in ti shifts the decision hnction to the right 

(more subcontracting). In al1 cases the new function passes through the new coordinate (c',i' '). 

When ici*, the coordination cost differential between the finn and the market is 

substantial, therefore the market benefits substantidly more from the decline in ti, implying that 

the efficiency effect -which induces more subcontracting- is important. Also, for that level of 

cost the control effect is negligible, because there are relatively few employees more efficient 

than that employee, therefore the reduction in rents is secondary. Therefore the coordination 

efficiency effect dominates and the decline in ri leads to more subcontracting. This result 

obtains on both figures 7a and 7b. 

For i>i*, the coordination cost differential between the firm and the market is 

negligible,. therefore the efficiency effect is small. At the. same time, the control effect is 
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important, because there is a large number of employees below that employee. Therefore the 

control effect dominates, and the decline in ri Ieads to more vertical integration. This effect 

obtains on figure 7a, but does not obtain on figure 7b. 

The difference between figures 7a and 7b is that on figure 7a, I(c-)=i: meaning that al1 

employees can obtain the contract, whereas on figure 7b, I(F)ci; meaning that some 

employees never obtain the contract. When very inefficient ernployees cannot get the contract, 

the efficiency effect may never become small enough, and the controI effect may never become 

large enough, for the control effect to dorninate, and for more vertical integration to be induced. 

Part b of proposition 2 (which corresponds to the case depicted in figure 7b) indicates that a 

sufficient condition for the efficiency effect to dorninate everywhere (and therefore for more 

subcontracting to be induced everywhere) is that r'(i*)=c? the decision function is such that 

the employee for which the efficiency and control effects would have cancelled out never 

obtains the contract. 

Consider the implication of the asymmerry between production and coordination costs 

mentioned above for the impact of a decline in ti. From proposition 3 we see that this 

asymmetry implies that case a is more Iikely, and therefore the decline in ri is more likely to 

induce a rotation of I(c) than a parallel shift: less vertical integration for efficient employees, 

and more vertical integration for inefficient employees. 

Note the asymmetry between the impact of a decline in r, and the impact of a decline 

in ri when production costs are quantitatively more important than coordination costs: when 

production costs decline, more vertical integration is induced everywhere; when coordination 

costs decline, the impact depends on the coordination cost differential between the firm and 

the market. 

The impact of progress on the level of coordination costs cm be understood in light of 

the analysis of Malone et al. (1987), who argue that even if progress on ïï benefits the f i  and 

the market, it will favour the market, because it is on this dimension (coordination costs) that 

the market is we&. In terms of the model, Malone et al. consider the coordination efficiency 

effect. However, as the mode1 shows, the coordination efficiency effect is onlypart of the story, 

because of the private information of agents (the coordination control-effect), and because of 

the presence of other types of costs. 



5.2 Improvernents in the technology of cost reduction 

Consider now the impacts of technologicd progress that improves the technology of 

cost reduction. This can take the form of either an improvement in the effect of, or a decline 

in the disutility of CRE. It tums out that these two types of technical progress have the same 

(qualitative) effect. Consider first the impact of an improvement in the technology of 

production CRE. 

Proposition 3. (dl(c)/d<< O; dZ(c)/d<>O). For D " ' sufficiently small, a decline in the disrcriliry 

of production cos? redt~ction efforts, or an increase in the impacr of prodzrchon cos? red~tcrion 

eflons induces more vertical inregration. 

The decline in represents a decline in the disutility of production costs reduction. 

Because the fm invests more in production cost reduction than the subcontractor, the firm 

benefits more from this decrease. This is the production efficiency effect, which induces more 

vertical integration. ~owéve r ,  the information rent of the subcontractor decreases when 

decreases, because the initial cost disadvantage of the finn is more easily compensated for by 

the fm investing more in production cost reduction. This is the production control effect, 

which favours outsourcing. The production efficiency effect dominates, inducing more vertical 

integration. 

An increase in t', represents an increase in the impact of CRE. The increase in t', bemfits 

the fm more, because it invests more in production cost reduction. This is the production 

efficiency effect, which favours vertical integration. At the sarne tirne, the increase in reduces 

the information rent of the supplier, because it becomes easier for the firm to compensate for 

its initial cost disadvantage. This is the production control effect, which favours outsourcing. 

The production efficiency effect dominates, inducing more vertical integration. 

Figure 8 illustrates the shift in I(c) following a decline in or an increase in c." The 

shift in I(c) is stronger when c is hi&, because the distortion in the subcontractor's efforts 

increases with c. 

20.Without loss of generaliv, the graphical representauon of comparative statics resdts starts h m  a case 
where I(c) passes through the coordiiates and (E i). However, thk presentation is used only for convenience, 
and is in no way implied by the analytical results. 



Consider next the impact of an irnprovement in the technology of coordination CRE. 

Proposition 4. (dI(c)/d<>O; dI(c)/dC<O). For D ' ' ' szïficientiy srnail, a decline in the diszitiliry 

of coordination cost redztction efforts, or an increase in the impacr of coordrnarion cosr 

reduction eforts induces more outsozircing. 

The decline in represents a decline in the disutility of coordination costs reduction. 

Because coordination CRE are higher under external provision, the subcontractor benefits more 

from this decrease. This is the coordination efficiency effect, which induces more outsourcing. 

However, the information rent of the employee decreases when decreases, because the initial 

cost disadvantage of the subcontractor is more easily compensated for by the subcontractor 

investing more in cost reduction. This is the coordination control effect, which favoun vertical 

integration. The coordination efficiency effect dominates, inducing more outsourcing. 

An increase in <-represents an increase in the impact of CRE. The increase in <-benefits 

the subcontractor more, because coordination CRE are higher under subcontracting. This is the 

coordination efficiency effect, which favours subcontracting. At the sarne time, the increase 

in <- reduces the information rent of the employee, because it becomes easier for the 

subcontractor to compensate for its initial cost disadvantage. This is the coordination control 

effect, which favours vertical integration. The coordination efficiency effect dominates, 

inducing more outsourcing. 

Figure 9 illustrates the shift in I(c) following a decline in or an increase in f, The 

shift in I(c) is stronger when i is high, because the distortion in the employee's efforts increases 

with i. 

In contrast to changes in t, or ri, which have mixed effects on procurement, changes in 

r', e, t', or have unambiguous effects. Consider the case where technical progress affects the 

level of costs (t, or ti). When the cost differential between the firm and the market is at its 

maximum, there is no control effect (because in that case there are no agents more efficient 

than that agent), there is only an efficiency effect. When the cost differential is nil, there is no 

efficiency effect, there is only a control effect. Therefore the impact of technical progress on 

procurement depends on the cost differential. 

Consider now the case where technical progress concems the effect or the disutility of 



CRE (c, e, 6, or e). In that case, when the cost differential is at its maximum, there is no 

efficiency effect (because the privately informed agent with a low cost invests the optimal 

amount of CRE), and there is no controI effect. When the cost differential is nil, or that it is 

positive but not at its maximum, there is an emciency effect (because in that case the pnvately 

informed agent invests a suboptimaI amount of CE), and there is a control effect (because 

technical progress reduces the rents of al1 agents who might be more efficient than that agent); 

in that case the efficiency effect dways dominates. Therefore the impact of technicd progress 

does not depend on the cost differential between the firm and the market. 

5.3 Simultaneous change in more than one technological parameter 

In many situations technical change affects many aspects of the technology 

simultaneously. Consider the case where al1 technological parameters concerning a &en type 

of cost change simultaneously. Consider first production costs. Let the techno10,oical 

parameters regarding production costs be as follows: Tf, ,TA .ce, with Tc >O. What would 

be the impact of a simultaneous and equi-proportional change in d l  these parameters? This 

wouId correspond to a case where innate costs decline (t, declines), and there is a new cost 

reduction technology that is less costly (e declines) but also less effective (c declines). 

Proposition 5. (dI(c)/dTczO). A decline in prodzicrion costs, parallelled by the adoption of a 

production cost reduction technology thar is less costly, bur also less effective, induce more 

vertical integration when the production cosr dzrerentiul is large (c<c'), and ind~ice more 

outsourcing when the production cost differential is small (c>cJ). 

Figure IO illustrates the shift in I(c) resulting from a decline in Tc. For this type of 

technological change there is no control effect, there is only an efficiency effect, therefore 

technological change favours the procurernent mode with higher total production costs. 

Consider the portion of I(c) that shifts to the left, with c<cJ. At ùiis Ievel of cost the total 

production costs of the subcontractor are lower than the f m ' s ,  implying that the reduction in 

production costs is more important for the fkm, inducing more vertical integration. Consider 

now the portion of I(c) that shifts to the right, with oc'. At this level of cost the total 

production costs of the subcontractor are higher than the firm's, implying that the reduction in 

production costs is more important for the subcontractor, inducing more outsourcing. At c' 



interna1 and extemal production costs are equal, therefore there is no change in the decision 

cntenon: the new I(c) passes through (c',i9). 

Moreover the decline in Tc reduces the importance of production costs in explaining 

fïrm boundaries- FiZrne 10 shows that the decline in Tc reduces I'(c). As I '(c) decreases. c 

becomes less important, and i more important, in the procurement decision. In the lirnit case 

where I'(c)-O (because T,-O), procurement depends only on i, and is independent of c. For 

instance, more vertical integration is induced when c ~ c ' ; ' ~  because I(ccc')<i', in that case the 

low coordination costs of the employee encourage vertical integration. Similady, more 

outsourcing is induced when o c ' ;  because I(c>c')>i', in that case the high coordination costs 

of the employee also encourage outsourcing. When technology changes, it may be factors for 

which technology is not changing, rather than factors for which technology is changing, which 

explain better the change in h s '  boundaries. 

In the same fashior. the impact of a simultaneous and equi-proportional change in al l  

technological parameters concerning coordination costs is determined. Let the technolo$cal 

parameters regarding coordination costs be as follows: I;: ri,  Ti<::. Ti<, with Ti >O. What would 

be the impact of a simultaneous and equi-proportional change in dl these parameters? 

Proposition 6. (dl(c)/dT, :O). A decline in coordination cosrs, parallelled by the adoption of 

a coordination cost reduction rechnology that is less costly, but also Zess effective, indztce more 

outsourcing for ici', induce more vem~cul integration for i>i', and have no efsect for i=i'. 

Figure 11 illustrates the shift in I(c) following a decline in Ti. Consider the portion of 

I(c) that shifts to the right, with i<iJ .  At this level of cost the total coordination costs of the fm 

are lower than the subcontractor's, implying that the reduction in coordination costs is more 

important for the subcontractor, inducing more outsourcing. Consider now the portion of I(c) 

that shifts to the lefi, with i>iJ.  At this level of cost the total coordination costs of the fm are 

higher than the subcontractor's, implying that the reduction in coordination costs is more 

important for the fm, chus inducing more vertical integration. For this type of technological 

change there is no control effect, there is only an efficiency effect, therefore technological 

change favours the procurement mode with higher total coordination costs. 

2 1 .A similar resuit o btains when t, declines (see figure 6). 



Moreover the decline in ?;: reduces the importance of coordination costs in explaining 

finn boundaries. Fisure 11 shows that the decline in Ti increases If(c). As I'(c) increases, i 

becomes less important, and c more important, in the procurement decisiont. In the limit case 

where I'(c)~m (because Ti-@, procurement depends only on c, and is independent of i. For 

instance, more outsourcing is induced when ici';" because C(i<i')<c', in that case the low 

production costs of the subcontractor encourage outsourcing. Sirnilarly, more verrical 

integration is induced when bi'; because C(i>i')>cJ, in that case the high production costs of 

the subcontractor also encourage vertical integration. 

It is important to distinguish between, on the one hand, the impact o f a  decline in costs 

on the extent of use of one type of procurement, which depends on the sh i f t  in the decision 

function, and, on the other hand, the impact of a decline in costs on the impolrtance of that type 

of cost in the procurement decision, which is deterrnined by the slope of the decision function. 

For instance, a decline in T,. reduces the importance of coordination costs in the procurement 

decision (by increasing the slope of the decision function in the space (c,z>), but we cannor Say 

whether it leads to more subcontracting or more intemal provision (see proposition 6). 

Similady, a decline in Tc reduces the importance of production costs in the procurement 

decision @y decreasing the dope of the decision function in the space (ci)), but we cannot say 

whether it leads to more subcontracting or more intemal provision (see proposition 5). 

In light of this analysis, Coase (1990) is right when he points out that once transaction 

costs are minimized, they becorne less important in the procurement decision. The mode1 

shows that technological progress c m  have an impact similar to that pointed out by Coase. 

However, Malone et al. (1987) are only partly right when they argue that, because the reduction 

in coordination costs reduces the importance of the coordination cost dimension, and that 

markets are weak on this dimension, this should lead to more subcontraciting. Our analysis 

shows that this is tme when the coordination cost advantage of the fim is important, so that 

the efficiency effect dominates the control effect. However, when the coordination cost 

advantage of the f i  is negligible, the conml effect rnay dominate, and the decline in 

coordination costs c m  lead to more vertical integration. 

Consider now a sirnultaneous change in al1 technological parameters. Let the 

technological parameters be Ttc, Tc Te, Tti, Tf& ~ e ,  with T>O. 

22.A similar resdt obtains when r, declines (see figure 7). 
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Proposition 7. (dI(c)/dT=O). A simztlraneous and equi-proportional change in al1 technological 

parameters has no eff'ect on proczrremerzt. 

In the LS rnodel a proportional technicai change in ail technological pararneters (which 

concemed only production costs) had no effect on procurement. Here, however, the neutrali ty 

of this form of technicai change does not obtain. When either technological parameters of 

production costs, or technological parameters of coordination costs change, procurement is 

affected- The no effect case obtains only when ail technological parameters, for both 

production and coordination costs, change sirnultaneously. Given that technologîcal change 

affecting different types of costs generdly occurs sequentially rather than simultaneously, this 

neuuality is unlikely to be observed in practice, and we can expect technological change to 

affect procurernent more often than not. 

FinaIly, to evaluate the effects technical progress, it is necessary to examine factors 

which are not affected by technical progress. This resuit was illustrated in the rnodel in two 

ways. F i t ,  when technological change affects one type of cost, it may reduce the importance 

of this type of cost in the determination of procurement type, increasinp the importance of other 

factors, for which technology has, in fact, not changed. Second, through their impact on the 

relative importance of efficiency and control effects, costs not affected by technical change c m  

influence the way procurement responds to technological change. 

5.4 Changes in the coordination intensity of the technology 

Up to now comparative statics analysis has focussed on changes in technological 

parameters. It is useful to consider the impact of changes in the production intensity of the 

technology, that is, changes in the magnitudes of ëand f: An increase in ëcan correspond to 

the addition of production stages, making the technology more production intensive, and less 

coordination intensive. The lower c?< the more coordination intensive the technology is. In this 

section it is assumed, for the sake of simplicity, that the hazard rate does not Vary with c o r  i7 

Consider the impact of an increase in which represents an increase in the production 

intensity of the technology. 

Proposition 8. (dl(c)/dc>O). An increase in the production Ntrensiîy of the rechnology shifis 

I(c) to the righr, but h a  an ambiguous effect on procurement. 



An increase in i- has two effects on procurernent It increases the cost disadvantage of 

the firm, thereby inducing more outsourcing. This effect is represented on figure 12 by the 

eastward shift in I(c). However, it ais0 increases the parameter space over which the firm 

chooses internal provision. This effect is represented on figure 12 by the change in the size of 

the box. Depending on which of these two effects dominates, an increase in Cmay affect 

procurement either way. 

An increase in c? increases interna1 costs more than external costs (under the 

assumption made above regarding the hazard rate). This should lead, one would think, to more 

subcontracting. The above analysis shows that this is not necessarily true, given the change in 

the parameter spaceeZ Note, however, that if intermediate cost realizations are more likely than 

extreme ones, then an increase in cwill  lead more often than not to more subcontracting. 

5.5 Cornpetition and monitoring 

In this section we discuss infonnally the predictions of the mode1 regarding the effects 

of changes in the level of competition between suppliers and of improvements in monitoring 

technologies, on the decision criterion of the firm and on the effect of technological change on 

that decision criterion. The static effects of bettermonitoring or increasedcompetition between 

suppiiers on the level of vertical integration differ from their dynamic effects on the impact of 

technical change. 

Consider first competition. Consider the impact of introducing cornpetitive bidding 

between subcontractors (while maintaining a singe internal division). This would have the 

direct effect of increasing the level of subcontracting, by reducing the expected production cost 

and the rents of the selected subcontractor. 

However, this increase in competition would also have an indirect impact on the impact 

of technological progress on the procurernent decision. For technical progress regarding the 

level of production costs, this change would increase the production efficiency effect @y 

reducing the expected c, thus increasing the production cost differentiai in favour of the 

subcontractor) and would reduce the production control effect (by reducing the rent of the 

selected subcontractor). These two effects compound to make it more likely that technical 
. 

progress on production costs leads to more vertical integration when there is competition 

23.A coroUary is that an in-ase in the relative Unportance of coordination costs would shift I(c) to the left, 
but would have an ambiguous effect on procurement. 



between subcontractors. As for technical progress regarding the level of coordination costs, 

competition between subcontractors would reduce the coordination control effect (by reducing 

the expected rent of the employee), and would have no impact on the coordination efficiency 

effect This translates into a greater likelihood that technical progress on coordination costs 

leads to more subcontracting. Therefore the model predicts that the higher competition is 

between subcontractors, the morc likety it is that technologicaI progress on production 

(coordination) costs will Iead to more vertical integration (subcontracting). This dynamic effect 

of competition differs from its static effect, which is to induce more subcontracting 

Consider next monitoring. In section 2.1 the effects of IT on monitoring were discussed. 

While the mode1 does not incorporate a monitoring technology (the focus beins on production 

and coordination costs), it provides insights as to the effects of a general improvement in 

monitoring. Monitoring would make it more difficult for agents to misreport their types. This 

would have the effect of reducing internai coordination rents and extemal production rents, 

essentially (see assumptions 3 and 4). This could aifect the procurement decision either way. 

However, if production costs are quantitatively more important than coordination costs, the 

reduction in external costs wiil be more important, and this will lead to more subcontracting. 

Therefore the mode1 cm explain how a reduction in monitoring costs both inside and outside 

the fi, and for both production and coordination costs, leads to more subcontracting. 

At the same time, monitoring would change the impact of technical progress. By 

reducing the rents of the agents, improved monitoring would reduce conuol effects. It follows 

that technical change on production (coordination) costs is more likely to lead to more vertical 

integration (subcontracting) under a better monitoring technology. Again, the static and 

dynamic effects of monitoring differ. 

6. Conclusions 

The model studied in this paper explained how, in a world of uncertainty and 

asymmetric information, different types of technological change regarding production and 

coordination costs affect the boundaries of the firm. It was found that technological progress 

on production and coordination costs tends to have diametrically opposite effects on 

procurement. In general, technological progress on production costs leads to more vertical 

integration, whereas technological progress on coordination costs leads to more subcontracting. 

However, the opposite result obtains in many cases. When technological change concerns the 



Ievel of costs, its effect on procurement depends on the cost differential between the frrm and 

the market; whereas, when technolo@caI change affects the effect or disutility of effort, its 

effect on procurement is unambiguous. The static and dynamic effects of competition and 

monitoring on the frontiers of the fim were analysed It was shown how increased competition 

between subcontractors, or improved monitoring @oth in the firni and in the market), lead to 

more subcontracting, but make it more likely that technical change on production 

(coordination) costs Ieads to more vertical integration (subcontracting). 

The results complement those obtained by Lewis and Sappington (199 1) conceming 

production technology and those of Reddi (1994) concerning TI'. Lewis and Sappington (1991) 

found that technical progress on production costs Ieads uniformly to more vertical integration, 

a prediction that is not corroborated by empincal evidence. For instance, Empey (1988) finds 

that outsourcing is increasing faster in those industries in which technological change and 

productivity gains are more important (see also the discussion in section 2.2). The model 

studied in this paper shows how technological progress on either production or coordination 

costs c m  Iead to either more vertical integration ormore'subcontracting. Comparing the results 

obtained here with those of Lewis and Sappington shows that failin; to account for 

coordination costs not only prohibits us from analysing the effect of technical change 

pertaining to coordination costs, but also yields incorrect results regarding the effect of 

technical chanse pertaining to production costs. 

In the real world, investments in IT have grown faster than investments in production 

technologies," from which we can conclude that productivity gains in information transmission 

and manipulation have been more important than productivity gains in physical production. 

The model predicts that technological progress on coordination costs is more likely to induce 

more subcontra~ting,~ while technological progress on production costs is more likely to 

induce more vertical integration. And this is what is observed ernpirically: an inverse relation 

between investments in IT and the level of integration of f m s  (Kambil, 1991; Komninos, 

1994; Carlsson, 1988; Brynjolfsson et al., 1994; Shin, 1996); The model c m  explain why more 

activities are being outsourced in industries where investments in TT are important. 

24.For instance, during the pend 1975-1985, American manufacniring f i  have increased their iT stock 
by 600%;compared to 40% for total capital stock (Kambil, 1991). 

25.The deIay of adjustment of firms to IT can be important: "adjusment to new information technology is 
a slow and gradua1 pmcess, as it works through changes in fundament+ aititudes, incentives and culture in the firm" 
(Br6chner. 1990:2 15). 



However, the mode1 also points to cases where the opposite may occur. Empirically, 

there are instances where ï ï  have led to increased integration. For instance, more hotel chains 

are centralising reservations management (Gurbaxani and Whang, 199 1). Beede and Montes 

(1997) analyse 46 American industries and find no economy-wide relation between ïï 

investments and the share of auxiliary employrnent. Brochner (1990) predicts that, in the 

construction industry, one of the consequences of ï ï  will be the emergence of more specidized 

contractors who will tend to integrate backwards into the supply of specialized materials and 

equipment. 

The paper constitutes a bridge between agency and contractual explanations on the one 

hand, and technological explanations on the other hand, of the existence and frontiers of the 

firm. M i l e  pre-transaction costs explanations of vertical integration were charactenzed by 

technological determinism, post-transaction costs explanations suffer from what Englander 

(1988) calls transaction cost deteminism. Williamson has repeatedly argued that transaction 

costs are sufficient to explain the boundaries of the f i .  and that technology is mainly 

irrelevant. However, as Englander argues, technological solutions to transaction costs are 

implicit in Williamson's arguments. Elements such as Iearning by doing and coordination are 

fundamentally technological phenornena. Moreover, asset specificity, which is at the heart of 

transaction costs theory, is strongly related to technoIogical considerations. 

Chandler (1982) has cnticized Williamson for his neglect of technological 

considerations in the establishing of a theory of the firm. North (1981) criticizes both 

Williamson and Chandler for focussing on one dimension whiIe neglecting the other, and gives 

more weight to the interactions between technology and transaction costs. The results of the 

mode1 favour North's open position. When both technological change and informational 

asymrnetry are present, the effect of technological change on procurement cannot be 

understood without taking into account informational asyrnmeûïes in markets and f m s .  The 

results here go even m e r  than what Englander suggested, for his focus was -mainly- on the 

interactions between organizational technology and transaction cost, whereas here it is shown 

that even physical capital technology can affect transaction costs. In a more dynamic . 

framework, the firm may choose technology and organizational forms so as to minimize 

management and transaction costs, which makes the interactions between transaction costs and 



technology even more stringent? 

Hubbard (1998) finds that the benefits of IT in the trucking industry Vary with the 

nature of the transaction. They are more coordination related under spot markets, and more 

incentive related under long tenn contracts or vertical arrangements. These results are 

consistent with the model. In the model, from an incentive point of view, IT reduce intemal 

rents, while they reduce extemal coordination costs more than interna1 coordination costs. This 

parailel should be drawn with caution, however, because the assumptions of the mode1 do not 

necessarily fit the trucking industry. 

The disaggregation of the relation between technological progress and the level of 

integration of h s  is essential in order to isolate the different tendencies at play. At the firm 

level, simultaneous progress on production and IT may leave the level of integration 

unchanpd, not because there are no effects, but because effects cancel out (see proposition 7). 

At the industry level, some firms rnay invest more in IT, while other f m s  may invest more in 

production technologies. The level of integration can decrease in the former, and increase in 

the latter. At the aggregate level, some industries may be investing more in IT, while other 

industries are investing more in production technologies. The level of intepilition may decline 

in the former, and increase in the latter. Again, the lack of disaggregation wiil hide important 

sectoral effects. 

It is well known that the choice of procurement mode is more complex than a simple 

make or buy decision. Thele are many intermediate forms of procurement that f m s  and 

suppliers can adopt: strate@ alliances, networks, virtual organizations, telework, etc. Picot et 

al. (1996) discuss the role of ïï in the emergence of these new organizational forms. Even 

though Our model considers extreme forms of make or buy, the types of tradeoffs found here 

(e.g. efficiency and control effects) are likely to emerge -maybe under different foms- in these 

intermediate organizational modes. The results obtained here shed light on, and provide a 

methodology for the analysis of, the effects of technical progress in the choice between 

procurement modes other than classical vertical integration and arms Iength transacaons. 

Moreover, the advantages and disadvantages of a polar procurement mode are shared to 

varying degrees by those procurement modes close to it in terms of transaction attributes. 

Therefore a tendency to use more of a polar procurement mode can be seen as a proxy for a 

26.K. Foss (1996) discusses how technologicai development can affect transaction costs when the latter arise 
from variabiliry in the quaiity or performance of the produci. 



tendency to use more of procurement modes close to that mode. 

The model has many potential extensions. One possibility concerns the timing of 

leaming of c and i. It was assumed that c and i were learned before production took place. An 

alternative -and probably more realistic- timing would be that costs become known only at the 

end of the production process, after the f i  has chosen its procurement mode. Another 

possible extension would be to consider other types of technical progress regarding production 

and coordination costs. It would be useful to study the effect of technologicd progress when 

subcontracting relies mainly on incentives, while internal provision relies on fixed wages, 

which is doser  to what we observe. Finally, the mode1 considered incremental technical 

improvements. The effect of radical innovations -which may change the cost function- on 

procurement is yet to be explored. 
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Appendix 

Derivation of information rents 

Given the characterization of I(c) and C(i) in the text the firrn's expected profits c m  be 

rewritten (using the Fubini theorem) as 

Following Laffont and Tirole (1987), the payment made to the subcontractor is 

and the payrnent made to the employee is 

Li 

Note that the payment of each agent depends on both c and i. 

We substitute P, and P, into (17): 

Consider the texm 

in (20). Integrating by parts yields transaction costs (which arise because of the private 

information of the subcontractor) 



Consider next the term 

in (20). Integrating by parts yields management costs (which arise because of the private 

information of the employee) 

Substitutin% (33) and (34) into (20), we obtain 
D 

fcrc F(c 3 
irf = /y "" [V- ( t~ - r f ec ( c )  - t p ~ ( e ~ ( c ) )  +-D '(ec(c))-+t,;-r>,' - r i D ~ ( e i ) ) ]  L(c) x(i) dc di 

L C 
ce fc(d 

Proof of lemma 1. 

With no production costs (12) becomes 

where i' replaced Z(c), F(i) replaced F(c,i), andfli) rep1acedJ.i). The fmt three terms represent 

the cost of subcontracting, while the last four terms represent the cost of interna1 provision. 

Subcontracting costs are independent of i', while internai provision costs are increasing in i ' . l  



Proof of Iemma 2. 

The proof is dong the s m e  Iines of the proof of lema 1, and is also identical to the proof of 

Lemrna 1 in LS. 

Proof of proposition 1. 

From 
-1 

(13) and (14) we know that 

D - O 
= sign(-[-tceec(c) +tc D(e,(c)) +rCeec -r, D(ec-) 

D 
D D f ;Ci ?ri? -riee; -r$(c) 7riee JI(c)) +ri D(e:) -ri D(ei(I(c))) -- D '(e i ( I ( ~ ) ) )  FG-W) 1; 

I ;  fi(Kc)) 

Let .rC=(d%-j/ol(c)& ).(rc), let y, represent the first line of (28) (without the minus s i s )  and 

let z, represent the second line. We are seeking the si- of s,. From (12) we know that 

xc+yc+t,=O. And &LU b y  virme of ( 2 )  and (10). Moreover Q. We have the foilowing 

possibilities: 

'Y, + Y c  f zc = O  

(-1 (+) (+) = O for c<c ' 

(-1 (0) (+) = O for c=c ' 

(+ or -) (+) (-1 = O  for c>c' 

The signs in parentheses represent the signs of the corresponding tems for the range of 

parameters specified on the right. In the fxst and second cases =cc is unambiguously negative, 

rneaning that a reduction in r, lcads to more vertical integration. In the third case .yc :O. 

Consider the arnbiguous case. If I(c%)<f for E arbitrarily small, then I(c%) is an intenor 

solution, and xc has to be evaluated at CE. It is immediate that xJc?E)>O. Together with the 

facts that x,(c')<O, that x, is continuous in c, and that I'(c)>O at an interior solution, this implies 

that there exists a unique c * E ( c ' , ~ ]  such that V c~(c' ,c*),  xc<O, and 'd c~(c*,c?], xc>O. 

We characterize c*. Let H(c,l(c),t, ) represent equation (12). At an interior solution to I(c), 

H(.)=O. Let H(c,I'(c), t:) represent (12) when t, changes to t,' (with z:<&) and, consequently, 

Z(c) changes to Z+(c). We have that H(c,I(c),tc)=H(c,P(c),~~ )=O, for al1 c c k  c?] such that the 

solution of both I(c) and Z+(c) is intenor. In particular, H(c*,I(c*), t,)=H(c>ï+(c*), f: ). However, 
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I(c*)=P(c*)- Hence H(c*J+(c*), rc )=H(c*,I+(c*), r: ). We eIiminate redundant terms on both 

sides and rearrange to obtain 

D *, --D ' (eC(c3 F(C 3 ]  = O ( t - t -  [Z-c 
f& -1 

The result follows frorn the fact that t, +ce. 

Consider now the case where I(&E)=~-(so that xc is not evaluated at c e ,  because (27) is 

evaluated only at interior solutions). Two outcomes are possible: either .qc0 for al1 ce(&, FIl, 

or there exists c * ~ ( c  '. c] such that V c ~ ( c ' ,  c*), xc<O, and t/c~(c*,C], q>O.  When l(cC)=i; x, 

is not evaluated at c *, therefore :c,4 for al1 c ~ ( c  *.cl. . 
Proof of proposition 2. 

The proof is dong the same lines as the proof of proposition 1, and is therefore omitted. 

Proof of proposition 3. ' 

Consider first the decrease in e. The method used to derive this result is sirnilar to that used 

by Lewis and Sappington (1989). For technical reasons this result is more easily derived when 

n, is maxirnized w.r.r. 1-'(i), rather than w.r.r. I(c), as derived above. This entails mainly a 

change in the s i p s  of theJo.c., but has no effect on the solution. 

From (10) we know that 

Let B , = ~ ( ~ - ' ( i ) , ~ ) / f c ( I " ( i ) )  and let G(I-'(0) denote the r.h.s. of (30). Then 



t 
G (1 - = [ - D '-'LI //8,] 

- tc / - D 4 
Ir (i) d r y 9  t c 

(The symb01 "=," in (32.4) stands for "is of the same sign as"). (32.2) follows from (IO), (32.3) 

follows from substituting (3 1) into (32.2), and (32.7) follows from substituting from (10). 

Underour assumptions on DI.), (32.7) is always positive, and therefore G'(T'(i))>~. From (10) 

we h o w  that G(cJ=O. Hence sign(~(I-'(i)))=sign(~ '(1-'(i)))- Hence & r f / & ( i f ~ > O .  It follows 

that d2x,/.(c)@<O. 

Consider next the increase in $. 

And from (30) we know that 



Equations (34) and (35) impIy that (33) is positive (ni1 at c), rneaning that technical progress 

on t', induces more vertical integration. I 

Proof of proposition 4. 

The proof is along the same lines as the proof of proposition 3, and is therefore omitted. 

Proof of proposition 5. 

By lemma 2 this expression is positive if o c ' ,  and negative if c<c'. 1 

Proof of proposition 6. 

The proof is d o n g  the same lines as the proof of proposition 5 ,  and is therefore ornitted. 

Proof of proposition 7. 

This derivative is ni1 by (12). 1 

Proof of proposition 8. 



The first two terms cancel out when I(c) is optimally chosen (and intemal), therefore 

dl(c)/dc20. I(c) shifis to the right as 6- increases. inducing more outsourcing. However, 

because of the increase in 6 the area of the re@on over which vertical integration is chosen has 

increased. I 
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VERTICAL R&D SPILLOVERS, COOPERATION, 

MARKET STRUCTURE, AND INNOVATION 



1. Introduction 

Lately there has been an intensification of Research Joint Ventures and technolo$cal 

alliances between tïrms. For instance, Hagedoorn et al. (2000) note that the number of new 

technology partnerships set up annually went from 30-40 in the early 1970s to around 600 

during the 1980s and 1990s. Appropriability is an important dimension of R&D which has 

been the subject of a large theoretical and empincal literature. Although spillover analysis can 

be traced back to Ruff (1969), the modem theoretical treatment of the subject builds on the 

seminal papers by Spence (1984) and d' Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988). 

Many variants of this basic model have been studied.' Almost al1 of the studies in the 

strategic investment literature deal with horizontal spillovers between competing fims. 

Spillovers between buyers and sellers, which 1 cal1 vertical spilloven, are one instance of 

interindustry spillovers- The main difference between horizontal and vertical spillovers is that 

the former are involuntary and (generally) undesirable from the point of view of the innovating 

firm, whereas the latter are desirable (and are more often voluntary). Another difference is that 

while horizontal R&D cooperation rnay mitigate competition between firms, and is often 

closely monitored by competition authorities, vertical cooperation is less likely to hinder 

competition. Intraindustry cooperation is generally sufficient for firms to intemalize horizontal 

spillovers. However, the internalization of vertical spillovers requires intenndustry 

coordination. When vertical and horizontal spillovers are linked, a strong patent protection 

policy airning at prohibiting competitors from acquiring the innovation may also hami 

verrically related f ims (as well as f m s  in demand unrelated industries). 

Whereas the empiricai literature shows that vertical technolopical flows are si,gnificant, 

little theoretical treatment has focussed on this dimension of appropriability. Two exceptions 

are Peters (1995) and Harhoff (1991). Peters (1995) studies a model of vertical spillovers. He 

finds that more concentrated industries tend to spend more on R&D (however, this result may 

be reversed for high values of intenndustry spillovers and some specific values of horizontal 

spillovers), horizontal spillovers may increase or decrease R&D, and vertical spillovers 

increase R&D investments, profits, and welfare. The mode1 suEers from some restrictive 

%orne of the issues examined are abçorptive capacities (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). price vs. quantity 
competition (Delbono andDenicolo, 1990). Stackelberg leadership (Goel, 1990), process vs. productinnovation (Levin 
and Reiss. 1988). p d a l  carteiizacion (Kamien and Zang, 1993; Poyago-Theotoicy, 1995; De Bondt and Wu, 1997), 
asymrnetric firms (Rosen, 1991; Poyago-Theotolq, 1996). asymmetric spiUovers (Jarmin, 1993), and spiiiovers 
benveen demand unrelated industries (Stem, 1994; 1995). Kamien et al. (1992) generalize this framework and study 
diff'erent combinations of cooperation and information sharing. 



assumptions: spillovers are in one direction only, from suppliers to custorners; upstream firms 

do not benefit from their own R&D investments: al1 benefits accrue to downstrearn firms; 

upstream firms cannot adjust their output to their R&D investments: finally, cooperation is not 

addressed- In a related paper Becker and Peters (1995) study R&D cornpetition between two 

vertical corporate networks in a patent race framework. 

Harhoff (1991) studies a model of product R&D spillovers between vertically related 

industries. He finds that upsueam and downstrearn R&D are generally substitutes: with an 

exogenous market structure and perfect vertical spillovers (in one direction only), only one of 

the two industries spends on imperfectly appropriable R&D .' However, his model suffers from 

some restrictive assumptions. The presence of a Stackelberg upsueam rnonopolist makes the 

results applicable only to very asymmetric markets. Moreover, this market structure makes it 

impossible to study upstream horizontal spillovers along with downstream horizontal 

spillcvers. Another restrictive assumption is that when (downstream) horizontal spillovers are 

allowed for, upstream prices are fixed exo~enously. Moreover, vertical spillovers are perfect, 

and they accrue only from the seller to the buyers. ~ i n a l l ~ ,  cooperation is not addressed.' 

This paper studies vertical spillovers, allowing for different market structures, 

appropriability conditions, and types of cooperation. The model incorporates two vertically 

related industries, with horizontal spillovers within each industry and vertical spillovers 

between the nvo indusuies, in a three-stage game theoretic framework. The contribution of the 

paper is threefold. First, this is the fmt paper to formalize vertical spillovers in a relatively 

general framework. Second, the study of cooperation goes further than existing studies by 

considering four different cooperative structures: no cooperation, interindus try and 

inaaindustry cooperation, interindustry cooperation only, and intraindustry cooperation only. 

Finally, the paper addresses market structure explicitly, and provides a theory of innovation and 

market structure. The paper incorporates a large number of issues: horizontal spillovers, 

vertical spillovers, R&D cooperation, market sîructure, endogenous cooperation. While this 

complicates the analysis and presentation of the results, 1 believe that ornitting any of these 

variables would obscure some of the most important parts of the problem, such as the interplay 

between R&D cooperation, spillovers, and market structure. 

7 
This is contrary to the resdts of S teurs (L994,19 95), Peters (1995), and -as wiIl be seen- our rnodel. where 

it is found that there is a strong compIementa.rity between interindusq research efforts- 
. )Vertical~&D cooperation has been bnefly addressed in the agiculturai economics Litexanire. See Freebaim 

et al- (1982) and Alston and Scobie (1983)- 



Here is a surnmary of the main findings of the paper. Vertical spillovers affect R&D 

investments directly and indirectly, through their influence on the impact of horizontal 

spillovers and of R&l) cooperation- Whereas horizontal spillovers may increase or decrease 

innovation and welfare depending on prevailing cooperation types, vertical spillovers always 

increase them. Cooperative settings are compared in terms of R&D. It is shown that no type 

of cooperation uniformly dominates the others. The type of cooperation yielding more R&D 

depends on horizontal spillovers, vertical spillovers, and market structure. The rankinz of 

cooperative structures hinges on the s i p s  and magnitudes of three cornpetitive externalities 

(vertical, horizontal, and diagonal) which capture the effect of the R&D of a fim on the profits 

of other f m s .  The type of cooperation inducing fums to internalize a larger positive sum of 

cornpetitive externalities yields more R&D. In particular, one of the basic results of the 

strategic investment Iiterature is that cooperation between cornpetitors increases (decreases) 

R&D when horizontal spillovers are hign (low); the model shows that this result does not 

necessady hold when vertical spillovers and vertical cooperation are taken into account. A 

theory of innovation and market stru&re is proposed: the effect of cornpetition in one industry 

on total innovation depends on horizontal spillovers, vertical spillovers, cooperative settings, 

and cornpetition in the other industry. The relation between cornpetition and innovation can be 

understood in terms of the horizontal, vertical, and diagonal cornpetitive externalities. Finaily, 

the anatysis of the private incentives for cooperation shows that buyers and sellers have 

different preferences over cooperative settings: seIIers prefer verticaI cooperation, whereas 

buyers (generaily) prefer horizontal cooperation. Higher spillovers increase the Iikelihood of 

cooperation, but the multiplicity of equilibria makes the decentralized choice of socially 

optimal cooperative settings uncertain. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some background on vertical 

spillovers and vertical cooperation. The model is presented and solved in section 3. 

Comparative statics are studied in section 4. Section 5 compares R&D expenditures between 

types of cooperation. In section 6 the relation between market structure and innovation is 

addressed. The pnvate incentives for cooperation are studied in section 7. Section 8 concludes. 

2. Background 

There is ample evidence that interindustry spillovers -of which vertical spillovers are 

one instance- are significant. Bernstein (1988) and Jaffe (1986) find that interindustry 



spillovers have more effects on cost reduction than intraïndustry spillovers. Bernstein fin& that 

unit costs decrease more in response to an increase in intraindustry (interindustry) spillovers 

in industries with large (srnail) R&D cost shares. Pavitt (1984) finds that out of 2,000 

innovations in the UK, only 40% emanated from the sector using the innovation. 

Some evidence points more explicitly to vertical spillovers? Goto and Suzuki (1989) 

find that in the electronics industry, technologîcal dif ision through spiIlovers is more 

important than technological diffusion through inputs. Ward and Dranove (1995) find 

important vertical spillovers within the Amencan pharmaceutical industry. Suzuki (1993) and 

Branstetter (199?) find si,@ficant vertical spillovers in Japanese keiretsuSs As Mohnen notes: 

c'Interindustry knowledge spillovers are more likely to occur ... when one innovation namally 

calls for the development of complementary products or innovations in an upstream input 

supply sector in order to reach its full potential." (Mohnen, 19895) 

The role of vertically related firms in the development of new technologies is well 

documented. h the auto industry, much of the innovation cornes from suppliers (Jorde and 

Teece, 1990). CIark et al. (1987) show the importance of the role played by die suppliers for 

new product development by Japanese automobile firms. Vandenverf (1992) shows that 

upstream f m s  often create downstrearn innovations, even when the direct profit from the 

innovation accrues to downstream firms. This can be explained by the increase in final demand 

due ro the innovation. Von Hippel (1988) fin& that more than two thirds of first-to-market 

innovations concerning scientific instruments and process rnachinery in semiconductor and 

electronic subassembly manufacniring are dominated by end-users. 

In some cases the complementarity between upstream and downstream innovation is 

sufficientiy strong to require explicit vertical cooperation. "Verrical research joinr venîures 

..(RNs), which constitute a substantial fraction of RNs,  are designed to bnng together 

complernentary assets, usually research capacity and manufacturing or marketingy' (Aghion and 

Tirole, 1993:7). Vertical technolopical cooperation is widely observed. It is sometimes argued 

that the high levels of vertical cooperation in the Japanese economy are responsibie for much 

%e ongoing trend toward more outsourcing increases the importance of the snidy of verticai spiliovers. 
When fm bad higher Ievels of vemcal integration, a good part of vemcal spillovers were internalized. However, with 
outsourcing, spillovers which were in tra - f i  become inter-fditerindustry spillovers. 

5 ~ ~ u k i  fmds that spilioven from the corc f m  to its subconmctors are simcaot: a percentage increase 
in technology transfer reduces the unit variable cost of the subcontractor by 0.09%. In the study of a sample of 208 
Japanese rnanufactunng firms. Branstetter (199?) fin& that production keiretçu promote hovative activiry. as 
measu~d by fm-level spending on research and development. Moreover, he fin& evidence that affiLiation with 
production keiretsu groups promotes the exchange of technological knowIedge across fkms Hlithin groups. 



of Japan's cornpetitive edge @yer and Ouchi, 1993). Sako (1995) argues that inter-supplier 

coordination (through I;iyoryokzrX-aij in the Japanese automotive industry is also important. 

Moreover, suppliers with above (below) average techno1ogical capabilities prefer vertical 

(horizontal) technological cooperation. This is to be expected. since mutual leaniing between 

suppliers is more valuable when there is no fear of information leakage to cornpetitors. 

Cassiman and Veugelers (1998), from the study of a sample of i m s  from the Belgïan 

manufacturing industry, find that most cooperative agreements are vertical or with research 

institutes, rather than horizontal; they find that vertical cooperation is driven by the search for 

extemal knowledge and complernentarities, rather than by sharing high costs or high nsks of 

research. Veugelers (1993) finds that vertical relations account for 38% of Joint Ventures and 

for 25% of cooperative agreements. Since its foundation, SEMATECH (the Semiconductor 

Manufacturing Technology Consortium) has shifted from horizontal to vertical cooperation 

(Grindley et al., 1994). 

Vertical cooperation has an important legal dimension. Amencan antitrust laws are 

more restrictive regarding inter-fm technological cooperation than rheir European and 

Japanese counterparts (Jorde and Teece, 1990, 1992). For instance, European antitrust 

authorities g a n t  cooperative R&D agreements exemption from Article 85 of the Treaty of 

Rome goveming broad aspects of cornpetition among f m s .  The exemption applies for five 

years, regardless of market share, if the participants are vertically related and do not compete 

directly in the relevant market. 

3. The mode1 

The standard duopoly framework used in much of the strategic investment literature is 

quite restrictive. Here we use a more general market structure, for both upstream and 

downstream industries. This allows us to see how changes in market structure affect the 

. relative desirability of different types of R&D cooperation. Indeed, it will be shown that this 

cornparison depends critically on market structure. Also, this allows us to analyze the effects 

of spillovers and cooperation on the relation between market structure and innovation. This 

yields results that are related to the literature studying the effect of the technological 

environment on the Schurnpeterian hypothesis. 

There are m identical buyers of a standardized input, and n identical suppliers providing 

this input. This market structure is given, so entry issues are put aside. If no R&D is 



undertaken. suppliers incur a constant unit production cost of s and sell the input at a unit pnce 

of t to buyers. Buyers pay the suppliers r for each unit bought, and incur an additional intemal 

production cost of r. Finally, buyers sell the product to consumers at pnce p.6 Buyers face the 

iinear inverse demand 

where y,, denotes buyer7s i output- 

F i s  can engage in cost-reducing RBd) activities. The dollar cost of x units of R&D 

for fim i is LN:, where xi represents the R&D output of fm i, and z r i O  represents a cost 

parameter- It is assumed that u is suffrciently hi& for the profit function to be concave, and 

sufficiently low for firms to choose strîctly positive amounts of R&D. Convex R&D costs can 

be justified by the observation of decreasing r e m s  to scale in R&D? With quadratic costs, 

many small research labs will be more cost effective than one big research unit. However, each 

firm is assumed to operate exactly one research lab, for the sake of simplicity. Total R&D 

output will be denoted X. 

Each unit of R&D by a fim reduces i t s  own cost by one dolIar, reduces the cost of each 

of its cornpetiton by h dollars (horizontal spiilIovers), and reduces the cost of each fim in the 

other industry by v dollars (vertical ~ ~ i l l o v e r s ) , ~  with h, ve[O,lJ.  The spillovers h and v can 

differ for many factors: different absorptive capacities between suppliers/distributors and 

competitors, different levels of technologicai c~rnplernentarities~ differences in the efficiency 

of communication channels, and linkages between the degree of information leakap and the 

' ~ h e  verricd chain contains only nvo indusuios for the sake of simpliciry, bur rhis assurnption can also be 
justified by the empirical resdt that even though interindustry spillovers are important, each industry receives 
spillovers from a limited range of industries (Bernstein and N a d i ,  1988). 

7 See, for instance, Kamien and Schwanz, 1982.  However, this issue remains connoversial: see Na&. 1993- 
' A n  important ditference with Peters (1995) ï s  that Peters assumes that verticai spilloven accrue only fiom 

suppliers to customers. However, there is no a prion reason why vertical spillovers should not be bi-directional. For 
instance, Suzuki (1993) fmds vertical spiliovers in b o a  directions between core F i  and their subcontractors in 
keirersu. 

g~pillovers From a firm need not be limited to in owo buyers/suppliers. Suzuki (1993) identifies spillovers 
between the core f m  in a keirersu and the subcontracz~ors belonging to other keirersus. A percentage increase in 
technology transfer reduces the unit variable cost of the srubcontractors by 0.1 1%, an even larger spillover than benveen 
the fum and its own subcontractors. Those vertical spilllovers (although in the second case one should speak of cross 
or diagonal spillovers) are found to be even more irnpsrtaDt than technological m s f e r s  between core fimis from 
different keirersus (horizontal spillovers), which are of t h e  order of 0.08%. Keirersu provide an example where vemcai 
spillovers are just as important empuically as, perhaps beven more important than. horizontal spillovers. 

loknperfect spillovers can represent impefiect tntormation leakage, the productivity of transferred knowkdge 
(Peters, 1995), novelty requirements (Henriques, 199 B), perfect information Ieakage with an absorption cost (for 
instance Levin et al. (1987) find that patents raise imntation costs and rime), or perfect information leakage with 
differences in technology which cause o d y  some of the information to be usefil- 



type of inter-firm interaction. The unit cost of production of a downstream firm is 

n chi = ~ + r - x ~ ~ - h ~ ~ ~  I -~&=,.r~.~. 
bj 

The unit cost of production of an upstream firm is 

- m cXi - s :r, -hETsi X, - v ~ ~ = ~ x ~ ~ .  

Consequently, the final unit cost of a firm depends on its R&D choice as well as on that of al1 

other f m s .  Buyers benefit from sellers' R&D through a reduction in the cost of their input, 

and through vertical spillovers. Sellers benefit from buyers' R&D through the reduction in 

buyers' cost, and through vertical spillovers. Note that whereas R&D expenses are independent 

of output, its benefits are linked to output, since the hiJher output is, the higher the number of 

units that benefit from cost reduction. 

Parameters are assumed to be such that the following nonnegativity constraints are 

satisfied: 

r > .rbi +hE,Ti X~~+VXL;~.T~~,  i=i ,..., m 

s > x,+~E;=~ xll+vX~,xbi, i=l ,  ..., n. 

These constraints ensure that production costs after R&D is undertaken are strictly positive. 

The game has three stages: one R&D stage and two output stages. In the fmt  stage all 

f i s  decide on their R&D simultaneously. In the second stage upstream f m s  compete in 

Cournot, taking into account the denved demand curve of the downstream industry. In the third 

stage there is a Cournot garne among al1 downstream fms,  taking the price of the intermediate 

good as given. The output stages follow the successive oligopoly structure suggested by 

Greenhut and Ohta (1979). The price of the intermediate good is determined by Cournot 

cornpetition in the upstream industry, based on the denved demand curfe of buyers. In 

horizontal models of R&D investments, the output game is generally assumed to be 

simultaneous. Here, however, the vertical structure of the market implies that sellers are 

S tackelberg leaders." 

L'The use of a sequential mode1 is one of the restrictive assumptions of the rnodel. A simultaneous game for 
verticalfy related firms would avoid "the potentiaily restrictive assignment of leader-follower roIes required by the 
StackeIberg solution." (Young, 1991:717). However, in a vercicd market with prices as strategic variables, no 
equili'brium c m  be obtained in a simuitaneous game; a sirnultaneot~s game wouId require the use of markups, not 
prices, as strategic variables (Young, 1991: b e n ,  1997). Other negotiation mechanisms could be used to obtah 
simultaneous output decisions beniveen buyers and sellers. However, for the purpose of obtaining resuIts which are 
comparable with other smdies in this Litetanire, and to maintain tracmbifity, it is assumed that fums compete in output, 
implying seIlers' Ieadership. 



3.1 Output stages 

We begïn with the third stage where buyers decide non-cooperatively on their output, 

guaranteeing the perfectness of the equilibriurn. ~ u i e r s ' s  i probiem is 

Ma. 
Ybi 

where Yzy,,+ ... +y,,. Given that 

7 

%i = @(Y) -cbi)~bi-zu:i (il 

buyers are identicai ex ante, they take the same decisions ex 

post. Simultaneous rnaximization of (1) for i=l, .-,m and solvins of the rn f.0.c. yields 

From (2)  we derive the inverse demand curve suppliers face 

We now turn to the second stage of the garne, where suppliers decide non-cooperatively 

on their output, based on the derived inverse demand of downstream firms (3). Supplier i 

rnaximizes 

~ a r  5 = ( r ( ~ )  -csÏ)ysi-z~xs~. 
Ysi 

The identicai costs of sellers imply that they w i l  occupy identical positions ex post. 

Maximization and simultaneous solving of the n f.0.c. yielrls 

Given that each unit bought frorn suppliers is transformed into one unit sold by buyers to 

consumers, total output is the same for upstream and downstream industries. Total output is 

comparable wi-h other studies in this Literature, and to maintain aactability, it is assumed that fums compete in output, 
implying seUersV leaders hip. 



and the final pnce is 

The pnce charged by suppliers isl' 

3.2 R&D stage 

In the first stage of the game all f i s  decide simultaneously on R&D levels. Whereas 

output is always chosen non-cooperatively, fourtypes of cooperation (TOC) wiII be considered 

for R&D decisions: a non-cooperative equilibrium (NCE), a generalîzed cooperative 

equilibrium (GCE), a horizontal cooperative equilibrium (HCE), and a vertical cooperative 

equilibrium (VCE), Figure 1 illustrates the different TOC. Note that in al1 four environments 

the source and destination (and also the level) of spillovers is independent of the TOC. That 

is, even when there are cooperating groups of fims, spillovers originate and end at individual 

firms. This is in contrait to empirical modelisation, where spillovers originate from industries. 

Horizontaï cooperation (HC) represents cooperation with competitors, whiie vertical 

cooperation (VC) represents cooperation with suppliers/distributors. Generalized cooperation 

(GC) reflects the complexity of some research joint ventures: with the multiplication of 

research projects, firms may be adopting more than one structure simultaneously. Firms may 

engage in HC on one project, and in VC on another project. Many cooperative agreements 

involve both horizontal and vertical linkages. For instance, cooperation with a cornpetitor rnay 

involve working with its suppliers. 

Let p= {xb ,,.--,- rbm,.c ,,,..., x,,). Using the results of the second and third stages, we can 

write profit functions as functions of The profit of buyer i is 

The profit of seller i is 

In the first TOC, the NCE, each firm chooses its R&D so as to maximize its own 

12 Note that r depends on the number of downstream firms: this is due to the presence of R&D. In the absence 
of R&D, with a linear demand (and also with a log-linear demand), t is independent of m (Choe, l998). 



profits, given that a ther firms do the sarne. The problern of buyer i is 

Mar rcbi 
and the problem of seller i is 

(4) 

Maximization and simultaneous solving of the m t n  f.0.c. of (4) and (5 )  yield research efforts 

in the NCE by each buyer and each seller:13 '' 

w here 

In the GCE each firm chooses its R&D to maximize the total profits of di firms: 

Maximization of (6) with respect to x,, i= 1, ..., m and x,,, i=l, .... n yields research efforts in the 

'%e Salant and Shaffer (19%) criaque of the use of symmemc RBrD stategies does not apply bere. because 
there are no side payments and there is only one output market. Moreover, the very idea of side payments goes counter 
to the precompetitive nature of R&D collaboration. 

'khdcr ai i  TOC, R&D expendinires depeod on the sum r+s, not on the distribution of these two activities 
between upstrearn and downstream fums. Therefore, changes in the fiontiers of fimis have no effect on R&D or 
welfare, subject to the fact that the constraint of nonnegativity of costs is nonbinding. 



In the NCE there is intraindustry cooperation but no interindustry cooperation. Buyers 

rnaximize 

M a  -rbi r 
bm ':[ nbi 

and seIIers maximize 

Simultaneous solvins of the m t n  f.0.c. of (7) and (8) yields research efforts in the HCE: 

where 

In the VCE there is  interindustry cooperation, but no intraindustry cooperation. Each 

buyer cooperates with one seller, but buyers do not cooperate arnong themselves, nor do selIers. 

Given that buyers are identical, as weIl as sellers, it is irreIevant which buyer cooperates with 

each seller. The VCE requires m=n to exclude asymmetric strategies. Without loss of 

generality. let bi cooperate with si, i= 1, ..., m (m=n). Firms bi and si maximize 

%i+% (9) 



Following the maxirnization of (9) we find research efforts in the VCE to be 

where 

The following sections analyse the results derived above. 

4. Comparative statics 

The question addresscd in this section is: what is the effect of changes in vertical and 

horizontal spillovers on R&D and we~fare,'~ under different TOC? This analysis is performed 

in a bilateral duopoly frarnework. Proposition 1 summarises the effects of spillovers on R&D 

and welfare. 

Proposition 1. Let m=n=2. Then 

i)  Vertical spillovers alivays increase R&D by al1 fims. as well us werfare. 

ii) Horizontal spillovers increase R&D b y al1 f ims  in the GCE and the HCE, and reduce Rgd) 

by alZfimzs in the NCE and the VCE. 

iii) Horizontal spillovers increase welfare in al1 three cooperative eqzrilibria (even when tlzey 

reduce R a ) ,  and have an ambiguous effecr on welfare in the NCE. 

iv) A simuItaneous and equal increase in horizontal and vertical spillovers (sturting from the 

same level) red~ices x, and increases x, in the NCE (with an ombiguous efect on total R&D), 

and increases R&D by al1 fims in al1 other TOC. 

V )  In the NCE and the VCE, v reinforces the negative effecr of h, and h rnitigates the positive 

- " ~ o t e  char we focus on R&D output, not effective (produced+received) R&D. m i l e  the latter is more 
rneaningful from a social point of view, R&D output is more amenable to empirical testing. Moreover, in this type of 
modei there is generafly a monotonie reIationship beween effective spilIovers and weIfare, therefore the welfare 
analysis impliciùy addresses effective spiliovers. 
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effect of v. In the GCE and rhe HCE, h and v reinforce the positive effects of each other. 

Table 1 summarizes the comparative statics of the model. Comparative statics are 

obtained by substituting m=rz=2 into the solutions for R&D and performing the relevant 

differentiations. Figure 2 illustrates the effect of h and v on total R&D.'~ 

Table 1- Surnmary of comparative statics (m=n=2) 

No Generdized Horizontai Venicai 
coope~tion cooperation cooperation cooperation 

- - . -- - -- - 

An increase in v increases R&D by dl f m s ,  in al1 equiIibria As v increases, the flow 

of spillovers between the two industries increases, reducing the costs of al1 firms; this reduction 

in costs translates into an increase in output. This increase in output increases the value of cost 

reduction, inducing a fuaher increase in R&D. In contrast to h, vertical spillovers benefit al1 

fims, and induce no disincentives for cost reduction. '' 
In the NCE and the VCE, an increase in h reduces the private benefit h m  R&D, 

I6'This figure. and di other numerical simulations in the paper, are based on the followiog numerical 
parameterkation of the model: a=1000, w= 1, I-s=SO, u=600. 

"~ertical spiliovers c m  have a (negiïgîble) negative effect on a firm. When v increases, the flow ofspilloven 
to the f i  h m  its suppliers/distriiutors increases, but the same also applies to competitors. When firms are identical, 
the positive effect of the reduction in own cost dominates the marginal negative effect of the reduction in competitors' 
(and the competitors' supphers) costs. in a situation with suong asymmetries between firms, it codd be the case that 
small firms lose from v, because most of the benefits go to their competitors, deteriorathg m e r  their initial cost 
disadvantage. Moreover, when a large firm has many suppliers, suppliers may worry about information leakage to the 
buyer, since this information may go to the supplier's competitors. Such a concem has arisen wirhin SEMATECH (the 
Semiconductor Manufacturing Technology Consortium), where Semiconductor materials and equiprnent suppliers 
sharing information with SEMATECH members feared of information leakage to their compeators (Grindley et al., 
1994). 



thereby reducing R&D by al1 firms.18 However, vertical cooperation reduces the negative 

effects of horizontai spillovers. Formally, in pneral we have that 1 ZvC/i7i 1 <[ @c/& 1 : 
horizontal spillovers reduce R&D spending less under vertical cooperation than under no 

cooperation. With vertical cooperation, cost reduction is more highly valued, therefore leakages 

to competitors reduce R&D to a lesser degree than in the absence of cooperation. in the GCE 

and the HCE, there is intraindustry cooperation, and, consequently, the positive externality is 

internalized: an increase in h increases R&D by ail f m s .  

Note the asymmetric effects of spillovers on R&D: oWdztO when there is no 

intraindustry cooperation (NC or VC), whereas &ld,>O even without interindustry cooperation 

(NC or HC). 

Consider next the effect of a simultaneous and equal increase in vertical and horizontal 

spillovers (dh=dv). Here h and v increase equaliy and simultaneously, assuming they are 

initially at the sarne iwd. This result is useful in a context where (desirable) leakage of 

information to supplien implies the (undesirable) leakage of the sarne information to 

competitors. That effect is obtained by setting h=v and differentiating with respect to the 

spillover level. As table 1 shows, in the three cooperative equilibria al1 firms increase their 

R&D. In the NCE, buyers decrease, and seilers increase, their R&D. Remember that, in the 

NCE, an increase in (only) v increased R&D by d l  firms whereas an increase in (only) h 

decreased R&D by al1 fims. This means that, when both types of spillovers increase 

simultaneously, the positive effect of v dominates for sellers, while the negative effect of h 

dominates for buyers. The effect on total R&D is ambiguous, depending on which dominates 

between the increase in R&D by sellers and the decrease in R&D by buyers.lg 

However, further analysis shows that the effect of a simultaneous increase in h and v 

in the NCE and the VCE tends to become negative as cornpetition intensifies, due to the 

negative effect of non internalized h on R&D. Therefore, when the diffusion of technological 

information to vertically reiated f i m s  makes this information available to competitors, and this 

(horizontal) externality is not intemalized, it is preferable to limit the diffusion of information. 

There is an -asymmetric- interaction between the effects of h and v. In the NCE and the 

"h the case of the derivatives dXF/& and &:/a, it could not be formaliy proved that they are always 
negative, however numerical simulations show that whenever any of them is positive at least one of the nomegativity 
constraints on costs is vioIated. 

Lg~teun (1994,1995) fin& -that the total effect of an increase in intra and interindustry spillovers is 
ambiguous, and is more Likely to be positive for Lower levels of spiliovers. 



Wdz&<O, meaning that v reinforces the negative effect of h, and that h mitigates the 

positive effect of v." In this case not only does h reduce R&D, but it also mitigates the positive 

effect of v. In the GCE and the  HCE, d2~dz&>0: h and v reinforce the positive effects of each 

other. 

The effects of appropriability on profits and welfare depends on who benetits from 

information leakages (competitors or vertically related fims) and the prevailing TOC. In al1 

three cooperative equilibria, an increase in h always increases profits, consumer surplus and 

welfare. This is me even though 6XVC.dz<0. In the NCE, O%V"~/&:O even though OX"~/&<O. 

At low levels of h, increases in h benefit firms and consumers. This suggests that 

appropriability problems that induce ftrms to refrain from innovating are not necessarily 

undesirable, given that this loss in innovation is more than compensated for by the increase in 

knowledge received by other firms. For very hi@ levels of h, however, the reducrion in R&D 

is so drastic that welfare suffers. In some cases, firms may be benefiting from the increase in 

12 at the expense of consumers. Thus, the effect of changes in h on welfare depends on its initial 

level. This analytical ambiguity of the effect of h on prices and costs is in contrast to the 

empincal finding that spillovers generally induce output expansions and pnce reductions. 

On the other hand, in dl TOC, an increase in v dways increases profits, consumer 

surplus, and welfare. These findings are consistent with those of Peters (1995) and Steurs 

(l994,l99S). 

5. Cornparison of cooperative structures 

In this section the different types of cooperation are cornpared in terrns of R&D. This 

cornparison is important given that in the literature, most studies have focussed on cornparhg 

cooperation vs. no cooperation. However, the choices € m s  face with respect to R&D 

cooperation are much more complex than this binary decision. Firms rnust decide not only 

whether to cooperate ornot, but d so  with whom to cooperate. Two important potential parniers 

for cooperation are competitors and suppliersfcustomers. The four types of R&D cooperation 

studied in this paper are: no cooperation, horizontal cooperation, vertical cooperation, and 

generalized (simultaneous horizontal and vertical) cooperation. They have been explained in 

detail in section 3. 

'O~teurs (1994.1995) alxi fin& that spillovers between demand independent industry. although they affect 
R&D positively, reinforce the negative effect of inaaindusny spiiIovers. 
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R&D cooperation induces firms to internalize the effect o f  their R&D expenditures on 

the profits of their partners. Let a "competitive externality" represent the marginal effect of the 

R&D of a firrn on the profits of other firrns (this effect is generagly non-niI, even when there 

are no spi1lovers)- In this mode1 there are three types of competitive externalities: the horizontal 

competitive externality (H), the vertical competitive externality (V), and the dia~onaI 

cornpetitive extemality (D). H represents the sum of the marginal effects of a fimi's R&D on 

the profits of its competitors; this externality is internalized in t h e  NCE and the GCE. H c m  

be positive or negative, depending on whether an increase in R & D  by a firm increases or 

decreases the profits of its competitors. H increases with horizomtal spillovers, and generally 

also with vertical spillovers. V represents the surn of the marginal effects of a firm's R&D on 

the profits of its custorners/suppliers; this externality is internalized in the VCE and the GCE. 

It is positive, given that an increase in R&D by a fm always increases the profits of its 

custorners/suppliers. D represents the sum of the marginal effects of a firm's R&D on the 

profits of fims in the other industry, which are neither competitars nor customers/suppliers; 

this externality is always positive, and is internalized in the GCE only. V and D are always 

positive, but are larger when horizontal and vertical spillovers are higher. No competitive 

externalities are intemalized in the NCE. The following lemma characterizes the relation 

behveen competitive extemalities and the ranking of TOC. 

Lemma 1. Let rn=n=2, Let the horizontd cornpetitive externaliq H be given by 

Ler the vertical competitive externality V be given by 

Let the diagonal competitive externality D be given by 

Then, between any two TOC, rhe one inrernalizing a larger (more positive) sum of cornpetitive 

externalities will yield more R&D. 

Proof. The inclusion of positive (negative) extemalities in the f i r s t  order condition of a fm 

increases (decreases) its R&D, given that the profit of a firm is concave in its own R&D. 



The cornparison between TOC rests on the signs and ma>gnitudes of those externaiities: 

the TOC yieiding more R&D will be the one which internalizes a l a se r  sum of cornpetitive 

extemalities." This is because internalizing a positive competitive extemality increases R&D, 

while internalizing a negative competitive extemality reduces R&D.'~ This result is quite 

general, andcan be particularly useful in cornparing different cooperative structures even when 

no closed forrn solutions exists or that the Ievels of R&D investments are not known. In what 

follows we use those three competitive externalities to analyse the classification of TOC. 

Before proceeding with the analysis it will be useful to restate the basic result of the 

strategic investment literature, that with low horizontal spillovers R&D cornpetition yields 

more innovation than (horizontal) R&D cooperation. When h is high, information leakage is 

imposant, and firms underinvest. Consequently cooperation induces them to intemdize this 

positive externality, and R&D is increased. On the other hand, when h is low, information 

ieakage is negligiible, and the private gains from R&D outweigh the spillover. Accordingly 

firms give less weight to the spillover, and overinvest in R&D. In this context intraindustry 

cooperation reduces R&D, since firms internalize this negative externalit$ As the analysis to 

foIlow will show, accounting for vertical spilIovers and vertical cooperation can senously alter 

this result. 

The analysis starts in a bilateral duopoly framework, and the effect of market structure 

is introduced later. The following proposition summarizes the ranking of TOC when m=n=3. 

Proposition 2. Ler m=n=2 Then 

a) xVC>XC. 

b) XGC>XHC. 

C )  sign(XV-xHC) =sign ( 1- h). 

d)  sign(xNC-XGC)=sign(l - 1 1 h- 10v). 

e)  sign(~-~~~)=si~n(l3-s3h- 10v). 

fl ~ i g n ( p ~ - ~ ~ ~ )  =sign(7h+5v-2). 

Proof. These resuits follow from lemma 1. They can d s o  be obtained by analysing the 

differences between total R&D expenditures under pairs of TOC. 

Z1~oivin and Vencatachellum (1998) develop a related concept of a cornpetitive externaiity given by @&- 
They ~ h o ~  tbat this externality is of the same sign as hi&. 

-1: am indebted to Carohe Boivin for sugges~g this line of analysis. 
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Part a of proposition 2 states that x v C > P .  In the NCE no competitive extemality is 

internalized, In the VCE firms internalize the vertical competitive externality, which is always 

positive. pushing R&D up. . m e n  v S ,  firms interndize the effect of their R&D on the 

production cost and the profits of their customer/supplier. Even when =O, firms internalize the 

effect of their own cost reduction on the increase in the size of the market and profits of their 

customer/supplier. thus increasing their R&D compared with the NCE. 

Part b of proposition 7 compares the GCE with the HCE. In al1 cases x ~ ~ > x ~ ~ .  
Generalized cooperation intemalizes V. H. and D, while horizontal cooperation intemalizes H. 

Taking the difference between the two, (V+H+D)-H=V+D>O: generalized cooperation 

dominates horizontal cooperation because it intemalizes the sarne horizontal extemality (which 

may be positive or negative, but this is irrelevant here) and, in addition. intemalizes the positive 

V and D. 

Part c of proposition 2 compares HC with VC. VC dominates. except when h=l, where 

xVC=xHC. VC intemalizes V, while HC intemalizes H. When horizontal spillovers are iow, H 

is negative (because an increase in R&D by a fim reduces the profits of its competitor), 

therefore V> H. BUE even when horizontal spillovers are high, so that H S ,  V is larger than H: 

the vertical competirive extemality internalized through vertical cooperation is larger than the 

horizontal competitive extemality internalized through horizontal cooperation. It is only when 

h=l that the two TOC yield equai levels of R&D. 

The relation between the NCE and the GCE (part d of proposition 2 )  depends on the 

levels of h and v. When h and v are very low, NC dominates, because in chat case cooperation 

between competitors reduces R&D. The negative horizontal effect dominates the positive 

vertical and diagonal effects: 1 HI >V+D. M e n  h and v are hi&, the horizontal competitive 

extemality (H) becomes less negative, and eventually positive, therefore V+D+HIO. In that 

- case pCE>pCE However, contrary to the established result in the literature, that increase 

cornes for levels of horizontal spillovers much smaller than h=1/2. In fact, as proposition 2 

establishes, even when h a ,  CC can increase R&D. This is due to the presence of the vertical 

and diagonal competitive extemalities, which may dominate the negative H when horizontal 

spillovers are low. 

Part e of proposition 2 states that X%-pC when h and v are low, while the inequality 

is reversed for high spillovers. HC increases R&D compared to NC when H>O, that is, when 



the horizontal competitive externality interndized through horizontal cooperation is positive. 

As explained above, a low lz induces ovennvestment in the NCE, therefore HC reduces R&D; 

conversely, a high Il induces underinvestment in the NCE, therefore HC increases i a. 
The effect of v is novel, however, and needs to be explicited. HC is more likely to 

increase R&D when v is high. This resuIt can be understood in terms of the strategic interaction 

of research efforts. In the NCE and the HCE, buyers' research expenditures are strategic 

substitutes iff 7> 11h+4v, and sellers' research expenditures are strategic substitutes iff 

1>2h+v. R&D cooperation between firms whose research efforts are strategic substitutes 

(complements) decreases (increases) R&D. v contributes to strate@ complementarity between 

cornpetitors: a higher v increases the benefit a firm extracts frorn its cornpetitor's R&D, trough 

the effect of that R&D on the cost of the custoner/supplier of the firm. For instance, an 

increase inx,, benefits 61 directly through h, but aIso indirectly through the reduction in cd (the 

cost of the supplier of 61) induced by v. As vertical spillovers contribute to horizontal strategic 

complementarity, they reduce the lever of horizontal spillovers required for HC to increase 

R&D. In other words, with hi$ vertical spillovers, horizontal coopera~on can increase R&D 

even with low horizontal spil~overs. This result is contrary to what is established in the 

literature, and shows the importance of accounting for vertical spillovers in the analysis of 

R&D cooperation. 

Part f of proposition 2 States that when spillovers are very low, VC dorninates GC, while 

this relation is reversed for rnoderate and high spillovers. VC intemalizes V, while GC 

intemaiizes, H, Vand D. Therefore, FC>xvCiff H+V+D>V, Le. iff HfD>O. When spillovers 

are low, H is negative, and dominates the positive D: the negative effect of internalizing the 

horizontal competitive extemality dorninates the positive effect of internalizing the diagonal 

competitive extemality. As horizontal and vertical spillovers increase, H becornes less 

negative, and eventually positive, therefore for high spillovers X%xVC. 
The comparisons in proposition 2 have been perfomed pairwise. It is useful to be able 

to rank al1 TOC for given levels of spillovers. Figure 3 illustrates the ranking of TOC in the hxv 

space, based on the conditions stated in proposition 2. This figure is divided into 5 regions, 

each region being characterized by a ranking of the TOC. The following table summarizes the 

relation between the competitive externalities and the mamgnitude and sign of H in each region. 



Table 2 - Ranking of types of cooperation 

Region Spiilovers' values I (Ag31 1 Magnitude l 
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S i s  of H 

HcO 

H<O 

H e 0  

H>O 

H>O 

Region 1 

Region 2 

Regîon 3 

Region 4 

Region 5 

Region 1 is characterized by low spillovers. In this region VC>NC>GC>HC. H is 

negative and sufficiently large to cause the GCE to reduce R&D compared to the NCE. As 

spillovers increase, we move into region 7, where the ranking of GC and NC is reversed: 

VC>GC>NC>HC. H is still negative enough to outweigh D (therefore pCc~vC), but not 

negative enoush to outweigh V+D (therefore X%PC). AS spillovers increase further, we 

move into region 3, where GC cornes to dominate all other TOC. H is still negative, but is 

smaller than LI, therefore p C > ~ v C .  When spillovers increase further, we move into region 4: 

die horizontal cornpetitive externality becornes positive, therefore ~ ~ ~ > p ~ . ~  Finally, when 

h=l (region S) ,  and independently of v, the horizontal cornpetitive extemality increases further: 

H= V, therefore X ~ ~ = X " ~ .  

As we move north-east (i.e. as spillovers increase), the ranking of VC and NC 

deteriorates, while the ranking of GC and HC improves. It is surprising that as vertical 

spillovers increase, the ranking of VC deteriorates, as it becomes dorninated by GC, which has 

the advantage of allowing cornpetitors to cooperate, and of inducing a fim to intemalize the 

effect of its R&D on al1 the fims in the. other industry, and not only on its own 

supplier/customer (as would be the case with VC). Note that for the larpst part of the 

spillovers space, GC dominates al1 other TOC, followed by VC. This shows the importance of 

interindustry cooperation, whether there is intraindustry cooperation or not. VC is a 

= ~ o t e  that at v=û and h=1/2, X % X ~ ~ .  while the iiterature would.predict equaiity between the two TOC in 
that case. The reason is that in this mode1 buyers and seilers have different conditions of straregic interaction (as 
specified above). The h e  determining strategic interaction for buyers (7-1 lh4v) in the NCE and the WCE lies slightly 
to the right of the line separaMg regions 3 and 4 (13-23h-10~). while the line determining smtegic interaction for 
seilers (1-Ut-v) lies slightly to the left of that line. In fact, the Line separating regions 3 and 4 can be expressed as a 
linear combination of the lines determinhg sirategic interaction for buyers and seIlers, since (7-1 lh-4v)+6(1-2h-v)=13- 
23h-1Ov. Therefore, at v=O and h=1/2, the passage from NC to HC does not change selles' R&D, but decreases 
buyers' RBrD, therefore totai R&D decreases. On the iine separating regions 3 and 4, the passage from NC to HC 
increases selles' R&D and decreases buyes' R&D by offsetting amounu. 

vc(1-1 U~)/10 

(1-1 ilr)/iO<v<(2-7h)/S 

(2-7h)/S<v<(13-23h)liO 

~(13-23/z)/10, h* 1 

h=l 

VC>NC>GC>HC 

VC>GC>NC>HC 

GC> VC>NC>HC 

GC>?K>HC>NC 

GC> VC=fJC>NC 

V>O>V+H+D>H 

V> V+HtD>O>H 

V+HtD> V>O>H 

VtHtD>V> H>O 

V+H+D> V=H>O 

IHI>VtD 

1 H 1 >D 

1 HI CD 
HcV 

H= V 



complement, not a substitute, to Hc." 

Many important resuhs emerge from the preceding analysis. First, one of the basic 

results of the strate@ investment literature is that cooperation between cornpetitors increases 

(decreases) R&D when horizontal spillovers are high (low). The mode1 shows that this result 

does not necessarily hold when vertical spillovers and vertical cooperation are taken into 

account. It is necessary to account for the horizontal, vertical, and diagonal internalization 

effects in cornparhg different types of R&D cooperation. 

Second, even if al1 forms of cooperation do not always increase R&D compared with 

the NCE, in d l  cases, at least one form of cooperation does. The only form of cooperation 

always (strictly) dominating the NCE is VC. The question of whether cooperation is desirable 

or not has to be addressed with reference to specific cooperative schemes. 

Third, no TOCconstantly dominates the others. The relative efficiency of different TOC 

cannot be studied without explicit reference to appropriability. This suggests that optimal 

smictures may Vary i) across industries, ii) within the same industry, for different technologes 

having différent appropriability characteristics, and iii) over time for a given industry, as 

technology chanses. 

Finally, comparing parts a and e of proposition 3 shows that there is an important 

asymmetry between HC and VC. VC is beneficial irrespective of the level of spillovers, 

whereas whether HC is beneficial depends on both horizontal and vertical spillovers. This is 

because the vertical internalizationeffect is always positive, while the horizontal intemalization 

effect may be positive or negative. 

The comparison between TOC has been perfonned .in a bilateral duopoly case. A 

legtimate question is how sensitive are the results to this specific market structure. As the 

analysis to fullow shows, market structure affects the size of the gap between R&D 

expenditures, and affects the tradeoff besween horizontal and vertical cooperation. To answer 

that question, we perfonn the comparison between TOC for a more general market structure: 

rn=n~[1 ,20] .  W l e  it is possible to study this question for al1 levels of rn and n within the 

space defined above, the VCE requires m=n. For the purpose of comparability between TOC, 

the analysis is restricted in this.section to the case m=n. Moreover, in order to reduce the 

2 4 ~ i s  is in accord with the following quote by Iorde and Teece: "Successful new product and process 
development innovation often requires horizontal and laterai as weii as vertical cwpention." (Jorde and Teece, 
1990:8 1). Jorde andTeece (1992) note that horizontai and hybnd (horizontai t vertical) cooperative arrangements face 
a larger degree of uncertainty h m  US annaut  Iaws. 



dimensionality of the problem, the analysis is restricted to polar appropriability environments: 

no spilloven (h ==O), perfect spillovers (h=v= 1), perfect horizontal spillovers only 

(h=l.v=O), and perfect vertical spillovers only (Iz=O.v= 1). Forbrevity's sake let (h,v) represent 

appropriability conditions. For each polar case of spillovers, R&D is ranked across TOC. 

allowin,o for a variable market structure. Numerical simulations are used to compare (not to 

generate, therefore there is no loss of generality) elaborate analytical expressions? While it is 

possible to compare directly the analytical expressions, numerical simulations make the 

presentation of results, and the cornparison between different TOC rnuch smoother. Figure 4 

compares TOC for a given appropriability environment? 

The ranking of TOC at m=n=2 on figure 4 is consistent with proposition 2,  and will not 

be discussed again. However, two important insights corne from the analysis of a more pneral 

market structure. First, figure 4 illustrates an important distinction between horizontal and 

verticai cooperation in terrns of the magnitudes of the increases and reductions in R&D 

investments (compared to the NCE) they cause. VC always increases R&D, while HC may 

increase or decrease R&D. However, when HC is beneficial, its benefits compared with the 

NCE are much larger than the benefits of VC, which are marginal. Formally, in general 

I x ~ ~ - ~ ~ I  > lxVC-FI. This is because the internalization of horizontal spillovers changes the 

sign of the externality, whereas the internalization of v merely reinforces its (always positive) 

effect, without changing its sign. Therefore, even though VC is always beneficial, ir is pnerally 

only marginally so. In contrast, when HC is beneficial, its benefits are substantial." 

Second, as figures 4b and 4d show, when h=l, x ~ ~ = x ~ ~  for m=n=2, but for 

d l  rn=n>2. Therefore the result obtained above that in the bilateral duopoly case xVCsHC is 

heavily dependent upon market structure. With m=n=2, horizontal effects are negligible 

because of the small number of firms, and the hvo TOC yield equal arnounts of R&D. 

However, as competition intensifies the importance of the horizontal externality increases, and 

HC, which intemalizes this externality, gains in importance. To see that, note that in a market 

with m=n firms in each industry, the number of tems constituting H is 2m(m-l), while the 

number of ternis constituting- V is 2m. As m increases, the number of tems constituting H 

75~umerical skulauons are based on the numerical parameterkation specified in note 16- 
260n figure 4 curves may overlap for sorne values of m and n. The labelling of c w e s  corresponds to their 

ranking at m=n=20, but not necessarily to their ranking at other values of m and n. 
%e same can be said about GC. Moreover, the dominance of the diagonal effect -which may induce 

cooperation between cornpetitors to increase innovation even with a low h- on direc~ vertical effects cm be seen from 
the large difference between and p. cornpared with the smali difference between xYC and f i  on figure 4c- 



gows  much more rapidly (of course the magnitudes of the terms matter, but their number is 

indicative of the relative importance of the two effects). Thus, the mode1 provides a prelirninary 

answer to the question of which is more socially beneficial between horizontal and vertical 

cooperation. When horizontal spillovers are low, VC yields more R&D than HC. When 

horizontal spillovers are hi&, the result depends on market structure: VC tends to dorninate 

when m=n=2, but HC yields more R&D for m=n>2 (moreover, with hi& concentration HC 

is more Iikely to lead to collusion, but this is outside the scope of the model). 

This result shows the importance of analysing the effect of market structure on the 

relative desirabili ty of different TOC. For instance, S teurs (19 95), who studies spillovers and 

cooperation between demand unrelated industries, finds that whether interindustry cooperation 

is more or less beneficial depends on spillovers: interindustry cooperation is likely to be more 

beneficial chan intraindustry cooperation when interindustry spillovers are high and 

intraindustry spillovers are low. Here, it is also mie that interindustry cooperation is more 

beneficial when intraindustry spillovers are low. However, when intraindustry spillovers are 

high, the resuIt depends on market structure. 

A related question is how cooperation affects welfare. Overall there is a monotonic 

relation between R&D spending and welfare. A notable exception is when there are no 

spillovers, where firms tend to overspend on R&D compared with the social optirn~m'~ in the 

NCE and the VCE. Namely, firms overspend on R&D i) in the NCE, with no spillovers, 

min {m,n} 23 or {m=2,n25) or (rn>5,n=2), and ii) in the VCE, m=n a3 with no spill~vers.'~ 

Consumer surplus is always higher than in the social optimum when there is overspending on 

R&D. However, one should be ca@ous before exaggerating the importance of overspending 

on R&D. First, the -static- modelization does not necessarily exhaust al1 the -static and 

dynamic- benefits of R&D. Second, empincal studies suggest that usually there is 

Y h e  social optimum could be defmed with respect ro rhe levels of output and R&D mY<imizinp the surn 
of producer and consumer surplus, However, Suzumura (1990) questions the relevance of this 'Yint bat"  outcome, 
since govemments may have more latitude in affectïng fums' R&D decisions than in affecthg their output decisions- 
Suzumura adopts a "second best" concept of the social optimum, where weffare is maximized with respect to R&D, 
but not with respect to output, This second best social optimum concept is used here. 

29~hi s  is not the fmt smdy to i d e n m  instances of overspending on R&D. Suzumura (1992) fin& that fm 
overspend on R&D with no spiliovers in the non-cooperative equigbrium (in a one-industry model) when the number 
of finns is large. Dasgupta and Stiglia (1980) fmd that when demand is highly inelastic and that free enny is allowed, 
R&D spending may exceed the socially optimal ievel. Bester and Petrakis (1993). in a model of cost reduction with 
no spiUovers, find that overinvesment in R&D may occur when goods produced by different firms are close 
substitutes. 



underinvestment, not ovennvestment, in R&D?' Third, the mode1 shows that overspending 

occurs less often, and in smaller magnitudes, than underspending. Finally, although total 

welfare suffers from this overspending on R&D, consumers benefit from it. 

Spillovers increase the social gains from cooperation. With high spillovers the NCE is 

more likely to be dominated by other TOC, whereas the NCE generally dominates (in terms of 

weifare, at least) without spilovers. Moreover, by analysing the gap between the NCE and the 

other TOC, we see that spillovers increase the value of cooperation, for they increase the 

ineffrciency of the NCE compared with the socid optimum (this is clear fonn figure 4). 

The interactions between h and HC can be understood in terms of the business 

strategies taxonomy of Tirole (L989) (see table 3). When h is low and there is no HC or GC, 

f m s  adopt a top dog strategy: R&D investments make the investing firm look tough, by 

improving its competitive position. Moreover, in that case reaction functions between 

competitors are downward ~ l o ~ i n g , ~ '  and.this increase in R&D by firm i reduces R&D by its 

competitors. When h is low and there is HC or GC, firrns adopt apuppy dog strategy: each firm 

reduces its R&D investments, so as to be inoffensive, given that f m s  are cooperating." In that 

case research efforts within indusmes are strategic complements, and this reduction in R&D 

reduces competitors' R&D as well. With high h and no HC or GC, f m s  adopc a lean and 

hungry look: because investments benefit competitors, f m s  underinvest to be tough. Given 

that in that case research efforts within industries are strategic complements, this 

underinvestment reduces competitors' R&D as well. Finally, with high h and HC or GC, fims 

adopt a fat cat strategy: they want to look inoffensive, given that they are cooperating; and the 

best way to achieve that is to invest heavily in R&D, which benefits competitors. And given 

that reaction functions are upward sloping in this case, this overinvestment is matched by 

overinves tment from cornpetitors. 

"on the inpur sidc, Canada, for instance. devotes a relatively low proportion of its resources to R&D 
compared to most OECD coutries. On the output side, studies typically find that the social rate of return on R&D is 
much higher than the private rate of r e m .  

' ' ~ t  CM be easily shown (when m=n=2) fhat in the NCE and the HCE. buyers' research expendims are 
strategic substitutes ZE7> 1 lh+4v, and sellers' research expenditures are strategic substitutes iff 1>2h+v. In the GCE 
and the VCE, buyers' research efforts are strategic substitutes iff -7l+l8Ur-7lh 2+40v+40hv+40v'<0 and sellers' 
research expenditures are strategic substitutes iff - 1 lt32h-11h '+ 10v+ 10hvt 10?<0. These inequalities imply that 
horizontal and vemcal spiilovers induce su-ategic complementarity between competitors, and that buyers' research 
expenditures are more ükely to be strategic substitutes than sellers' research expendinires Moreover, research effons 
ktween buyers and seiiers are smtegic complements in al1 T C .  

"AS figure 4c shows. this mult rnay be siightly dtered by the prescnce of vertical spiiloven. 



TabIe 3- Business strategies, cooperation and spillovers 

fat car lean and h u n w  look ] 

6. Market Structure and innovation 

The relation between competition and innovation c m  be affected by many factors. One 

such factor is the technological environment of the industry. In this model the technological 

environment is characterized by appropriability (horizontal and vertical spillovers) and R&D 

cooperation. We use the model to analyze how the technological environment affects the 

relation between competition and innovation. Moreover, by analysing the upstrearn and 

downstream simultaneously, one can assess how competition and technological opportunities 

in vertically related markets affect innovation. As Peters (2000: 13) notes: "the conditions on 

vertically related markets also detemine the innovative activities of firms". 

For the sake of simplicity this analysis is performed for the four polar appropriability 

environments described in section 5: (0,0), (1,0), (0,1), (1,l). With four TOC and four 

appropriability environments, there are 16 different relations between market structure and 

R&D. These 16 different relations can be grouped under three types of relations. shown in 

figure 5. The vertical axis measures total R&D output, and the horizontal axes measure 

industry sizes. 

Figure 5a depicts a positive relation between competition and R&D: both symmeaic 

and asymmenic increases in competition increase R&D. 1 cal1 this relationship the Competirive 

model, and refer to it as C. Figure 5b depicts a negative relationship between competition and 

R&D dong the diagonal-" as well as for asymmetric increases (except when at least one 

industry is high1y concentrated, where the asymmemc effect may be positive). 1 cal1 this 

relationship the Schumpeterian model, and refer to it as S. Figure 5c depicts a rather odd 

relationship between competition and R&D. A symmetrïc inclease in the size of the two 

industries increases R&D; an asymmetric increase in rn (holding n constant) increases R&D 

for Iow n and decreases R&D for high n; similarly, an asymmetric increase in n (holding rn 

constant) increases R&D for low rn and decreases R&D for high m. h this confi,wation, R&D 

')ExcePt h m  the move h m  a bilateral monopoly to a bilateral duopoly. This suggests that, even if ir can 
be argued that competition may hinder innovation in some cases, any cornpeauon Ievel Iess th- a duopoly reduces 
innovation. 
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is maximized when the market structure i s  very asymmetric. 1 cd1 this relationship the 

Asymrnetric rnodel, and refer to it as A. 

Table 4 shows the correspondence between couples of cooperaGon and appropriability, 

and the relations descnbed above. No row and no column gives uniformly the same result, 

implying that the effect of competition on R&D cannot be predicted without specifying borli 

the appropriability conditions of the market and the  prevailing type of cooperation. In the case 

of the VCE, the result is detemined d o n g  the diagonal m=n, because asymmetric market 

structures are not allowed. Hence, for t h e  VCE, an increasing R&D dong this diagonal 

indicates either the relation C or the relation A (it is impossible to differentiate between the 

two), while a decreasing R&D indicates the relation S- 

Note the following regularïties. Cornparing columns, we see that the NCE and the VCE 

yield the same results (subject to the impossibility of distinguishing between C and A under 

VC). Moreover, GC and HC yield closely related results, with the difference that C under HC 

is replaced by A under GC. Comparing rows, we see that the cases (1,l) and (1 '0) yield sirnilar 

results, Finally, note that A'obtains only with GC. 

Table 4 - Effect of competition on total R&D spending 
f 

No Generalized Horizontal Vertical 
cooperat5on cooperation cooperauon cooperation 

No spillovers (0,O) 

Perfect horizontal spiiloves 
No vertical spillovers (1,O) 

Perfecr verticai spillovers 
No horizontal spillovers (O, 1) 

Perfect soilloven (1.1) 

C S S C o r A  

S A C S 

The change in market structure c m  take two forms: a simultaneous increase in the 

number of firms in both industries, or an increase in the number of f m s  in one industry only. 

Consider first a simultaneous increase in the number of finns in the two industries. The result 

will be stated in terms of the horizontal cornpetitive externality, H. Remember that H 

represents the s u m  of the marginal effects of a firm's R&D on the profits of its competitors; 

this extemality is internalized in both the WCE and the GCE. H can be positive or negative, 

depending on whether an increase in R&D by a increases or decreases the profits of its 

competitors. In general, H is more likely to be positive the higher horizontal and vertical 

spillovers are. 



f roposition 3. Let k=rn=n>2 (an increase in k is a north-east move along the diagonal in 

figure 5. and corresponds to a sirnultaneotrs and eqrral increase fit the nzrrnber offrnns in the 

nvo ind~rsrnes). Let h,v~{0 ,1) -  Let k I  ïftftere ïs inrrai~tdustry cooperation (HC or GC) and 

let A=O otherwise (NC or VC). Then 

sign(dX;/&) = sign(1 t2v(l-h)-2 1 A-lz 1 ). 
m i s  implies that: 

3a. When h= 1 or v=0 (thefirst, second, andfotrnh rows of table 4) dX/& is of the opposite sign 

of the horizontal cornpetitive ~xternality when that e-xternality is not irzternali,7ed, and is of the 

same sign as the horizontal cornpetitive exte m a l i r  when thar extemaliv is intemalized- 

3b. When h=O and v = l  (the third row of table 4), dX/oG>O- 

The intuition is as follows. Consider first part a of proposition 3." When a negative 

competitive horizontal externality is not internalized, R&D serves rnainly as acompetitive tool. 

Hence d'&>O: as cornpetition intensifies, firms use more of this competitive tool (each firm's 

R&D declines, but total R&D increases). When the negative competitive horizontal extemdity 

is internalized, however, f i s  use R&D to increase the total size of the market, benefiting al1 

from this expansion. However, they do not aim at hurting each other through R&D. Hence an 

increase in k, which increases the effects of the negative externality, reduces R&D. Similady, 

when a positive cornpetitive horizontal extemality is not intemalized, the main effect of R&D 

is to benefit competitors. Hence an increase in cornpetition increases the effect of this positive 

externality on competitors, and R&D demeases. When this positive competitive extemality is 

internalized, however, f m s  maximize the benefits from it as k increases, and total R&D 

increases. 

Consider now part b of proposition 3. Because v is very large compared to h, its positive 

impact implies that dW&>O. Horizontal effects are still present, but small: when negative they 

are dorninated by vertical effects; when positive they reinforce vertical effects.)' It is 

specifically in this case that the effect of vertical spillovers on the relationship between 

cornpetition and innovation is most explicit. 

Note that whereas the effect of h depends on whether it is internalized or  not, the effect 

% these cases sign(o2Y/dc) is determined solely by horizontal effects (which rnay be positive or negative); 
vertical effects (which are aiways positive) are always dorninated by horizontal effects. 

3SThe d ' e n  positive eff'ts of eompetition in this mode1 should be qGed by the fact that the mode1 does 
not incorporate fixed costs to R&D. 



of v is independent of its internalization, This is because the intemalization of h changes the 

sign of the externality, whereas the internalization of v merely reinforces its (always positive) 

effect, without changing its sign. 

Proposition 3 deait with the effects of symrnetnc increases in industry sizes. Consider 

now the effects of an asymmetric increase in industry size. The fourth column of table 4 is 

irrelevant here, because asymmetrïes are not allowed under VC. An asymrnetrïc increase in 

competition has a positive effect on R&D under C, a generally negative effect under S, and an 

ambiguous effect under A. The asymmetric effects in the C and S model can be understood by 

using the same analysis as for symmetric increases in competition. With either h=l or v=O, the 

effect of horizontal externalities dominates. Hence the effect of an asymmetric increase in 

industry size is of the sarne sign as the horizontal competitive externality if it is intemalized, 

and is of inverse sign if that externality is not intemalized. In the fourth case, (0,1), the result 

is determined by vertical effects, which are always positive. 

The asymmetric effects under the A model can be understood in terms of the vemcal 

and diagonal competitive exrernalities. As mentioned earlier, the asymmetric increase in 

industry size in this case has an ambiguous effect on R&D: it is positive when the other 

industry is highly concentrated, and negative when the other industry is highly competitive. 

This implies, as figure 5c shows, that R&D is maximized when one industry is highly 

concentrated, and the other is highiy competitive. The reason for this asymmetric ourcome is 

that in the A model, the fringe spends more on R&D relative [O asymmetric market structures 

in the C or the S modek. Indeed, in the A cases, when one industry becomes highly 

concentrated, the increase in total R&D cornes mainly from the fringe, not from the 

concentrated industry. The intuition is as follows. The profits of f m s  in the concentrated 

industry are higher dian profits of f m s  in the fringe. With GC, firms maximize joint profits. 

Firms in the concentrated industry benefit more from R&D by the fnnge the higher spillovers 

are. With any type of spillovers present, and with GC, because of the large rnar9nal profits of 

the concentrated industry, the fringe spends more on R&D, aven that joint profits are 

maximized. Moreover, given diseconornies of scale in R&D, substantial collective benefits 

frornR&D (high spillovers), and asymmeû5c market structures, total R&D costs are minimized 

when the fringe undeflakes more R&D than the concentrated industry. In a sense, the fnnge 

gets expioited by the concentrated industcy, and it is happy to be so. Indeed, by comparing 

. profits, we see that the ratio of profits of each fm in the concentrated industry to the profits . 



of each firm in the fringe is highest with the Asymmeûic model. With no spillovers, this effect 

does not arise, because the benefit of the concentrated industry from the fringe's R&D is more 

l i~n i t ed .~~  37 The Asymmetnc mode1 obtains only with GC, because this is the only TOC 

internalizing simultaneously vertical and diagonal cornpetitive externalities. 

To surnrnarïze, the relation between competition and innovation can be understood in 

tems of the three competitive extemahies. When H dominates, the effect of cornpetition on 

innovation is of the same sign as that extemaIity if it is internaiized, and of the opposite sign 

if it is not internalized. M e n  Vdominates, the effect of competition is always positive. When 

D dorninates (and that it is internalized), it is generally the Asymmetric mode1 that prevails. 

The effect of competition on innovation in a given industry cannot be fully understood 

without speciMng the appropriability conditions and the cooperative relations in the industry 

as well as in adjacent industries. Teece (1992) suggests that 'Discussions of the link between 

F m  size and innovation are outmoded because the boundaries of the fim have become fuzzy", 

due to strategic alliances. Our model shows that strategic alliances can alter the relation 

between market structure and innovation, but in no way does the' question become obsolete. 

Changes in total R&D rnay hide important different sectoral effects. Upstream and 

downstrearn R&D expenditures may move in different directions. For instance, startin; from 

a symrnetric market structure, an equal increase in the size of the two industries increases the 

s hare of buyers in total R&D in the NCE and the HCE. Wi th an as ymmetric market structure 

each fm in the more concentrated industry spends more than each fm in the less 

concentrated industry.)' A similar result is obtained by Peters (1995). The fruits of innovation 

by the (more) competitive industry accrue mainly to the oligopolistic industry, because of the 

36~eters (2000) fmds that in the Ge- automobile indusûy, a higher supplier concentration reduces 
(stirnuiates) R&D intensity if buyer markets are lowIy (highly) concentrated. In the model studied here, the reIation 
between competition and R&D intensity hinges on spiIiovers and R&D cooperation. An increase in the number of 
cornpetitors of a fm increrises (decreases) its R&D intensity when spillovers are high (low) in the NCE and the VCE. 
Spiilovers have the opposite effect in the GCE and the HCE. 

37~eters (2000) f i d s  that in die Ge- automobile indusûy. a srnall number of suppliers and a large stock 
of customers stimulate innovative activiües. He interprets this outcome in terms of reduced risk for seilers from the 
opportunistic behaviour of buyers when the latter are in Iarge number, and in terms of the positive effect of buyers' 
number on the potenual utilization of the innovation and the speed of adoption of new technologies. The mode1 
proposes an alternative explanation: asymmeeric market strucnires maxirnize innovative activities when there is 
generalized cooperation and there are spillovers. 

'%'oyago-~heotoky (1996) shows that the relation between Fimi size and cost reduction incenaves hinges 
on the way R&D affects production costs. When costs are affected in an additive (multiplicative) way, 1argeAow cost 
(smalYhigh cost) finns-spend more (these resdts were derived beween cornpetitos, with no vertical iinkages). 



Iimited market power of firms in the competitive ind~stry.'~ This asymmetry in the distribution 

of the benefits of R&D is reinforced by, but does not require, vertical spilloven. Regarding the 

effect of spillovers, an increase in (either type of) spillovers increases the share of the more 

concentrated industry in the NCE, and reduces it in al1 other TOC. 

7. Private incentives for cooperation 

This section addresses the private incentives for cooperation? The question is: under 

a decentralized negotiation mechanism, do firms, and under what circumstances, decide to 

cooperate? And when they do, do they choose the socially optimal type of cooperation? This 

question is important, because regulators need not provide incentives for R&D cooperation 

when ~o~pe ra t ion  arises korn decentralized negotiations. Moreover, regulators need not 

prohibit cooperation when firms have no interest in cooperatirig. In some cases, however, 

incentives or prohibition may be necessary. 

First fimis' profits across different TOC are ranked based on numerical simulations. For 

the sake of simplicity, this analysis is performed in the case m=n=2. Tables 5 and 6 present the 

ranking of profits of buyers and sellers across TOC for different appropriability environments. 

The cornparison of profits shows that firms will always prefer to cooperate, even though 

they may have different preferences as to the choice of a TOC. Some forms of cooperation can 

cause losses to firms compared with the NCE. Buyers generally prefer the HCE, except when 

there are only vertical spillovers, in which case they prefer the VCE. Sellers always prefer the 

GCE. Buyers generally prefer HC to VC, whereas selles, in contrast, always prefer VC to HC. 

39 TerlecSj (1974) provides an iliusmtion of ehis situation. where the productivity growth of the airline 
industry was rnainly due to the introduction of quality aircraft by the (competitive) air& manufacturing industry. 
Vanderwerf (1992) fin& that in the commodity materials-using production processes, more concentrated upsueam 
firms are the source of more downstream innovations when upsiream frrms are more concentrated, and when 
downstream firms are less concenaated. This is consistent with the predictions of the mode1 regarding the relation 
benveen concentration and R&D. Here, however, upstream firms cannot originate downstream innovations as such. 

%orne studies endogenize the formation and the stability of research joint ventures (De Bondt et al., 1992; 
Poyago-Theotoky. 1995; Kamien and Zang, 1993; Eaton and Eswaran, 1997; Kesteloot and Veuglelers, 1995; Yi, 
1998). 



Table 5 - Ranking of buyers' profits (based on numerical simulations) - 
No Genemlized Horizontal Vertical 

cooperation cooperation cooperauon cooperation 

No spillovers (0,O) 

Perfect horizontal spillovers 
No vercicd spillovers (1,O) 

2 3 1 4 

4 3 1 3 

Perfect vertical spillovers 
No horizontal spillovers (0.1) 

3 4 2 1 

Perfect spillovers (1,l) 4 2 1 3 

Table 6 - Ranking of seiiers' profits (based on numerical simulations) 

Perfect spillovers (1.1) 1 5 1 4 3 

t 

Perfect horizontal spillovers 
No vertical spülovers (1,O) 

Perfect verrical spillovers 
No horizontal spillovers (0,l) 

The explanation of these divergent preferences lies in the asymrnetric distribution of 

R&D between the two industries. In this model there is a general rendency for buyers to spend 

less on R&D than sellers when there is no intenndusty cooperation (Le. under NC and HC). 

This tendency of upstream f m s  to do more R&D than downstream f ims is rooted at the heart 

of the vertical market structure. It is a fundamental property of vertical structures with equal 

numbers of buyers and sellers that sellers' profits are always higher than buyers'. Moreover, 

the marginal effect of a dollar of R&D on profits is higher for sellers than for buyers. In a 

vertical market without R&D, with linear demand, constant marginal costs (but not necessarily 

equal between buyers and sellers), quantities as strategic variables, m=n, and a=lr,/qi, it is 

straightforward to v e m  that a=n/(n+1):' When R&D is added to the model the ratio becomes 

No Genenlired Horizontal Venical 
cooperation cooperation cooperation cooperation 

i 

5 L 4 3 

5 1 3 3 

more complicated, but it remains true that a d  and lim,, a= 1. As m=n grow the asymmetries 

in profits and in profits' sensitivity to changes in parameters become negligible, reducing the 

asymmetries in behaviour between buyers and sellers. Therefore, when taking their decisions 

independently from sellers (NC or HC), buyers spend less on R&D than sellers, because they 

"The higher profitability of seiiers does not hold for all strategic variables. For instance. when f- use a 
percentage mark-up mie for pricing. downstream firms make more profits @men. 1997). Moreover. Choe (1998) 

. shows that with a general demand, a=n/ln+l+@, where B is the quantity elaçticiry of the dope of the retaii demand 
func tion. 



make Iess profits. With VC or GC, buyers are forced to take into account the effect of their 

R&D on sellers' profits, and this induces an increase in buyers' R&D, and adecrease in sellers7 

R&D 

.To illustrate this result consider the move from HC to VC. For al1 polar cases of 

spillovers, sellers gain h m  this move; and for al1 polar cases of spillovers except (0,1), buyers 

lose. The explanation is as follows. Consider first the case (0,O). In this case $?cxfE and 

.r[:=--ry. Moreover, -c?crl;  and $5crr7- These inequalities imply that R&D increases for al1 

firms with the move from HC to VC, but increases more for buyers. This increase in total R&D 

triggers an output expansion. However, this output expansion is marginal, because the decline 

in the tramfer price and in the final price are small. Moreover, the sellers' rnargin is higher, and 

they benefit more from this output expansion. Hence, buyers benefit less from this output 

expansion, and have to bear a larger increase in R&D cos& than sellers. It turns out that the 

higher additional revenues of selles are sufficient to cover their modest increase in R&D, but 

that the small increase in buyers' revenues is insufficient to cover their large increase in R&D. 

Therefore buyers' profits decline and sellers' profits increase in the passage from HC to VC 

with spillovers (0,O). 

Consider next the cases (1 ,O) and (1,l). In these cases $$cf:, and x ~ ~ = x ~ ~ .  However, 

xVC=xHC. Hence total R&D remains unchanged but buyers increase, and sellers decrease, their 

R&D. The size of the market is hardy affected, and buyers have to spend more on R&D. 

Naturally, their profits fall compared to HC, while sellers, who reduce their R&D, see their 

profits increase. 

Finally, this result does not obtain in the case (0,l). In this case, the importance of v 

relative to h makes VC beneficial to d l  f m s .  And given that h is very low, HC is not 

particularly attractive. 

Buyers' lower innovation is a consequence -not a cause- of their lower profitability, 

which is due to the structure of the output market. By cooperating on technology with selles, 

buyers are attacking the symptom rather than the cause of theirinferior position Technological 

cooperation, while it increases buyers' innovation, reduces their profits, because it forces them 

to align their innovation rate on more innovative, more powerful, and more profitable fms. 

Totd profits increase with cooperation, but the redistribution of profits is in favour of seuea 

4 %bis explains also why in ai i  cases where buyers prefqr HC to VC, they piefer GC to VC: GC. while 
imptying some fonn of vemcal cooperation, also incorporates horizond cooperation. 



and at the expense of buyers. This result illustrates how fms  seeking technological agreements 

to solve deeper probIems may exasperate these problems instead of alleviatin; them. 

Using firms' profits, the stabiIity of cooperation is now anaiysed. We Iook for the TOC 

which firms would agree upon for each appropriability environment. This garne can be seen 

as an initial stage being played before the three-stase game involving R&D, upstream output. 

and downstream output, is played. The snategies at this stage are TOC. Each industry chooses 

a TOC, given appropriability. If the two industries agee on a TOC, this setting is irnplemented. 

If no TOC constitutes a Nash equilibnum, the NCE is implemented?3 There are four games, 

one foreach appropnability environment. The payoffs are based on profit rankings as presented 

in tables 5 and 6. Table 7 indicates those TOC wtiich fonn Nash equilibria in each game (each 

row represents a game). Only pure strategies are considered. In order to compare fims' 

preferences to social preferences, table 8 presents the ranking of welfare levels. 

In the two games with (1,l) and (I,O), al1 TOC form Nash equilibria. Although optimal 

TOC could arise in a decentralised rnanner, there is no guarantee that they will. With no 

spillovers, the only Nash equilibrium is the NCE. As table 8 shows, in this case WC> wVc: the 

optimal TOC cannot be decentralized, Finally, with vertical spillovers al1 TOCconstitute Nash 

equifibria, except the GC. It happens that, as table 8 shows, this is the optimal TOC in this case. 

Table 7- Nash equilibria 

No Generalized Horizontal VerticaI 
cooperation cooperation cooperauon cooperaaon 

1 NO spilloven (0.0) I * I 
Perfect horizontal spillovers 
No vertical spiIIovers (1.0) I 
Perfect vertical spillovers 
No horizontal spillovers (0.1) 

1 Perfect spilloven (L.1) 1 * * * * 1 
* An asterisk indicates a Nash equilibriurn 

"A complete stabiliry malysis would require the study of the incentives of each f i  and each possible 
coalition of firms to deviate, in each situation- Given that there are four smtegies (TOC), four games (appropriability 
environments), and two of fm, this would be exhaustive. Instead, stability is studied at the industry level: f i  
within a given industry always play the same srrategy. Moreover, in p ~ c i p i e ,  it would be possible to have asymrnetric 
strategies. For instance, one industry could choose horizontal cooperation whereas fimis in the other industry prefer 
not to cooperate among thernselves. However, the payoffs presented in tables 5 and 6 are based on symmtric choices 
of cooperaaon, and this case is thetefore noc considered- 



1 Perfect spilloven (1.1) 1 5 3, 4 3 1 1 

Table 8- Rankîng of weifare leveis (based on numerid sunulations) (m=n=2) 

Many observations c m  be made based on the preceding suategic interaction analysis. 

First, multiple equilibria arise in al1 approprïability environments, except when there are no 

spillovers. Second, the NCE is always an equilibrium, even when there exist other equilibria 

which are more profitable to both buyers and sellers. By comparing the results of table 7- with 

those of table 8 (welfa* ranking), we see that the decentralized equilibria may diverse llargely 

from those TOC which are socially desirable. Firms are often caught in a prisoner's dilemma 

situation. Third, the divergence between sellers' and buyers' interests shows the importance 

of the bargaining process in R&D cooperation. Any form of asymmetry between firms c m  

induce them to have different preferences with respect to cooperative settings. This negotiation 

dimension is often negiected in the theoretical snidy of R&D agreements. 

Early studies of strategic R&D concluded from the social benefits of cooperation that 

R&D support by the government is desirable. Later, some authors argued that because 

cooperation is also privately beneficial to Ems, public intervention is not necessary." In the 

stability analysis it was shown how the profitability of some cooperative settings was not 

sufficient for them to arise as a result of decentralized negotiations. Convenely, cooperation 

settings benefiting f i s  do not always benefit society. Our analysis shows that the outcome 

of negotiaîion between asymmetric f m s  may result in something that is. both socially and 

privately inferior. Govemment intervention on this dimension will be justified when private 

incentives (of both parties, or of the party capable of imposing its preferred TOC) diverge from 

the second-best alternative. 

Table 7 shows that with no spillovers f ims have no incentives to cooperate. Hence, not 

No spillovers (0.0) 

Perfect horizonrai spiIlovex-s 
No vertical spiiioven (1-0) 

Perfect vertical spiilovers 
No horizontal spiIIovers (0-1) 

%or instance, Steurs assumes that convergence between profitability and welfare is sufficient: "the type of 
cooperative agreement which is preferred by the firms because it results in the highest profitability. typically dso  
results in the highest total welfare." ( S t e e  1994:88). In the same spirit, Leahy and Neary (1997) argue that increased 
profitabiiity to all fums from cooperation is sufficient to induce cooperaaon. 

No Genedized Horizontal Verticai Social 
cooperation cooperation cooperation cooperation optimum 

3 4 5 1 1 

5 2 4 3 1 

4 2 5 3 1 



only does a strict patent poIicy reduce the diffusion of the innovation, but it also makes 

cooperative R&D Iess attractive to firms. The mode1 is consistent with the high rate of R&D 

cooperation in Japan. since it predicts an inverse relation between appropriability and R&D 

cooperati~n.'~ " 

8. Conclusions 

This paper focussed on vertical interindustry spillovers and vertical R&D cooperation 

between fims. Whereas horizontal spillovers may increase or decrease innovation and welfare 

depending on prevailing cooperation types, vertical spillovers always increase them. 

Cooperative settings were comparedin tems of R&D. It was shown that no type ofcooperation 

uniformly dominates the others. The type of cooperation yielding more R&D depends on 

horizontal spillovers, vertical spillovers, and market structure. The ranking of cooperative 

structures hinges on the signs and magnitudes of three competitive externalities (vertical, 

horizontal, and diagonal) which capture the effect of the R&D of a firm on the profits of other 

firms. The type of cooperation in duc in^ finns to intemalize a larger positive sum of ' 

competitive externalities yields more R&D. In particular, one of the basic results of the 

strategic investment literature is that cooperation between cornpetiton increases (decreases) 

R&D when horizontal spillovers are high (low); the mode1 showed that this result does not 

necessariiy hoId when vertical spillovers and vertical cooperation are taken into account- 

A theory of innovation and market structure was proposed: it was shown that the effect 

of competition in one industry on total innovation depends on horizontal spillovers, vertical 

spillovers, cooperative settings, and competition in the other industry. The relation between 

competition and innovation c m  be understood in temis of the horizontal, vertical, and diagonal 

competitive extemalities. When the horizontal competitive extemality dominates, the effect 

of competition on innovation is of the same sign as that extemality if it is intemalized, and of 

the opposite sign if it is not intemalized When the vertical competitive externality dominates, 

*AS BaumoI notes: "with litde protecaoa avaiIable from the patent system, Japanese innovators appear to 
have been driven to create profitable technotogy-sharing agreements with compeators and others" (1997: 19). 

4 6 ~  drawback to this analysiç of the incentives for cooperaaon is its overlooking of the high -acnon costs 
of R&D cooperation. R&D production, R&D cooperation and. more generally, knowledge. are characterised by high 
transaction costs. These are the costs of building and maintainhg multi-firm cooperation. of leakage of information 
about technology and about saategies behind the technology, and of monitoring opportunistic behaviour (Fransman, 
1990). For a discussion of the high transaction costs associated with knowledge and R&D, see Lee (1994). Moreover, 
different qpes of cooperation may have different transaction cos& (I thank Michel Paay for this insight): one wodd 
expecc that the hazards of horizontal cooperaaon are more Mporht than the hazards of vertical cooperation. 



the effect of cornpetition is always positive. When the diagonal competitive extemality 

dominates (and that it is intemalized), it is generaiIy the Asymrnetric model that prevails. 

Finally, the analysis of the pnvate incentives for cooperation showed that buyers and 

sellers have different preferences over cooperative settings: sellers prefer vertical cooperation, 

whereas buyers (generaily) prefer horizontal cooperation. Egher  spillovers increase the 

likelihood of cooperation, but the multiplicity of equilibria makes the decentralized choice of 

socially optimal cooperative settings uncertain. 

An important question that arises in the study of vertical vs. horizontal cooperation and 

spillovers is their relative importance for firrns' innovation and production decisions. The 

model suggests that horizontal spillovers have more impact on firrns' decisions than vertical 

spillovers. A corollary is that horizontal cooperation, which internalizes those horizontal 

externalities, has more impact than vertical cooperation. For instance, when both types of 

spillovers are present, the effects of horizontal spillovers tend to dominate those of vertical 

spillovers. Also, in general, a change in the level of vertical spillovers affects the resuIts 

quantitatively, while a change in the level of horizontal spillovers can affect the results both 

qualitatively and quantitatively. Moreover, vertical cooperation is (almost) always beneficial, 

but it increases R&D only rnarginally relative to the non-cooperative equilibrium; whereas 

horizontal cooperation can increase or decrease R&D, but always significantly relative to the 

non-cooperative equilibrium. These observations are (jenerally) verified in figure 4 

(cornparison of types of cooperation), table 4 (market structure effects), tables 5 and 6 (buyers' 

and sellers' profits), and table 8 (Nash equilibna). This difference can be explained by the fact 

that the vertical competitive extemality, even when it is not intemdized, benefits the 

innovating firm because of the reduction in the total production cost of the final product. h 

contrast, the horizontal competitive externality does not always benefit the innovating firm: this 

depends on its sign, and its internalisation. 

The identification of different types of intenndustry spillovers is important for the 

empirical smdy of technology flo ws. Empirical studies have typically classified R&D spillovers 

into two types: interindustry and intraindustry spillovers. The contrast of some of our results 

with Steurs (1994,1995) -who studies spillovers between demand unrelated industries- shows 

the necessity to distinguish between spillovers between vertically related industries and those 

between demand unrelated industries, in addition to the classical distinction of 

intraindustry/interindustry spillovers. 



The study of R&D cooperation and of the protection of innovation inevitably raises 

important science and technology policy issues. Carefuhess is required in drawing policy 

recomrnendations from this mode1 because it abstmcts from many real worid issues, especially 

asymmetric information between poiicyrnakers and firms. Nonetheless the mode1 provides 

some reflections on R&D policy from the point of view of the incentives for cooperation, 

mergers, and vertical integration. 

The model argues for a custornized policy toward R&D, as opposed to across the board 

standardized R&D policies. The optimal R&D p o k y  varies according to horizontal spillovers, 

vertical spillovers, and the prevailing type of R&D cooperation. Levin et al. (1987:8 16) reached 

a similarconclusion when they noted that "the incremental effects of policy changes should be 

assessed at the industry level". They further note that the impact of innovation protection 

depends on the extent of other appropriability mechanisms, which are industry specific. 

Beyond traditional R&D policy tools, the model suggests that the choice of cooperative 

senings and of incentives to cooperation, taking appropnability into account, is crucial for the 

determination of R&D levels and distribution. This approach should be seeri as a complement, 

rather than as a substitute, to traditional policy leverages. 

The mode1 predicts that spillovers increase the gains -to f m s  and to society- from 

cooperation, so it can be argued that higher spillovers shouId induce more R&D incentives. 

However, spillovers also inmease the iikelihood that firms will cooperate: when spillovers are 

high, many or al1 TOC constinite Nash equilibria, and one could hence argue that f ims would 

cooperate because it is profitable for them to do so. On the other hand, with multiple equilibria, 

there is no guarantee that f m s  will choose cooperation over no cooperation, or that they will 

choose the socially optimal type of cooperation. 

The interpretation of the choice of TOC should be broader than the special cooperative 

settings studied here. In the mode1 different combinations of vertical and horizontal 

cooperation were considered. However, cooperation has many other dimensions. The same 

basic problem arising here with respect to the choice of the -pnvately or sociûlly- prefemed 

types of cooperation is expected to &se, at a much larger scale, when all  the richness of 

cooperative settings is considered: choice of research projects, extent of cooperation, 

information sharing, enforcement mechanisms, intellectual property rights, etc. This gives the 

governrnent a larger scope for intervention. 

The mode1 emphasized the vertical dimension of innovation, in terms of vertical R&D 



spillovers and vertical R&D cooperation. Geroski (1992) has made a clear cal1 for more focus 

on the role of vertical relations, and perhaps less on horizontal relations, which can lead to 

collusion on the output m-arket. Vertical cooperation does not bring with it al1 the potentially 

anti-cornpetitive effects of horizontal research joint ventures." Moreover. vertical cooperation 

rnay require less incentives than horizontal cooperation, for it is easier to induce firms into 

cooperating with suppliers/distributors than into cooperating with cornpetitors. 

The results have implications for merger anaiysis. Mergers usually entai1 the use of 

R&D -in addition to output- to maximize joint profits. Econornists have tended to focus on the 

output effects of rnergers; more attention needs to be drawn to the innovation effects of 

rnergers. The resuits show that the innovation effects of horizontal rnergers, apart from any 

output distortions, depend on the level of horizontal spillovers. Depending on the 

appropriability conditions and the type of R&D cooperation prevailing before the rnerger, the 

merger rnay reinforce or mitigate the negative effect of output reduction by increases or 

reductions in innovation- For instance, regulators should be severe regarding rnergers where 

output decisions are joint but where R&D decisions remain separate. The innovation effects 

of vertical rnergers also need to be considered: vertical integration makes vertical R&D 

cooperation intrinsic to the structure of the firm, thus increasing R&D. 

The mode1 has many possible extensions. An important type of vertical cooperation that 

has not been addressed by the paper is vertical cooperation when the upstream sector is the 

developer of the innovation and the downstream sector is the user of the innovation. It was 

assumed that upstream and downstream f m s  conducted the sarne type of research. In real 

markets, downstream f m s  are closer to the final user, and rnay be engaged in more applied 

research, whereas upstream levels rnay be conducting more fundamental research. Insofar as 

appropxiability problems are thought to be more severe in basic research than in applied 

research (Arrow, 1962), spiilovers between suppliers rnay be higher than spillovers between 

buyers. This in tum rnay affect the syrnmetry of vertical spillovers assurned in this paper. 

Finally, when the levels of concentration in the upstream and downstream industries are very 

different, vertical cooperation takes place between firms of different sizes, and therefore of 

47~~amples are production of a technology of the lowcr cornmon denorninator (Dodgson, 1994), reduction 
in the diversification of research paths, baniers to entry. elhination of cornpetitors, output collusion, and collusion 
to control the technological cycle. 



different technological, financial, and manageriai capabilities." 

%is is the case. for instance, within SEMATECH (the Semiconductor Manufacruring Technology 
~onsodum), where large semiconductor firms cooperate with s d  sèmiconductor materiais and equipment supplies. 
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INFORI1MATION SWARING ANI) THE STABILITY OF 

COOPERATION IN RESEARCH JOINT VENTURES 



1. Introduction 

R&D cooperation incorporates three dimensions: the coordination of R&D 

expenditures. information sharing, and the stability of the cooperative venture. The 

coordination of R&D expenditures induces firms to internalize innovation externalities. 

Information sharing increases R&D spillovers between cooperating firms. The instability of 

cooperation arises because cartels are vuherable to individual and coalitional deviations. 

A large theoretical literature on R&D cooperation and cornpetition now exists, starting 

with the seminal paper of d'Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988). Most of this literature has 

focussed on the coordination of R&D spending, with Little attention being devoted to the 

information sharing dimension, or to the stabiiity of cooperation. Generally, information 

sharins and Research Joint Venture (RJV) formation have been analysed separately. Typically, 

the extent of information sharing has been assumed exogenously, and cooperation has been 

assumed to be industry-wide. However, important interactions between information sharing 

and RJV formation arise. The level of information sharirig affecrs the attractiveness of the 

cooperative venture to outsiders, and also affects the willingness of cooperating firms to admit 

additional members. A thorough understanding of R&D cooperation requires the study of the 

interactions between information sharing and R3V formation. This paper attempts to remedy 

this gap by studying the endogenous determination of information sharing, topther with 

endogenous R N  formation. 

Two approaches coexist in the literature resarding information sharing. The f i t  

assumes that information sharing is not affected by cooperation, in which case cooperating 

f i m s  simply coordinate R&D expenditures (De Bondt et al., 1992; Kamien et al., 1992). The 

second assumes that cooperating firms share al1 of their research results (Kamien et al., 1992; 

Poyago-Theotoky, 1995). Both assumptions are arbitrary, and lack theoretical as well as 

empincal foundations. m i l e  it is reasonable to assume that information sharing is improved 

by cooperation, there is no foundation for the assumption of perfect information sharing. 

Spillovers can be endogenous in two (non-exclusive) ways. First, by investing in 

learning and improving their absorptive capabilities (Cohen and Levinthal, 1989; Adams, 

2000), fimis c m  increase the effective information rhey receive from other agents. Second, by 

affecting how much information leaks out, fms  c m  impact the level of outgoing spiilovers. 

Ultimately, therefore, a flow of information is affected by the behaviour of both the source and 

the destination of the information. This paper focusses on the control of firms over outgoing 



spillovers. 

Consider next the question of indxstry-wide cooperation. Studies have typically 

assumed that al1 industry members participate in the RJV. Arnong the few studies that have 

endogenized the cooperation decision are De Bondt et al. (1992), Poyago-Theotoky (1995), 

Kamien and Zang (1993), Eaton and Eswaran (1997), Kesteloot and VeugIeIers (1995), and 

Yi (1998). However, in dl of these studies, while the size of the cooperative venture(s) is 

endogenous, information sharing is exogenous, 

Only De Bondt and Wu (1997) and Katz (1986) have addressed jointly EUV stability 

and information sharing. De Bondt and W u  (1997) study an R&D cooperation model with 

insiders/outsiders. The effect of different levels of information sharing is addressed, although 

information sharingremains exogenous. Ttiey find that an industry-wide R N  quickly becomes 

stable for relatively low levels of information sharing. 

Katz (1986) is the only paper that sirnultaneously endogenizes infomation sharing and 

RJV formation. h his model, firms decide o n  their RJV membership, R&D cost sharinz and 

information sharing rules, 'R&D expenditures, and output. The model shows that cooperation 

is beneficial when product market cornpetition is low, when spillovers are important, and when 

cooperation improves infomation sharing. With industry-wide cooperation, full information 

sharing is adopted. The conditions for the  emergence of industry-wide cooperation are 

charactenzed. However, the model focuses o n  polar cases: no exogenous spillovers, and either 

industry-wide or no cooperation. 

In the model studied here both infomation sharing and participation in the RJV are 

endogenous. In a four-stage game-theoretic model, fums decide on participation in a RW, 

information sharing, R&D expenditures, and output There are two types of exogenous 

spillovers: those affecting al1 Ems, and those from the R3V to outsiders. Moreover, RW 

members may decide to share information among themselves. An important feature of the 

model is that voluntary information sharing between cooperating f m s  increases information 

leakage from the RJV to outsiders. The underlying argument is that sharing information 

increases the likelihood that th is  informatiam leaks out to third parries. 

It is found that it is the spillover from the RJV to outsiders that determines the decision 

of insiders whether to share infomation or mot, while it is the spiilover affecting ail firms that 

detemiines the level of information sharing within the RJV. Larger RJVs are more likely to 

share information. This resujt shows the importance of the interaction between RTV size and 



information sharing. It is also found that when sharing information is costless f m s  never 

choose intermediate levels of information sharing: they share al1 the information or none at all. 

The mode1 predicts that the absence of information sharing is due to cornpetitive impediments 

(leakage of information to non-RiV members), while intemediate levels of information 

sharing would arise as a result of other considerations: costs of sharing information, or limited 

compatibility of firms' technologies. The size of the RJV is found to depend on three effects: 

a coordination effect, an information sharing eRect, and a cornpetition effect. Depending on 

the relative magnitudes of these effects, the size of the RJV rnay increase or decrease with 

spillovers. Paradoxically, the size of the RJV may increase with the leakage from the RTV to 

outsiders. The effect of information sharing on the profitability of fims as well as on welfare 

is studied. 

It is usefuI to review some empirical evidence showing that the assumptions of 

exogenous information sharïng and of industry-wide cooperation are unsatisfactory. Some 

theoretical studies which have attempted to address these issues -albeit separately- are also 

briefly discussed. 

Consider information sharing. R&D cooperation with and without information sharing 

is obsemed.' Branstetter and Sakakibara (1997) find evidence of increased knowledge 

spillovers within Japanese research consortia. They report that access to complementary 

knowledge of other RJV members is the most highly cited motive behind participation in 

research consortia by R&D managers. Mariti and Smiley (1983) studied 70 cooperative 

agreements between European f m s  that took place in 1980, and found that one way flows of 

information were behind 41% of agreements, while information sharing (two-ways flows of 

information) were behind 29% of agreements. Cassiman and Veugelers (1998), fkom the shidy 

of a sample of firms from the Belpian manufacturing industry, find that spillovers received by 

a firm tend to be higher when the fm engages in cooperative R&D, which is consistent with 

improved information sharing between cooperating f m s .  Adams (2000), from the snidy of a 

sample of R&D laboratones in the chemicals. machinery, electrical equipment, and 

transportation equipment industries, fin& that learning expendinires increase in response to 

spillovers, which is an indication that spillovers are endogenous. 

Imperfect information sharing rnay arise because of technical difficulties, differences 

1.See Cassier and Foray (1999) for a discussion of the d e s  goveming the sharing of research results in eight 
biotechnology research conçortia- 



in organizational culture, and strategic factors (De Bondt and Wu, 1997). The distinctive nature 

of the technologies of some firms rnay impose constraints on the extent of cooperation and 

information sharing with other f ims (Uenhora, 1985). Firms also have discretion over how 

much information they effectively disclose. A fim can affect the spillover rate through the 

choice of the location of its laboratones, or by controlling the participation of its researchers 

in scientific conferences (De Fraja, 1990). Bhattacharya et al. (1992) report reluctancy on the 

part of sorne firms to send their best researchers to the W. 

The regdation of information sharing c m  be found in the cooperative ageement itseli. 

The US Department of Commerce estimates that one year is the minimum length of time 

required to reach agreement on the research agenda between cooperating firms (Link and 

Tancy, 1989). This shows the complexity of the negotiation mechanism behind research output 

sharing contracts. The European cooperative research programs Esprit and Race require 

cooperation and information sharing, while the program Eureka requires cooperation but not 

information sharing (Folster, 1993). 

Fransrnan (1990) addresses the issue of information sharing in tems of research 

facilities. He distinguishes between cooperative research w here firms keep distinct research 

facilities -in which case the level of information sharingis Low- and cooperative research where 

firms use joint research facilities -in which case we can expect higher levels of information 

sharing. Naturally, fims may want to maintain both types of cooperative agreements in 

parallel. In some cases, they may wish to share information more thoroughly with 

suppliers/distrïbutors, and less with competitors. In Japan, separate research facilities between 

cooperating f m s  seem the nom,  not the exception. There is evidence that the propensity to 

share knowledge is lower for commercializable devices, and when inter-fim cornpetition is 

important (Fransman, 1990). 

A number of studies have addressed the issue of technology sharing between 

competitors, without taking into consideration the interactions between information sharing and 

the stability of cooperation, however. d'Aspremont et al. (1996) consider the problem of 

bargaining over the disclosure of interim research knowledge in a R&D race for a patentable 

innovation between two finns. Katsoulacos and Ulph (1998a, 1998b) endogenize R&D 

spillovers taking into account distinctions such as whether f m s  are in the same industry ornot, 

product versus process innovations, technical substitutability or complementarity, and 

information sharing versus research coordination. Poyago-Theotoky (1999) ailows fbms to 



choose the spillover Ievel after R&D investments are undertaken in a duopoly; she Ends that 

cooperating (non-cooperating) firms choose maximal (minimal) spilIovers. Kamien and Zang 

(1998) allow firms to choose an "R&D approach" which determines how much the firm can 

benefit fiom other firms' R&D. Combs (1993) develops a mode1 where R&D cooperation 

increases the probability of innovation by sharing information about research strate@es and 

outcornes. De Fraja (1990,1993) investigates whetherfirms have an incentive to disclose their 

research results or not. Rosenhanz (1998) studies fums' incentives to form R s  in an 

incomplete information framework when technological know-how is private information; two 

f ims  first decide on cooperation and information revelation and then compete for a patent. 

Finally, B hattacharya et al. (1990) develop a two-stage model where researchers may share 

endowments of productive knowledge in the first stage and choose R&D efforts independently 

in the second stage. 

Some studies have focussed on the moral hazard dimension of technology sharing. 

Pérez-Castrillo and Sandonis (1997) study a model in which the disclosure of information 

makes the expected cost of the project lower. An RJV may fail to form because of the moral 

hazard problem arising from the difficulty of contracting upon the transfer of inforrnation. They 

find that penalties c m  alleviate the incentive problem and the individual rationality constraints. 

Bhattacharya et al. (1992) consider a three-stage model of R&D where f ims can share 

knowledge prior to choosing unobservable R&D Ievels and competing in the product market. 

d'Aspremont et al. (1998) consider W s  with adverse selection in knowledge sharing and 

moral hazard in private development efforts. 

Consider now the second dimension, the stability of cooperation. The assumption of 

industry-wide cooperation (common in the literature) is at odds with empirical evidence. Most 

RJVs comprise only a subset of f m s  of a @en industry. From the examination of 27 

cooperative research agreements, Combs (1986) fin& that in no case did the agreement include 

an entire industry. Industry-wide RNs are generally directed at industry regdatory problems 

(Peck, 1986). Snyder and Vonortas (2000) find that many W s  are constituted of a large 

number of f m s ;  The MCC (MïcroeIectronics and Cornputer Technology Corporation) 

research consortium included 21 participating firms. This makes the standard duopoly 

framework even less appropriate for the study of RJVs. 

There are many reasons why one or more f m s  may decide not to participate in a RJV. 

F ims  in an industry may take different technological paths, and may hence have more 



technoIogica.1 affinities with some fims than with others. Moreover, asymmetries between 

firrns rnay lead some firms to opt out of the RJV. It rnay also be the case that the RJV is 

composed of more advanced firms in the industry, and that less advanced firms are not allowed 

in. In the same token, the RJV rnay be formed by technologically backtvard firms that are trying 

to catch up with the leaders, in which case the latter have no interest in participating in the 

RN.' Firms rnay have different objectives and priorities with respect to the technological 

developrnents of their products. Some firms may prefer to stay out of the RJV and benefit frorn 

the research results of the RJV without sharing in the costs or  providing information about its 

technology.) Antitrust authorities rnay pay more attention to cooperation between a large 

number of fims: an industry-wide RJV eliminates cornpetition dong the R&D dimension, 

which rnay lead to complacency in research efforts (Karnien and Zang, 1993). Finally, some 

firms rnay be more secretive about their R&D results, and refuse to participate in W s .  It is 

then not surprising that in the real world, most W s  involve only a subset of firms in a given 

indus try. 

De Bondt et al. (1992) study the stability of a RJV assurning that information sharing 

is not improved by cooperation, and that spillovers between the R W  and outsiders are 

symrnenic. Poyago-Theotoky (1995) analyzes a mode1 with spillovers where one RIV forms 

endogenously, assuming that cooperation entails maximal information sharing. Karnien and 

Zang (1993) shidy an industry where several competing W s  f o m  endogenously. Yi and Shin 

(2000) examine the endogenous formation of RJVs when many RJVs can form, and study the 

effecrs of exclusive mernbenhip versus open membership rules. Yi (1998) studies the stability 

of cost reducing joint ventures with exopnous cost reduction. Greenlee (1998) sixdies the 

stability of R N s  that share information but do not coordinate R&D expendinires; while 

information sharing in R N s  is imperfect, it rernains exogenous. Kesteloot and Veujlelers 

(1995) snidy the stability of R&D cooperation in a two-fims repeated game model. Eaton and 

Eswaran (1997) study the formation of technology-trading coalitions with an infinite horizon. 

The paper is organized as follows. The four-stage model is presented in section 3. The 

results are taken up in section 3 in terms of output and R B ,  information sharing, cartel 

stability, technological diffusion, and profits and welfare. Section 4 concludes. 

2.Branstetter and Sakakiban. (1997) report that in Japan technology leaders are more reluctant to participate 
in some research consoma- 

3.For instance, the research resdts of SEMATECH (the Semiconductor Manufacturing . TechnoIogy 
Consortium) benefited rnembers as well as non-rnembers of the research consortium (Grindley et ai., 1994). 



2. The mode1 

There are T identical fims selling a homogeneous output, whose inverse demand is 

given by p=a-wY, Y=Z:=, y,, where Y is total output andy; is firm i's output.The unit cost of 

firm i is  

The parameter r is the production cost per unit before cost reductions attributable to R&D 

spending. The variable xi is the R&D output of finn i. One unit of R&D reduces the production 

cost to its producer by one dollar and reduces the production cost of each of the other firms by 

f dollars, f€[O,I] being an (involuntary) exogenous spillover level. T; represents the effecr of 

voluntary information s h a h g  on the cost of fum i. Note that 4- represents information received 

by, not information diwlgated by, firm i. The parameters are assumed to be such that costs are 

strictly positive, that is, 

The profit of firm i is 

where the dollar cost of x units of R&D is r d ,  00. 

The game has four stages. In the fmt stage the size of the R n ,  M. is determined 

endogenously. The number of f i s  outside the RJV is N=T-M. Only one RTV is allowed to 

fom. In the second stage insiders decide on g, the level of information sharing within the W .  

In the third stage each firm decides on its R&D output, xi. RTV members coordinate R&D 

expenditures to maxirnize their joint profits, while outsiders act noncooperatively. In the final 

stage firms compete noncooperatively à la Cournot. 

The sequence of decisions is linked to the logical sequence of the formationof a real 

W. Before participating in the RJV, firms decide on its structure. Two important elements 

.of this structure are the size of the RJV and the level of information sharing within the W. 

The former is likely to be agreed upon before the latter, for it wil1 be only participants that 

decide on the fevel of information sharing. 

The fmt stage is the determination of the size of the RJV. For simplicity's sake, the 

total size of the indusny, T, is given. Players are ranked according to an exogenous d e  of 
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order. Because firms are identical, the profitability of the RJV depends only on its size, and not 

on the identity of its members. This is equivalent to an anonymity condition: each player's 

payoff depends only on the number of players who choose each strategy (insider/outsider)? It 

is assumed that insiders cm block the entry of an additional firm if it reduces their profits.' An 

outsider wil1 join the IW only if this increases its profits, and is allowed by insiders. 1 define 

stability of the RJV as follows: 

Definition. Let e(z) represent the profit of an insider, and If.(z) represent the profit of an 

outsider when the R W  is of size z. Then a RJV of size M is stable iff, for M23, 

9 e(A4)rq(M-I) and 

ii) <(M) ~fl~(M-1) and (4) 

iii) d3kt)2$(M+1), or < ( M ) L ~ ( M + I ) ,  or both. 

Condition i states that RJV members would not gain by eliminating a firm from the 

RJV. Condition ii states that no member wants to drop unilaterally from the RJV (interna1 

stability). Condition iii states that either no outsider wants to join the RJV (external stability), 

or insiders would lose by allowing an additionai firm into the RN, or both. When more than 

one R N  size satisfy (LF), (4) is re-applied to those RJV sizes, except that profits are compared 

between stable coalitions, not by considenng individual deviations (since these have already 

been taken care off in (4)). When more than one RJV size yield exactly the same profits for 

insiders and the same profits for outsiders (and that both satisfy (4)), the largest of these RJV 

sizes is assumed to prevail. 

The stability conditions used here are different from those usually adopted in the cartel 

stability literature. De Bondt et al. (1992) and De Bondt and Wu (1997) use a Nash stability 

concept, based on dYAspremont et al. (1983), which relies exclusively on internal and external 

stability, allowing for free entry into the cartel. Shaffer (1995) addresses the entry-blocking 

capacity of the cartel, but her stability concept incorporates only conditions i and ii. Poyago- 

Theotoky (1995) uses an entry-blocking cartel, but considers the condition n < ( M ) ~ e ( M + l )  

as necessary, while here it is not. The concept used here incorporates internal and external 

4.A common weakness of this approach to cartel stability is that, while it informs us about the stability of the 
cartel, it t e k  us very Iittlt about the process behiud the formation of the cartel, or about the identity of its members- 

SXor instance, Combs (1993) reports that members of the Microelectronics and Cornputer Technology 
Corporation vote to dlow a fm to purchase shares in the venture. 



stability, and goes further by allowing for entry-blocking by the carteL6 

We now turn to the second stage of the gaine, where insiders decide on information 

sharing. Cooperating firms may decide to share information beyond the basic spillover level, 

f: The cause to effect relationship between cooperation and spillovers is bidirectional: not only 

do spillovers affect the decision to cooperate, but also the decision to cooperate affects 

~ ~ i ~ l o v e r s . ~  Let g~[O, l - -  represent the level of voluntary information sharing within the R n .  

The total (involuntaryf voluntary) information sharing level within the EUV is ftg. 

There is an information leakage from the RJV to outsiders on voluntary information 

sharing within the RJV. It is the same information that is affected by voluntary information 

sharing and by exosenous spillovers, and the voluntary sharing in the first case is likely to 

affect the (invohmtary) leakages in the second case. From the moment a fim decides to &are 

some of its pnvate information with one or more other f ims , the firm takes the risk chat this 

information may leak to third partiess By transmitting the information to other R N  mernbers, 

the probability of leakage increases? While an in-house research project may be run in total 

secrecy, the ve j formation of a RJV and the type of research being performed is cornmon 

knowledge, for it usually requires the government7s approval. When RJV rnernbers know that 

their information sharing will increase spillovers to outsiders, they may wish to choose less 

than perfect information sharing. And outsiders, knowing this, will act strategically so as to 

benefit from this Link." The dependence of spillovers from the R N  to outsiders on information 

sharing, which is endogenous, makes those spillovers themselves endogenous to the model. 

Let kr~EO.11 represent the leakage factor from the RJV to outsiders on voluntary 

6.RJVs are generaily short-lived. Kogut (1989) shows chat joint ventures are highIy unstable. This instability 
is often due, in his words, to %busess failure or a fundamentai instability in governance." He fmds that the stability 
of a joint venture uicreases with its R&D intensity. Bureth et ai. (1997) note chat the howIedge produced by pre- 
cornpetitive research agreements (such as the one snidied here) is h i m y  generic and abscracr, which reduces the cost 
of breaking with the cartel, thereby increasing instability. 

7.CoIombo and Garrone (1996). in their study of R&D and cwperaàon behaviour of 95 US, European, and 
Iapanese f m ,  fmd that feedbacks between internal.R&D and the participation in cooperative R&D agreements exist, 
and hence neither dimension can be considered exogenous with respect to the other. 

8.For instance. Mansfield (1985) fmds that information on a new product or process is divulgated on average 
one year afcer its discovery. 

9.Cassiman and Veugelers (1998) frnd that cooperating firms have lower outgoing spillovers- However. diat 
result is weakened by the fact that the data used gives information only on whetfier a given fkn cooperates in R&D 
or not, without evidence on the extent of coopemtion or on the nature of the cooperative agreement. Moreover, the data 
does not allow the separation of spillovers to and from parmers versus non-parmers. Also, they do not explain what 
mechanisms coope ra~g  firms use to reduce outgoing spillovers, or why such mechanisms are not used by 
noncooperating firms. 

10.Even if the spillover on voluntary information sharing is high, outsiders may s h l l  suffer because of the 
Iead t h e  advantage of insiden. This advantage seerns important, for instance. in the Microelectronics and Cornputer 
Technology Corporation RW (E'eck. 1986). 
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information sharing. The total spillover level from the EUV to outsiders is f+kg. Hence there 

are three types of spillovers: an exogenous spillover level applicable to al1 f ims ( f  ), an 

endogenous spillover level applicable within the R W  (g), and an exogenous spillover levei 

from the RJV to outsiders (k). Figure 1 shows information flows. The foilowing inequalities 

rnust hold: Oif_S+kg-$+gd 

Let M be the number of RSV members (to be detennined endogenously in the first 

stage), and let N be the number of outsiders, M+N=T. Without loss of generality assume that 

the first Mfirms join the RJV, while the other LV finns remain outsiders. The following notation 

will be used to represent R&D output: 

P =Cy==, -c (Total R&D output of the R N )  

X ? " x " = - q  

x" -Z=M+, 4 (Total R&D output of outsiders) 

x p n t - a <  

X=Xm+Xn (Total R&D output) 

X-i = X - xi 

We now define ri . The information received by fim i, ri, can take two values, 

depending on whether the firm is an insider or an outsider. 

ry=  g r i ,  i=I, ..., M 

ry= kgXm , j=M+I. ..., T 

Insiders benefit the most from voluntary information sharing if they receive more 

information than outsiders, that is, if rî"5qn. It is useful to examine under what circumstances 

this inequality holds. Assume for this purpose that gr+,=... =G, .r;"=... =fM (this will be s hown 

to hold in equilibrium). Then it is immediate that 4-57 if and only if 

We see that insiders are more likely to benefit from information sharing (by insiders) more than 

outsiders the larger the RJV, and the lower k is. The relation does not depend on g. Also, it is 

neither sufficient nor necessary for insiders to spend more on R&D in order to benefit more 

from voluntary information sharing 

On substituting r? and cn into(1) we obtain the unit costs of outsiders and insiders 



In the second stage insiders choose g to solve the foIlowing problern (outsiders do not 

take any decision at this stage): 

m a 5  C z ,  7~; = lp(~m)-~m(rl)]yin,(r)-~[~r;(~)]~ (7) 

In the third stage firms decide on R&D expenditures. Insiders choose their R&D 

expenditures to maxifize theirjoint profits, while each outsider chooses its R&D to maximize 

irs own profits. LetxK= ( . . .w+1, . . . . .~}7  a n d f -  {$,.,...,.di). Outsider i solves the following problem 

In the final stage (the output stage) fim i solves the following problem 

Note that output is chosen noncooperatively. 

3. Results 

We solve the mode1 starting from the 1 s t  stage to ensure subgame perfectness. 

3.1 Output and R&D 

Solving the output stage (10) yields each firm's output as a function of R&D 

expenditures of al1 firms and of spillovers: 

Substituting r y  and r: into (1 1) yields each outsider's output fl- and each insider's output fl 



We now tum to the third stage, the determination of R&D expenditures. The 

sirnultaneous solving of the T first-order conditions resulting from (8) and (9) yields each 

insider's R&D, ...( a, w,M,N,r,uJJgDk), i= l,....M, andeach outsider's R&D, .<(a,w,M,N,r,rr,Jg,k). 

i=M+ 1, ..., The ex ante symmetry of firms implies that .M,,= ... =4, -c= ... =x",." From (12) 

it can be seen that this symmetry in R&D expenditures implies syrnrnetry in output, that is, 

3.2 Information sharing 

The second stage is the determination of information sharing within the EUV. This 

requires solving (7). It turns out that even with the relatively simple functiond forrns used here 

no closed f o m  solution exists for g, hence numerical simulations are used. The following 

numerical parameuization is adopted: a= 1000, r=50, r~=60, w =  1, and T= 10. Note that f and 

k have not been fixed, because we want to smdy their effect on the equilibrium. For that, in the 

remainder of this paper the solution is studied at f={0,0.1, ..., 1 ), k= (0,O. 1 ,..., 1 }. 

To derive the result we proceed as follows. We first fix M. Then, we consider dl 

possible combinations off and k. For every couple (Jk), we search, nurnerically, for g that 

maximXzes insiders' profits. This exercise is repeated for al1 ME (2,3,.,. , T). We obtain g for al1 

couples (Jk), for al1 M ~ ( 2 , 3 ,  ..., T ) .  

Proposition 1. Fora given RJVsize  ME{^ ,..., T } ,  there exisrs a c?-iti~al leakage level k,~(O,l] 

srrch rhar for al1 k s  kc . marimal information sharing is chosen (g= 1-f ). and for al1 k>k,, no 

information is shared @=O). Moreover, kc is nondecreasing in M. 

Proposition 1 says that for a given FLJV size, f m s  will choose maximal information 

1 1 .See Appendix. 
L2.The Salant and Shaffer (1998) critique of the use of symmemc R&D strategies does not apply here, 

because there are noside payments and there is onIy one output market Moreover, the very idea of side payments goes 
counter to the'pre-cornpetitive nature of R&D collaboration. 



sharing if k is smaller than a certain threshold, and will choose zero infomation sharing if k 

is higher than that threshold- The threshold k, is nondecreasing in M. Information sharing is 

found to  be either maximal or minimal, it never takes intemediate values. This implies that, 

everything else being equal, the relationship between insiders' profits and g is eicher positive 

or negative, it never changes sign with g. It is positive when g=l$ and negative when g=O. 

When k=O, voluntary information sharing within the RJV reinforces its competitive 

position relative to outsiders, without yieiding any advantage to outsiders; hence insiders 

dways choose maximal information sharing in this case. Widi k>O, some infomation leaks 

out, hence information sharing by insiders benefits both insiders and outsiders. Insiders choose 

maximal information sharing when k is sufficiently low so that the benefits leaking to outsiders 

are not too important. For large k, insiders do not share information, since outsiders benefit 

frorn it siag-dîcantly at no cost. Clearly, for a gven Ievel of R&D, it is socially optimal that 

firms share al1 their research results. Hence a weak protection of cooperative research (Le. a 

high k) will lead to suboptimaI information sharing. 

The leakage on voluntary infomation sharing represents a competitive impedirnent to 

information sharing. It is shown that this competitive impediment leads to extrerne levels of 

information sharing. There exist other factors which may dso  affect information sharing. 

Technological impediments represent one such factor: the cost of sharing information, or 

imperfêct compatibility of firms' technologies, can lead to intermediate levels of information 

sharing. The mode1 predicts that the absence of information sharing is due to competitive 

impediments, while intermediate levels of information sharing are due to technological 

impediments. 

The finding that firms choose extreme levels of information sharing (in the absence of 

technological impediments) is recunent in the literanire. Amir and Wooders (1999) analyse a 

research consortium composed of two f i s  which choose R&D and the spillover rate. 

However the sp-illover is one-directional: it flows only from one fm to the other fim. They 

find that fims choose extreme levels of information sharing. The rationale is that fimis choose 

maximal information sharing when the efficiency effect -whic h pushes for cost @nimization- 

dominates, while they choose no spilloverj when the asymmetry effect -which pushes for 

maximum cost differentiation in order to maximize joint profits- dominates. Poyago-Theotoky 

(1999) allows firms to choose the spillover level d e r  R&D investments are undertaken in a 

duopoly; she finds that cooperating (non-cooperating) firms choose . maximal (minimd) 



spillovers. 

Figure 2 depicts the relationship benveen the leakage factor on voluntary information 

s h e n g  and IUV size. This figure reads as follows. For each RIV size, values of k lower or 

equal to the corresponding k, entail maximal information shanng (g=I-f ), and values of k 

higher than the corresponding k, entail minimal information sharing (g=O). Hence, maximal 

information sha.ring is chosen below the curve k,(M), while minimal information sharing is 

chosen above that curve. ForM~6 firms aiways choose maximai information sha.rïng, For M-4, 

they minimize or maximize information sharing, depending on k. Moreover, f does not appear 

on this graph because it does not affect the decision of whether to share information or not. 

The threshold k, increases with M because as M increases the impact of information 

leakage on outsiders is less important (because there are less outsiders to benefit from it), and 

the benefits of interna1 information sharing increase (because there are more insiders). As k 

increases, a larger RJV becomes necessary to make information sharing in the RJV beneficial 

to insiders. This suggests that RJVs constrained in size (by regulation, for instance) are less 

likely to share information, or are likely to share less information, than non constrained RJVs, 

because of the benefits such sharing provides to outsiders. 

Because small R N s  are less likely to share information, they need more protection than 

larger RJVs. Moreover, RIVs in markets where appropriability problems are important need 

more protection. Hence, it is sufficient to induce either a low k or a large M either cooperative 

research is protected, which will induce larger RJVs, or incentives for larger W s  are 

provided, in which case less protection is needed. This recommendation underlines a paradox 

when viewed from a dynamic point of view, however. Small RTVs need more protection. As 

this protection is provided, the size of the R N  is likely to increase. As the IW becomes larger, 

the level of protection of the RJV necessary to induce its members to share information 

decreases. However, the temporary nature of most R&D agreements mitigates the importance 

of this dynarnic inconsistency problem. 

Also drawn on figure 2 is the curve k=l-yM,  which is derived from equation (5). On 

. this curve qm=qn: insiders and outsiders receive exactly the same amount of cost reduction in 

dollars coming from voluntary information sharing (for insiders) and from the leakage on that 

voluntary information sharing (for outsiders). Below (above) the curve, insiders receive more 

(less) information than outsiders. For k sufficiently high, outsiders always receive more 

information, independently kom M. 



Note that this curve lies below the function k,(M). This means that there is a parameter 

space (region B) where outsiders receive more cost reduction from voluntary information 

sharing (between insiders) than insiders, but where insiders still choose to share that 

information. In that case, even though outsiders benefit more (in terms of technological flows), 

insiden still increase their profits by sharing infornation. 

In region A, the information outsiders receive is so much higher chan what insiders 

receive that information sharing would reduce insiders' profits, therefore insiders refrain from 

sharing information. In region C, insiders receive more information from voluntary information 

sharing, therefore they share the information. 

The fact that the function k=l-1/34, which is denved from the cost functions, has the 

same shape as k,(M), which is derived from numerical simulations, reinforces the results 

obtained from numencal simulations, and show the robustness of the general shape obtained 

for the function k,(M). 

Corollary 1. The decision of ivherher ru share information or not depends on k; but is 

independent off: T12e level of infonnation shanhg depends on f; but is indepeizdenr of k. 

CorolIary 1 States that the detenninants of the decision to share information and the 

determinants of the level of information sharing are different. While the decision of whether 

to share information or not does not depend onf, the level of information sharing depends on 

f, because gs1-f. At the same Ume, the decision to share information or not depends on k, but 

the Ievel of information sharing is independent of k. However, whde the level of infunnation 

sharing is independent of k, the amount of information effectively shared is affected by k, since 

k affects R&D. 

Information sharing within the RJV is socially desirable. F b s  rnay in some 

circumstances choose suboptimal Ievels of information sharing. There is a well-known tradeoff 

between increasing the pace of innovation and inducing a hi& diffusion of the inno~ation.'~ 

The mode1 points to a related effect of the lack of protection of cooperative innovations (hi& 

k): it may prevent finns from sharing information, hence reducing the diffusion of existing 

13 .This result does no t aiways hoId empirically, however. As B aumol (1997) notes, innovation spiiiovers are 
higher in the Japanese economy than in the American.economy, with no observable negauve effects on fapanese 
innovation. 



innovations. There is a tradeoff between the (voluntary) diffusion of the innovation to the 

irnrnediate partners of the firm, and the (involuntary) diffusion of the innovation to other agents 

in the economy. 

3.3 RJV size 

Consider now the fmt  stage of the game, the determination of the RPV size according 

to (4). The size of the W is determined by three effects: a coordination effect, an information 

sharing effect, and a competition effect. The coordination effect comes from the fact that an 

additional member increases the externalities internalized by the RJV. The information sharing 

effect comes from the possibility of improved information sharing among E2JV mernbers, 

discounted by any leakage of part or al1 of this information to outsiders. The competition effect 

comes from the fact that the newcomer is now a fiercer competitor on the output market. 

From the point of view of insiders, the first two effects encourage an increase in the size 

of the RJV, while the third effect discourages increases in the size of the W .  Moreover, there 

is an indirect Iink between the information sharing effect and the competition effect: because 

information sharing reinforces the competitive position of R W  members relative to outsiders, 

il reinforces the competition effect. From the point of view of an outsider considering whether 

to join the RJV or not, al1 three effects reinforce the profitability of joining the W. 

The importance of each of these effects varies withf, k, and M. Consider first the effect 

off. The coordination effect becomes more important as f increases, because more extemalities 

are intemalized. The information sharing effect becomes less important as f increases, because 

there is less scope for additional information sharing. The competition effect becomes less 

important as f increases because the advantage of the R N  over outsiders tends to diminish with 

spillovers; hence as f increases the scope for an improved competitive position of the 

newcomer is reduced. 

Considernext the effect 0f.k. With information shariiig, the coordination effect declines 

with k in that case coordination increases R&D, and the benefits of this increase decline with 

k. Without information sharing, the coordination effect increases with k when f is low (in that 

case coordination reduces R&D; the ensuing reduction in leakage to outsiders is more 

important when k is high), and declines with k when f is high (in that case coordination 

increases R&D). The information sharing effect becomes less important with k because higher 

leakage oq voluntary information sharing reduces the value of additional information sharing 



to the W. The competition effect becomes less important with k, because the relative 

disadvantage of outsiders diminishes with k. 

The importance of the three effects also varies with the size of the W. The 

coordination effect and the information sharïng effect become negligible as LM increases. 

because the marginal gain compared to existing coordination and information levels decreases. 

Regarding the competition effect, Bloch (1995) notes that it becomes more important as the 

size of the RJV increases: the cost reduction advantage of the ELW tends to increase with its 

size. The larger the RTV, the more inefficient is the newcomer, the more it gains from joininz 

the W ,  and hence the stronger is the cornpetition effect, On the other hand, when Mis small, 

the R N  is only marginally more efficient than outsiders, hence the competition effect is less 

important- 

We now determine the endogenous size of the W ,  M*, which has to satisS (4). For 

each couple (Jk) we determine M* given that g is chosen according to proposition 1. 

Proposition 2. Generally, the size of the RN (M*) increases m d  then decreases wirhj and 

increases and rhen decreases wirh k (see table I for exact resulrs). 

The result of this algorithm is shown in table L. In most cases, the EUV comprises more 

than half the industry, and in some few cases M*=T. Overall there is an inverted U relationship 

between M* and$ M* increases and then decreases withf.14 M* first increases with f because 

the coordination effect increases, and the competition effect decreases, withf. M* is low for 

high f because, as explained above, the information sharing effect (which encourages the 

formation of a larger RJV) becomes less important withf. Given that M* is ver-  small with 

high spillovers, it c m  be said that f m s  refrain from cooperation when it is most highly çocially 

valued. 

Consider next the effect of k. Overall there is an inverted U relationship between M* 

and k M* increases and then decreases with k." The size of the RJV may increase with the 

extent of the leakage from-the RJV to outsiders (this is countennniitive, since a higher k 

14Soyago-Theotoky(1995) fmds thatM* increases steadilywithJ This monotonous relation does not obtain 
here, because of the leakage on voIuntaq information sharing. 

15J?or@l the result is invariant to k, becausefi! - g=O. This invariance will be m e  in al1 subsequent 
tables. 



decreases the attractiveness of the RJV for both insiden and outsiders)16 because the 

competition effect, which induces a smaller W, becomes less important as k increases. M* 

decreases with k when k is high because the information sharing effect becomes negligible. 

The size of the RJV can be iess than the whole industry for two reasons: external 

stability, or blocking by insiders. Table 1 distinguishes between these two cases. When either 

f o r  k are low, the size of the R N  is constrained by blocking by insiders. In these cases, the 

coordination effect, which encourages Larger W s ,  is small; and the competition effect, which 

encourages smaller RJVs, is large. On the other hand. when either f or k are high, the size of 

the RTV is constrained by extemal stability: outsiders are not interested in joining the R N .  

This is because, as explained earlier, the atrractiveness of the EUV to outsiders decreases with 

f and k. 

There is a strong link between the c u v e  kl -1 /M of figure 2 and table 1. It is almost 

always when qmC; (regions A and B of fisure 2, above the c u v e  k=L-l/M) -Le. when 

voluntary information sharing benefits outsiders more than insiders- that the size of the RJV 

is limited by external stability rather than by blockage by the W.  

Table 2 shows M,, the socially optimal size of the RJV, taking into account endogenous 

(and decentralized) information sharing decisions by f m s .  For a given k, LM,,, is nondecreasing 

inf. Similady, for a givenf, MW is nondecreasing in k. MW is nondecreasing in f and k because 

the benefit of the internalization of externalities increases with these extemalities. By 

comparing tables 1 and 2 we see that in most cases the RJV is too smdl compared with the 

social optimum." M*=M, only in very special cases. 

Table 2 shows that in some cases M,cT (remember that T=10). This is m e  for low f 

andor low k (the fact that with high spillovers a R N  encompassing al1 firms in the indusw 

is socially optimal is well understood. It is consistent with other findings in the literantre, e-g. 

Poyago-Theotoky, 1995). This means that welfare increases, and then decreases, with the size 

of the RJV, when f andor k are low. This reducàon in welfare is linked to R&D spending. 

When spillovers are low, R&D by each insider increases, and then dec~eases, with the size of 

L6.For insiders, the value of sharing information -and therefore the atû-activeness of the RJV- is reduced by 
k because a larger portion of the information proprietary to the RJV leaks out, For outsiders, the amctiveness of the 
RJV decreases with k because they obtain a larger portion of the information shared by insiders without having to join 
the RN. 

17.While the mode1 suggests that in -y cases industry-wide RJVs are socially optimal. the potekal for 
output coliusion qualifies this result. The presence of outsiders Iiniitç the benefit to insiders fromoutput collusion. and 
maintains a cornpetitive pressure in the industry. 
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the W -  This can be seen on figure 3, which shows the R&D output of insiders for different 

values of M: -e increases, and then decreases, with M when spillovers are low. 

The explanation is as follows. An increase in the size of the RJV inducei two effects 

on R&D spending by insiders: an R&D-coordination effect, and an R&D-information sharin; 

effect. '' The R&D-coordination effect cornes from the intemalization of more externali ties. It 

is negative when spillovers are low, and positive when spillovers are high (this is a standard 

result in the literature; see De Bondt, 1996). The R&D-information sharing effect cornes from 

the increased value of R&D to insiders, @en that they can share more information. The R&D- 

information sharing effect encourages R&D, for al1 levels of spillovers. With low spillovers 

the R&D-coordination effect induces less R&D, while the R&D-information sharing effect 

induces more R&D spending. As the size of the R N  increases, the (negative) R&D- 

coordination effect becomes more important (because more externalities are being intemalized) 

relative to the R&D-information sharing effect, R&D decreases. On the other hand, with 

high spillovers the two effects have a positive impact on R&D, .q increases steadily with M, 

hence an industry-wide £UV is desirable. The benefits of information sharing explain why a 

R N  is socially desirable even when spillovers are low. The reduction in R&D when spillovers 

are low explains why the socially optimal size of the RN is smaller than the ind~suy . '~  

3.4 Technotogical diffusion 

Proposition 1 and corollary 1 in section 3.3 explained how infonnation sharing is 

deterrnined for a given RJV size. Now that the size of the R N  has been endogenized in section 

3.3, we analyze information sharing in equilibnum. Table 3 shows g for al1 couples (Jk), gïven 

that M=M*. Maximal information sharing is chosen except for some high levels off and k. 

There is a dynamic interaction between the choices of M and g: the level of g to be chosen in 

the second stage has a direct impact on the choice of M in the first stage. Because the likelihood 

of information sharing increases with M, firms tend to choose the. size of the RTV so as to make 

maximal infonnation sharing an equilibrium. This explains why f m s  almost always choose 

18.We use the prefix R&D to distinguish these effects from those affecting the size of the RN. 
L9De Bondt and Wu (1997) obtain asimilarresuit. They find that, when information sharing is allowed, with 

high spillovers full cwperation is desirable, while with low spiiiovers welfare increases, and then decreases, with the 
size of the W. And they note: "As the size of the RTV increases, the tendency for research cartel members to resaicc 
output b e g h  to dominate incentives to expand resulting from better information-sharhg". Poyago-Theotoky (1995). 
in a mode1 with g= 1-f, fmds that an industry-wide RN is always socially optimal. However, she defines social welfare 
Y hdustry profits, while here 1 consider the sum ck ïndusüy pro- and consumer surplus. 



maximal information sharing. A higher level of information sharïng increases the benefits from 

cooperation to insiders, and increases the attractiveness of the RJV to outsiders, thereby 

increasing the size of the W.  And a larger RJV is more likely to share information. Hence 

information sharing and the endogenization of M reinforce each other and lead to larger R N s  

and more information sharing." The information sharing problem, and the Ieakage of 

information to outsiders, are partly resolved when f ims  can adjust the size of the W." 

Figure 4 shows vo1unta.y and total dif is ion when k=f and T=10. The size of the R N  

is not constant on this figure, it is determined endogenously. Note the gradua1 and then abrupt 

deciine in g as k increases. Total diffusion in the RJV is fmt invariant to k. and then decreases 

and increases with k. Diffusion decreases and then increases with f- Hence higher legal 

diffusion can lead to less effective diffusion. Total spillovers from the R N  to outsiders (ftkg) 

increase with f=k at a decreasing rate, untiL the point where g=O, where the slope becomes 

constant. 

Whereas for a given M ,  onIy f affects the level of information sharing, and only k affects 

the decision whether to share information or not (corollary l), both k and f affect the choice of 

g when M is endogenized through their effect on the choice of M, which in turn affects the 

choice of g. Through that effect, both k and f can be said to affect the Ievel of information 

sharing and the decision wheiher to share information or not, indirectly. 

Table 4 shows total effective cost reduction, which is the sum of cost reductions 

accruing from different sources, to al1 f m s .  Total effective cost reduction, Q, is @en by 

Q = X[l +flM*+N- l)] +xi[g(M*+M- l)]  . In general Q decreases with f and k the disincentives 

of diffusion on innovators dominate the positive effects of diffusion on  receivers. Figure 5 

shows the decomposition of Q according to its sources in the c a s e e k .  The decomposition is 

as follows: 

Own cost effect = X 

Involrrntary spillovers = f (M*+N-I)X 

Voluntary information sharing = g(M*-I)X" 

Leakage from the RN on voluntary infonnation sharing = kgNX" 

Involuntary spillovers and voluntary sharing are the most important sources of cost reduction, 

20.Kesteloot and Veuglelers (1995) obtain a similar result in a two-finns repeated game model. 
21De Boodt et al. (1992) conjecture that "If cooperation on R&D is accompanied with perfect spillovers. 

... one would expect stability to be less problematic". Here it is s h o w  that sability problems do not vanish when 
information sharing is allowed. 



with voluntary shaxfng dominating for low f=k and involuntary spillovers dominating for high 

f=k  The own cost effect is less important, and diminishes further with spillovers. However, 

the own cost effect is the only source of cost reduction that is strictly positive for al1 leveis of 

spillovers. Nonetheless, most cost reduction is due to diffusion, rather than to the use of the 

technology by the innovating firm. Finally, the cost reduction accruing to outsiders from the 

Ieakage from the R N  is negligible, even (and especially) when k is hi*. However, this 

negligible leakage has the non-negligible effect of reducing voluntary information sharing (as 

well as the own cost effect for insiders). Moreover, involuntary leakage (kg) is generally more 

important than what figure 5 suggests. This is because involuntary leakage is highest when f 

is low and k is high (but not hi& enough to stop insiders from sharing information). This case 

is not depicted on figure 5. Looking at total effective cost reduction (the upper bound of the 

graph), we see that even when accounting for diffusion, spillovers reduce total cost reduction 

(this is not necessarily m e  when k$ however). 

The possibility of improved infonnation sharing affects total R&D mostly when 

spilloven are low. This is due to three factors. First, the scope for additional information 

sharing is large with low spillovers, but is much reduced when spillovers are already high. 

Second, with high spillovers, firms are more likely to choose not to share any information. 

because of leakage to outsiders. Third, for very high spillovers, the endopnous decline in the 

RJV size induces firms to choose not to share any additional information. 

It is useful to separate the effects of R&D coordination and the effects of information 

sharing on welfare. Whereas the (social) benefits of R&D coordination are positively related 

to f; the (social and private) benefits of information sharing are. negatively related to f. The 

intuition is as follows. R&D coordination internalizes an extemality. When this externality is 

negative ( f i s  low), firms reduce R&D. When this externality is positive ( f is  high), f ims 

increase R&D. Hence society benefits from R&D coordination only when f is h i a .  A differenc 

pattern emerges regarding the relation between the benefits of information sharing and$ The 

maximum arnount of information fkms can share voluntarily is that amount that does not leak 

out involuntady, and this amount is inversely related tof." 

This result has implications for the regdation of R&D cooperation. Baumol(1992) 

22.Consistent with chat result, Hidoopen (1994) and Greenlee (1998) fmd that RJVs which share information 
but do not coordinate R&D expendinires are welfare reducing when spillovers are high. This is due to the disincentives 
information s h a ~ g  has on R&D when it is not coupIed with R&D coordination. 



argues that ''The use of a technology cartel to collude on ... total R&D expenditures is likely 

to be damaging to public welfare." He is more open to technology cooperative agreements 

involving improved information sharing. A simi-Iar position is held by De Fraja (1990).') The 

model gïves rnixed recommendations regarding the regulation of R&D cooperation. Contraril y 

to RJVs that coordinate R&D expenditures only, which are beneficial only when spillovers are 

high, and RJVs that share information only, which are beneficial only when spillovers are low 

(Kïnloopen, 1994; Greenlee, 1998), RJVs that coordinate R&D expenditures and (rnay) share 

information improve welfare for d l  levels of spillovers. When spillovers are low, R&D 

coordination by itself reduces R&D, but this is more than compensated for by the increase in 

R&D due to information sharing. When spillovers are high, there is little scope for information 

sharing, but R&D coordination increases R&D. R&D coordination is beneficid if spillovers 

are high and/or firms share information. Also, cornbined with the results of Hinloopen (1994) 

and Greenlee (19981, the model suggests that information sharing is beneficial when spillovers 

are low (when spillovers are hi& information sharing is only marginally beneficial) and/or 

firms coordinate R&D expenditures. ' 

3.5 R&D, profits, and weifare 

Having determined RJV size and information sharing, we now analyze R&D and 

profits. Table 5 shows insiders' R&D. Again, M and g are not constant across this table: they 

are determined endogenously by firrns for every level off and k. As expected, .c generally 

decreases with k andf, reaching a maximum at (0,O). Outsiders behave differently (table 6): ,c 
is decreasing in f, but increasing in k. A higher k increases the value of cost reduction to 

outsiders, increasing their R&D. 

Tables 5 and 6 cannot be compared directly because the results are normalized so that 

xi ,,,= 1. Table 7 shows the ratio $14.. When k is low or moderate, $>$.: insiders value R&D 

more, because they enjoy (the possibility of) improved information sharing, and internalizëthe 

23.Folster (1995) studies the effects of different types ofR&D subsidies on R&D cooperation and spending 
for asample of Swedish industrial fimis. Some R&D subsidies require cooperation but aiiow frrms to choose the mode 
and exrent of information sharing (e.g. Eureka). Other R&D subsidies require cooperation and informacion sharing 
between participaring finns (e-g. Esprit, Race). Folster fin& that subsidy programs requiring oniy cooperation have 
no effect on the likelihood of cooperation but have a positive effect on R&D incentives- On the other hand, subsidy 
prograrns requiring both cooperation and information sharïng increase the Iikeiihood of cooperation, but decrease R&D 
incentives. He interprets the potential negative effect on R&D as a socially desirable elimination of duplication Ui 
research. Our mode1 shows that this decline in R e  following cwperation can be due to at least two other factors: 
coliusion between b, and the desire to limit the amount of information Ieaking to cornpetitors. 



externaliries of their R&D on other in~iders.'~ Outsiders free nde on insiders' R&D. When k 

is high, it is possible that The ratio decreases with k, but rnay increase or decrease with 

f- 
The fact that information sharing within the RJV increases insiders' R&D implies that 

outsiders benefit from information sharing even when k=O, as long as f>0: when f is positive. 

outsiders obtain more spillovers from insiders throughx, because of the increase in,e (which 

is due to information sharing)- However, the net cornpetitivs effect of information sharing on 

outsiders may still be negative. 

Table 8 shows insiders' profits. They generally decrease with f and k. In terms of 

technological flows (abstracting from R&D expenditures and RJV size, the effect of which is 

considered elsewhere in the paper), the information insiders receive from voluntary sharing is 

g, and the Ieakage to outsiders is kg. We saw that in equilibrium in most cases insiders choose 

maximal information sharing: g= 1-f. Substituting g= 1-f into the technological flows each 

group receives, and subtracting the second from the first to obtain the advantage of the RJV 

(when it shares information) over outsiders, we find that the advantage of the RTV is (1-f)(l-k). 

This advantage diminishes with both f and k. This explains why insiders' profits diminish with 

both the generd spillover and the leakage on voluntary information sharing. In particular, 

spillovers hurt the ECJV more than they hurt outsiders, because they reduce the possibility of 

information sharing. Even by adjusting their size and their information sharing to spillovers, 

insiders lose from f and k reaches a maximum at (0,O). Outsiders' profits (table 9) tend to 

increase with f when k is low and to decrease with f when k is high. They tend to increase, 

although not dways, with k. 

Table 10 compares insiders and outsiders' profitss In most cases Insiders' 

profits are highest relative to outsiders' with (0,O). With low spillovers, insiders spend more 

on R&D, and a small portion of this R&D leaks out to cornpetitors. Moreover, they may choose 

to increase information sharing, and only a small portion of this additional information sharing 

leaks out to outsiders. Hence insiders make more profits with low spillovers. When both f and 

k are hi&, This is aiso true when f=l. Even though insiders spend more on R&D than 

24.Empirical evidence suggests that participation in research consorria has a positive impact on R&D 
expenditures (e.g. Branstetter and Sakakiiara, 1997). 

25.There is some empincai evidence that f m  which cooperate on R&D obtain a higher rate of r e m  on 
their research expenditures. For instance, Link and Bauer (1989). in the study of 92 US f i ,  found that the rate of . 

r e m  on R&D for finns engaging in cooperative R&D was 150 percent larger than for those that do not 



outsiders, the high level of spillovers, the srnall size of the WV,  and the lirnited scope for 

improving information sharing (remember that grl-f),  result in a situation where outsiders 

benefit from this higher R&D output more than insiders. 

Reading tables 1 and 10 together shows that, when the size of the RIV is limited by 

extemal stability, e<<.. In contrast, when the size of the RN is limited because of blockage 

by insiders, +$-. Also, there is a strong association between the curve k=l-1/M of figure 2 

and table 10. It is almost aiways when cmrn&? (regions A and B of figure 2, above the curve 

kl-1/M) -i.e. when voiuntary information sharïng benefits outsiders more than insiders- that 

insiders' profits are lower than outsiders'. 

Table 1 1 shows the effect off and k on total welfare. Overall welfare decreases withf, 

except with low k where it increases and then decreases withf. No clear trend can be detected 

for the effect of k on welfare. By reading this table jointly with table 1, we see that welfare is 

highest for those combinations of (Jk) that induce al1 firms to participate in the R N .  Those 

combinations yield the same level of total welfare even though k and f are different: k is 

irrelevant, because there are no outsiders; and f is irrelevant because firms choose maximal 

information sharing 

4. Conclusions 

At the outset of the strate@ investment literature the question was whether R&D 

cooperation is socially beneficial or not. Empiricd and theoretical studies show that R&D 

cooperation is generally beneficial. Thus the question has now shifted to: what types of 

cooperation are supenor, and which are likely to a i se  in a decentralized market? R&D 

cooperative ventures are complex multidimensional agreements. In this paper the focus was 

on FUV stability, information sharing, and leakage on voluntary information sharing. 

The model studied information sharing and the stability of cooperation in cost reducing 

Research Joint Ventures (RJYs). In a four-stage game-theoretic frarnework, fims decided on 

participation in a RJV, information sharing, R&D expenditures, and output. An important 

feature of the model was that voluntary information sharing between cooperating f m s  

increased information leakage kom the RN to outsiders. It was found that it is the spillover 

from the RJV to outsiders that determines the decision of insiders whether to share information 

or not, while it is the spillover affecting al1 f m s  that determines the level of information 

sharing within the RJV. RJVs representing a larger portion of the industry are more likely to 



share inforrnation. It was also found that firms never choose intermediate levels of information 

sharing: they share a11 the information or none at all. The model predicts that the absence of 

information sharing is due to cornpetitive impediments (Ieakap of information to non-RN 

members), while intermediate levels of information sharing would mise because of other 

considerations: costs of sharing information, or limited compatibiIity of firms' technolo$es. 

The size of the R N  was found to depend on three effects: acoordination effect, an information 

sharing effect, and a cornpetition effect. Depending on the relative magnitudes of these effects, 

the size of the RIV rnay increase or decrease with spillovers. The effect of information sharing 

on the profitability of firms as welI as on weIfare was studied. 

The sharpness of many of the results (e.g. no intermediary levels of information 

sharing; inverted U relationships between M and f on the one hand, and M and k on the other 

hand; different determinants of sharing inforrnation and of how much information to share) 

suggesrs that they are robust to changes in the numerical pararnetrization of the model. 

Numericd pararnetrization senerally affects the magnitude of the results, not their qualitative 

nature. 

The model focussed on the effect of leakage on voluntary information sharing on the 

level of information sharing. It was shown that this effect is most important when the IW is 

small: large RJVs suffer less from leakages, and are iess Likely to stop sharing infonnation 

because of them. The effect is also Iess important when spillovers are small. Because the 

maximum arnount of information firms can share is the amount that is not already available 

through spiilovers, information sharing is marginally beneficid when spillovers are high. 

Therefore leakages are less socially costly (even if they stop f ims  from sharing information) 

when spillovers are high. 

The finding that f m s  share information when leakages are low and may not share it 

when leakages are high indicates that the imposition of no or maximal information sharing - 
both approaches &e cornmon in the literanire- hides important assurnptions. Studies that 

assume that cooperation fims do not share information implicitly assume that k is hi&, 

making infonnation sharing unprofitable. Studies that assume maximal information sharing 

between f i s  implicitly assume that k is Iow. 

By using a lax patent policy, the governrnent gives f m  the incentives to cooperate in 

order to interndize innovation externalities. And this formation of cooperative agreements rnay 

lead to inforrnation sharing. However, a problem with a lax patent policy aiming at inducing 



firms to cooperate is that firms rnay get the wrong message: instead of cooperating on R&D 

to internalize externahies and share information, fims rnay find it easier to move their 

research facilities to legislations (in a context where competition between legislations for R&D 

activities exists) providing a stricter protection for innovations, albeit with less R&D 

cooperation. 

The scope for information sharing rnay be higher with newer technologies. Cooperation 

in industries with older, more mature technologies is likely to rely mainly on the coordination 

of R&D expenditures. This suggests that governments s hould favour RJVs in high-tech sectors. 

MlTT (the Japanese Ministry of International Trade and Industry) seerns to be following this 

path, with its focus on emerginp technologies. In contrast, the British government fun& 

cooperative research in mature declining indu~tries.'~ 

In this paper k was interpreted as a leakage parameter on information sharing. The 

mechanism behind this leakage was not specified- k can also be seen as a moral hazard 

parameter: once a fim fias received information from other RJV members, it rnay have an 

incentive to trade part or al1 of that information with outsiders. While insiders may benefit from 

comrnitting not to gïve information to third parties, such a cornmitment would not be credible- 

k can therefore represent the degree to which f m s  violate the secrecy cf the RJV. In that 

respect, the results of the model suggest that firms rnay share information even in the presence 

of substantial mord hazard problems. 

The model has many possible extensions. An interesting issue to explore is how 

information sharing is affected by product differentiation. Firms selling differentiated goods 

face less fierce competition on the product market, and rnay be more willinj to share 

information. This intuition is confirmed by the observation that industry-wide joint ventures. 

are observed more in countries where exports have a relatively greater importance than the 

dornestic market (De Fraja, 1990): However, as product differentiation increases the 

information each ikm possesses (or develops) rnay become less relevant to other f i s .  

The roie of information leakage, k, could be explored furcher. k c m  depend on the size 

of the W: a larger RJV rnay leak out more information to outsiders than a smaller one. For 

instance, Link and Bauer (1989) find an inverse relation between appropriabiliq of research 

results and the number of participants in research cooperative agreements. 

26.The reference for this insight is unfornrnately lost. 



In this pap er firms u rere found to choose relatively hi& le wels of information sharing. 

Many factors cm make it difficult for firms to achieve such a hi& rate of difision of 

innovations- Information sharing may require the use of common research facilities, which 

brings into play diseconomies of scaie. Increasing production costs would reduce the value of 

output expansion and hence of cost reduction. The hi& transaction costs of innovation may 

imply that RJVs are smallerthan the model suggests, or that less information is shared because 

of opportunism. There may be a cost to sharing information, and that cost rnay rise with the 

size of the RJV; this would limit both RJV size and information sharïng. When discoveries are 

made at different points in t h e ,  information exchange becomes more dificult; information 

sharins between firms could be made dependent on past experiences of information sharing. 

Differences in compatibility and communication, absorptive capacities, and organizational 

culture impose further limits on the levels (De Bondt et al., 1992) and the symmetry of 

information s haring. 

Perhaps the main limit of this study is that firms can form only one W .  Karnien and 

Zang study multiple IUV formation, with R N s  of identical sizes, although in their modél 

information sharing is imposed upon firms. A more complete model of R&D cooperation 

would consider both endogenous information sharing and multiple EUV (of different sizes) 

formation. The socially optimal number of W s  with endogenous information sharing is likely 

to be smaller than the socially optimal number of RJVs with exogenous perfect information 

sharing because, as Our model shows, srnaller W s  are less likely to share information. 





Table 1- Endonenous RJV sire k 

Table 2- Soclaily optimal RJV ske k 
O 0.1 O. 2 0.3 0.4 0.5 O. 6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

O 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 8 

O- 1 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 
0.2 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 10 1 O 10 10: 
0.3. 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 . 10 10 1 O 10' 
0.4 8 8 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10' 

f 0.5 t 8 9 9 9 9 9 1 O 10 10 10 10' 
0.6. 9 9 9 9 9 IO IO IO IO IO 10' 
0.7 ' 9 9 1 O 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 1 

0.8 10 10 1 O 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10. 
0.9 10 1 O 10 1 O 1 O 10 10 10 1 O 10 10 

1 10 1 O 1 O 10 10 10 1 O 10 1 O 10 10 

Table 3- lnfomution sharfng ic 
O 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

O !  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 O '  

Table 4-Total effective colt reductlon k 

Table 5- lnslders' R 8 0  k 
O 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

O i  0.00 0.90 0.81 0.72 0.63 0.53 0.47 
0.1 ' 0.25 0.00 0.74. 0.66 0.58 0.50 0.44 

Table 6- Outsiders' RLD k 
O O. 1 0 2  0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

28.38 1.04 1.08 1.11 1.13 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.19 
O '  25.75 23-81 1.00 1.02 1-04. 1.05 1.07 1.07 1-10 1.09 

2322 21.5!j 19-84 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.99 0.99 
0.31 20.76 19.35 17.97 16.63 0.85 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.88 0.88 
0.41 18.36 17.18 16.03 14.90 14.74 0.75 0.76 0.76 0.n 0.77 



Table 7- insiders' R&D over outsiders' RLD k 

Table 8- Insiden' profits k 
O O. 1 OP 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

O 1.0000 0.9783 0.9593 0-9426 0.9281 0.9158 0.9067 0.8997 0.8965 0.8965 0.8745 

Table 9- Outslden' profits k 

0-1 1.0845 1.1537 1.2158 12708 1.3188 1.3297 1.37% 1.3969 1.4518 1.4311 
0.2. 1.1604 12153 1.2646 1.3084 1.3465 1.3537 1.3891 1.4073 1.4531 1.4622' 

0.3 1.2276 1.2699 1.3079 1.341 6 1.371 1 1.3753 1.4033 1.4170 1.4540 1.4618 

0.4 1.2861 1.3174 1.3455 1.3706 1.3698 1.3946 1.4160 1.4261 1.4547 1.4613 

f 0.5 1.3359 1.3578 1.3776 1.3953 1.3935 1.4116 1.4173 1.4345 1.4550 1.4607 
0.6 1.3769 1.3913 1.4042 1.CûGû 1.4138 1.4262 1.4298 1.4371 1.&-l 1.4600 
0.7 1.4094 1.4026 1.4128 1.4222 1.4307 1.4318 1.4356 1.4548 1-4592 
0.8 1.4241 1.4297 1.4275 1.4339 1.4309 1.4418 1.4515 1.4542 1.4487' 
0.9 1.j410 1.4525 1.4484 1.4479 1.4479 1.4479 ' 

1 1-4464 1.4464 1.4464 1.4464 1.4464 1.4464 1.4464 1.4464 1.4464 1.4464 1.4464 

Table 10- Insiders' profits over outsiders' profits k 
O 0.1 O 2  0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0 -7 0.8 0.9 1 

O 1.6289 1.4687 1.3454 12493 1.1738 1.1446 1 .O890 1 .O574 0.9996 
0.1 1.4734 1.3607 12707 1.1983 1.1401 1.1186 1.9739 1.0488 0.9892 0.9997 j 
0.2 1.3535 1 2 7 4 3  1.2090 1.1552 1.1109 1.0955 1.0602 1.M7 0.991 1 0.9845 ; 
0.3 1.2599 12047 1.1581 1.1188 1.0858 1.0752 1.0478 1.0331 0.9927 0.9869 ' 
0.4 1.1864 1.1487 1-1161 1.0881 1.0819 1.0574 1.0367 1.0259 0.9941 0.9891 

f 0.5 1.1285 1.1036 1.0817 1.0625 1.0593 1.0418 1.0340 1.0192 0.9952 0.9909 1 
0.6 1.0833 1.0678 1-0538 1.0536 1.0402 1.0284 1.0235 1.0166 0.9960 0.9924 1 
0.7 1.0487 1.0514 1.0414 1.0324 1.0243 1.0219 1.0178 0.9966 0.9936 1 

0.8 1.0305 1.0251 1.0256 1.0201 1.0149 1.0131 0.9984 0.9969 0.9996 i 
0.9. 1.0136 0.9986 0.9991 0.9993 0.9993 0.9993 l 

1 0.9989 0.9989 0.9989 0.9989 0.9989 0.9989 0.9989 0.9989 0.9989 0.9989 0.9989i 

Table 11- Welfam k 



Appendix 

R&D output 

Let 

[ I  +N+~'(~-M+N)+~'(~-M+~M)(I-M+N-MN+~MN)-~(S-~M+~M+~ N - 2 M w 2 k ~ N )  
. = +fl-2+~-2~+zf2-3M+k~+~'-kM'+2~-2~~+2k~N) 1-uw-uMw-itNrvlf-M-N+ff -I+M+NIYr-ak 

4 
for i=M+l, ..., T, and 

- = (I+~~-~+M-NJ+N+~(-/+M-N+MN-MEJ) j f a - r1 f~ - t - f f  I-~M-~N)+N+~'~-I+M+N)-L~w-L~Mw-~~Nw) 
4 

for i= 1, ..., M. 

Strategic interaction of research efforts 

The study of A the strategic interaction of research efforts helps to illustrate the basic 

structure of the model, and will show how it compares with existing work." As Becker and 

Peters (1995) note, "the incentives to create howledge spilIovers are always l q e r  for strategic 

complements than for strategic substitutes". A standard result in the literanire is that research 

efforts are strategic complements (substitutes) when spillovers are higher (lower) than a certain 

threshold. The basic intuition is that when spillovers are low, the extemality on other fims is 

27.FoiIowing Bulow et al. (1985) actions a a* b are suategic complements if d'Tc/& &>O, and are strategic 
subsututes if d2,d& &<O. 



negative: an increase in research by fm i hurts fim j, which reduces its R&D. When 

spillovers are hish, the extemality is positive: an increase in research by fim i benefits firm 

j, which increases its R&D. This intuition applies for a hornogeneous good industry with linear 

demand and (exogenous) industry-wide cooperati~n,'~ when firms produce in demand- 

unrelated industries (Steurs, 1995), and when the size of the RTV is endogenous (Poyago- 

Theotoky, 1995). While the threshold may change across market settings, the intuition rernains 

the sarne. 

In the model studied here, where the size of the RTV is endogenous and where 

spillovers between the RJV and outsiders are asyrnmetric and endogenous, the same intuition 

applies, but the result is more cornplex. There are four thresholds, detemiinhg the strategic 

interaction benveen outsiders and insiders, between insiders, and between outsiders. 

Proposition 3. 

i) sign (d'cl* Z )  = sign(fi'-f ). 

ii) s ig r~ (d ' l f { .~  q) = sign(- 1 +2f+g(l +k-M(1 -k))). 

Ni) s ign(d2$ /q  s) = sign(- 1 +2f+g(2 +N(1 -k))). 

iv) sign(d2ic/Sj #i) = sign(f-+). 

Proof. On substiniting (l?), cmrn, and into (3) and differentiating, we find that 

1. 

Since the term in brackets is negative, this expression takes the sign off-$. 
. . 

zz. 

a2z; - 
- 2(- 1 +2f +g(l +k-M(1 -k)))[T-KT- l)] 

dxj%xim W(T+ 1)' 

Since the term in brackets is positive, this expression takes the sign of 

- 1 +7f+g(l +k-M(l -k)). 



. . - 
tzt. 

d%..- - 
J = _  2( -  1 +2f +g(2 +N(1 -k)))[ -T+/lT- 1) +g(M+ldV- l)] 

Since the t e m  in brackets is negative, this expression takes the s i g  of -1+2f+g(z+iV(l-k)). 

Since the term in brackets is negative, this expression takes the sign off- 5. H 

Parts i and iv of proposition 3 state that an increase in R&D expenditures by an outsider 

will increase R&D by other outsiders, and by insiders, if f>a, and will reduce it if fcf. A 

higher f means that the increase in .< benefits al1 other f i s  substanriaily. which increases the 

value of cost reduction for them, and induces them to increase R&D. Note that the threshold 

obtained for thése two cases is the same as that obtained in most studies. 

Part ii states the condition which must be satisfied for an outsider to respond positively 

to an increase in R&D b y an insider. The result depends on5  k, g, and M. The response is more 

likely to be positive when f is higher; the explmation is the same as above. It is d s o  more 

likely to be positive when k is higher. This ir because a higher k means that outsiders benefit 

more from the increase in R&D by an insider. The effect of g is positive when k is high, and 

negative when k is low. This is because a higher g benefits outsiders insofar as information 

leakage (k) on this additional information sharing is important.. Finally, the effect of 1M is 

negative: the higher M, the lower is the benefit of outsiders relative to the benefit of insiders. 

M has an effect only insofar as g>0." Numencal simulations (taking into account the 

optùaization by f i m s  with respect to M andg) show that in most cases insiders' and outsiders' 

R&D expenditures are strategic substitutes, except when f or k a& high. 

Part iii of proposition 3 states the condition that must be satisfied for an insider to 

respond positively to an increase in R&D by another insider. This response is more likely to 

be positive the higherf, g, N, and the lower k. The role off is well understood. A higher g 

means that the extemality is positive. The lower k, the greater is the benefit of insiders relative 

29.By setting k=O and g=l-f we obtain the special case studied by Poyago-Theotoicy (1995) who finds that 
outsiders respond positively to an insider's increase in R&D iff>U/(M+l). 



to the benefit of outsiders, and the more likeiy is the response to be positive. A larger N 

increases the likelihood that -? and-q are strategic complements. N has an effect only insofar 

as g>O. Numencal simulations show that in most cases insiden' R&D expenditures are 

strategic complements, except when f is low and k is very high. 

Note that because of information sharing, insiders' R&D expenditures are more likely 

to be strategïc complements than outsiders'. This can be seen from the fact that the term in part 

iii of proposition 3 is more likely to be positive than the term in part iv. This is due specifically 

to information sharing, not to R&D coordination: when g=O the two conditions are equivalent- 
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CONCLUSION GÉNÉRALE 

La thèse est constituée de trois essais sur I'analyse microéconomique du changement 

technologique. Le premier essai aétudié l'effet du changement technologique sur les frontières 

de la firme, en se basant sur la théorie des coûts de transaction et la théorie de l'agence. Dans 

le deuxième essai, on a examiné les extemalités de recherche entre acheteurs et vendeurs, en 

incorporant différentes structures de marché, conditions d'appropriabilité et types de 

coopération. Le partage d'information et la stabilité de la coopération dans les consortiums de 

recherche ont été le sujet du troisième essai. 

Dans le premier essai on a analysé l'effet du changement technologique sur les 

frontières de la firme en se basant sur la théorie des coûts de transaction et la théorie de 

I'a~ence. Le modèle incorpore quatre types de coûts: coûts de production, de coordination, de 

management et de transaction. L'analyse a été effectuée dans un cadre principal-deux agents, 

avec sélection adverse et risque moral. L'effet du changement technique dépend des 

magnitudes de l'effet d'efficience, qui est dû au différentiel de coûts et de niveaux d'efforts 

entre la firme et le marché, et de l'effet de contrôIe, qui représente I'impact du changement 

technologique sur les rentes informationnelles des agents. 

Un changement technique induisant une baisse des coûts de production se traduit par 

davantage d'intégration verticale lorsque les coûts de production du fournisseur sont faibles 

(dans ce cas l'effet d'efficience domine) et par davantage d' impartition lorsque les coûts de 

production du fournisseur sont élevés (l'effet de contrôle domine). Lorsque les coûts de 

production sont suffisamment plus élevés que les coûts de coordination, l'effet d'efficience 

tend à dominer toujours. Inversement, un changement technique induisant une baisse des coûts 

de coordination se traduit psr davantage d'impartition lorsque les coûts de coordination de la 

firme sont faibles (l'effet d'efficience domine) et par davantage d'intégration verticale lorsque 

les coûts de coordination de la firme sont élevés (l'effet de contrôle domine). Donc, l'effet d'un 

changement technologique affectant les niveaux des coûts de production ou de coordination 

dépend du différentiel de coûts entre la f m e  et le marché et de l'importance relative des coûts 

de production et de coordination. 

Un changement technique induisant une baisse de la désutilité de l'effort de réduction 

des coûts de production, ou une hausse de l'impact de cet effort, se traduit par davantage 

d'intégration verticale (l'effet d'efficience domine), Inversement, un changement technique 



induisant une baisse de la désutilité de l'effort de réduction des coûts de coordination, ou une 

hausse de l'impact de cet effort, se traduit par davantage d'impartition (l'effet d'efficience 

domine). 

Un changement technique affectant à la fois Le niveau des coûts de production, ainsi que 

l'impact et la désutilité de l'effort de réduction des coûts de production, induit un effet 

d'efficience, mais pas d'effet de contrôle: on observe donc davantage d'intégration verticale 

(impartition) Iorsque les coûts de production du fournisseur sont faibles (élevés). De pIus, ce 

changement réduit l'importance relative des coûts de production dans la détermination du mode 

d'approvisionnement. Une analyse similaire est effectuée pour les coûts de coordination. 

L'effet d'introduire la concurrence entre fournisseurs a été analysé informellement. 

D'un point de vue statique, la concurrence au-mente le recours à l'impartition, car elle réduit 

le coût de production espéré du fournisseur choisi en plus de réduire sa rente. Toutefois, d'un 

point de vue dynamique, suite à un changement technologique affectant les coûts de 

production, la concurrence tend à augmenter l'effet d'efficience (en augmentant le différentiel 

de coûts de production entre la fume et les fournisseurs) et à réduire l'effet de contrôlé (en 

réduisant la rente des fournisseurs), ce qui peut se traduire par davantage d'intégration 

verticale. On voit que les effets statiques et dynamiques de la concurrence sur les frontières de 

la firme diffèrent. 

On a examiné aussi l'effet de la supervision sur la règle de décision. Une meilleure 

supervision réduit les rentes reliées aux coûts de production externes et aux coûts de 

coordination internes, qui sont les coûts les plus difficiles à observer. Lorsque les coûts de 

production sont quantitativement plus importants que les coûts de coordination, l'effet net est 

d'induire davantage d'impartition. Toutefois, d'un point de vue dynamique, suite à un 

changement technique concernant les coûts de production, une meilleure supervision réduit les 

effets de contrôle (en réduisant I'importance des rentes), augmentant du même coup 

l'importance des effets d'efficience. Or, on sait que l'effet d'efficience associé à un 

changement technique concernant les coûts de production induit davantage d'intégration 

verticale (car la firme a des coûts de production plus élevés, et ces coûts sont plus faciles à 

observer que ceux du fournisseur). On voit que les effets statiques et dynamiques de la 

supervision sur les frontières de la firme diffèrent. 

Ces résultats complètent ceux obtenus par Lewis et Sappington (1991) concernant les 



technologies de production et ceux obtenus par Reddi (1994)'~ concernant les TI. Lewis et 

Sappington (199 1) trouvent que le changement technique sur les coûts de production augmente 

le degré d'intégration verticale, une prédiction qui n'est pas corroborée par l'évidence 

empirique. Par exemple, Empey (1988)'~ trouve que I'impartition aubgnente plus rapidement 

dans Ies industries où le changement technologique et les gains de productivité sont les plus 

importants. Le modèle étudié ici montre comment le changement technique sur les coûts de 

production et de coordination peut induire davantage d'intégration tout comme il peut induire 

davantage d'impartition. En comparant nos résultats à ceux de Lewis et Sappington, on 

constate que ne pas tenir compte des coûts de coordination produit des prédictions erronées 

quant à l'impact du changement technique affectant les coûts de production sur les frontières 

de la firme. 

Durant les demières décennies les investissements dans les TX ont crû  à un rythme plus 

rapide que les investissements dans les technologies de production, d'où l'on peut conclure que 

les gains de productivité ont été plus importants pour les premières. Le modèle prédit que le 

chanjement technique sur les coûts de coordination aupmente le plus souvent le degré 

d'impartition, alors que le changement technique sur les coûts de production aupente le plus 

souvent le degré dd'intégation. Or, c'est ce qu'on observe empiriquement: une relation inverse 

entre les investissements en TI et le degré d'intégration des entreprises (Kambil, 1991;" 

Komninos, 1994;" Carlsson, 1988 ;~  Brynjolfsson et al., 1994;" Shin, 1996)."Le modèle peut 

expliquer pourquoi davantage d'activités sont imparties dans les industries où les 

investissements en TI sont importants. 

Toutefois, le modèle indique l'existence de situations où le contraire peut arriver- 

Empiriquement, il y a des instances où les TI ont augmenté le degré d'intégration. Par exemple, 
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les chaînes d'hôtels centralisent la gestion des réservations (Gurbaxani et Whang, 1991).33 

Beede et Montes ( ~ 9 9 7 ) ~  analysent 46 industries américaines et n'identifient aucune relation 

agrégée entre les investissements dans les TI et l'emploi auxiliaire. Brochner (1990)'~ prédit 

que, dans l'industrie de la construction, une des conséquences des TI sera l'émergence de 

contracteurs plus spécialisés qui voudront s'intégrer en amont dans la fourniture de matériaux 

et d'équipements spécialisés. 

Ce premier essai constitue un mariase entre les explications contractuelles et les 

explications technologiques de l'existence et des frontières de Ia firme. Alors que les anciennes 

explications des frontières de la firme étaient caract6risées par un déterminisme technologîque, 

les nouvelles explications sont caractérisées par ce que Engrander (1988)" appelle un 

"déterminisme transactionnel". Williamson affirme que les coûts de transaction sont suffisants 

pour expliquer les frontières de la firme et que la technologie joue au mieux un rôle secondaire. 

Toutefois, comme le note Englander, les solutions technologiques aux problèmes de coûts de 

transaction sont implicites dans les arguments de Williamson. Des éléments tels que 

l'apprentissage et la coordination sont fondamentalement des phénomënes technologiques. De 

pius, la spécificité des actifs, qui est au coeur de la théorie des coûts de transaction, est 

fortement liée à des considérations technologiques. 

Chandler a mis l'emphase sur le rôle de la technoloae dans la théorie de la firme. Noah 

a critiqué Williamson et Chandler pour leur emphase sur une des deux dimensions aux dépens 

de l'autre. Les résultats de ce modèle donnent raison à Ia position de North, qui valorise 

l'interaction entre la technologie et les coûts de transaction. Lorsque le changement 

technologique et les asymétries informationnelles sont importants, l'effet du changement 

technolo$que sur l'approvisionnement ne peut être analysé sans tenir compte des asymétries 

informationnelles dans la finne et sur le marché. Les résultats obtenus ici vont même plus loin 

que Englander suggère, puisque son focus est -principalement- sur les interactions entre la 

technologie organisationnelle et les coûts de transaction, alors qu'ici il est montré que même . 

la technologie liée au capital physique peut affecter les coûts de transaction. Dans un cadre 
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dynamique, la firme choisira la technologie et la forme or,oanisationnelle afin de minimiser 

(entre autres) ses coûts de management et de transaction, ce qui rend l'interaction entre Ies 

coûts de transaction et la technolo&e encore plus importante. 

Les deuxième et troisième essais sont des contributions à la littérature sur 

l'investissement stratégique. Au départ la question posée par cette littérature était de savoir si 

la coopération en R&D est bénéfique. Cette question ayant été répondue par l'affirmative par 

nombre d'études théoriques et empiriques, la question maintenant est: quels types de 

coopération sont supéxieurs, et lesquels vont émerger de manière décentralisée. Le deuxième 

essai a étudié la dimension verticale de Ia coopération en R&D. Dans le troisième essai 

l'emphase était sur la stabilité des consortiums de recherche, le partage d'information et les 

fuites causées par le partage volontaire d'information. 

L'objectif du deuxième essai était d'analyser les extemalités de recherche verticales 

entre des firrnes en amont et des firrnes en aval, On a modélisé deux industries verticalement 

reliées, avec des externalités horizontales au sein de chaque industrie et des externalités 

verticales entre les deux industries. On a analysé d'abord l'effet des externalités de recherche 

sur la R&D et le bien-être. Les externalités verticales augmentent toujours la R&D et le bien- 

être, dors que les externalités horizontales augmentent la R&D en contextes de coopération 

horizontale et de coopération généralisée et la diminuent en contextes de non-coopération et 

de coopération verticale. Une baisse de la R&D due aux extemalités horizontales n e  diminue 

pas néce-sczirement le bien-être, puisque ladiffusion des innovations est améliorée. En contexte 

de non-coopération et de coopération verticale, les extemalités verticales renforcent l'effet 

négatif des extemalités horizontales sur ia R&D, alors que les externalités horizontales mitigent 

l'effet positif des externalités verticales sur la R&D. 

La comparaison des différents types de coopération en R&D a révélé qu'aucune 

structure coopérative ne domine uniformément les autres. Toutes les formes de coopération 

n ' augmentent pas nécessairement la R&D par rapport à l'équilibre non-coopératif; mais, pour 

n'importe quel environnement d'appropriabilité, au moins un type de coopération augmente 

la R&D. Pour certains environnements d'appropriabilité, le classement de la coopération 

horizontale et de la coopération verticale dépend du niveau de concurrence: la coopération 
' 

. horizontale domine surtout lorsque laconcumence est forte; cela parce que l'internalisation des . 



externalités horizontales devient pIus importante à mesure que la concurrence auamente. Le 

classement général dépend des externaiités horizontales, des externalités verticales et de la 

structure de marché. Ce classement dépend des signes et de l'importance relative de trois effets 

concurrentiels (vertical, horizontal et diagonal) captant l'effet de la R&D d'une firme sur les 

profits de toutes les autres firmes. Un des résultats de base de la littérature sur l'investissement 

stratégique est que la coopération enne concurrents augmente (réduit) la R&D lorsque les 

extemalités horizontales sont élevées (faibles); or, le modèle a démontré que ce résultat n'est 

pas nécessairement vérifié Zorsqu'on tient compte des extemalités verticdes et de la 

coopération verticale. 

Le modèle fournit une théorie expliquant l'effet de la strucrure de marché sur 

l'innovation. Le modèle propose trois types de relations possibles entre la concurrence et 

l'innovation: a) une relation concurrentielle, où une intensification de la concurrence augmente 

l'innovation; b) une relation Schumpeterienne, où une auamentauon de la concurrence diminue 

l'innovation; etc) une relation asymétrique, où l'innovation est maximisée lorsqu'une industrie 

est très concurrentielle dors que l'autre est très concentrée. Le modèle a montré comment le 

type de coopération et les niveaux des externalités horizontales et verticales déterminent 

laquelle de ces trois relations prévaut. La relation peut être comprise en termes des externalités 

concurrentielles horizontale, verticale et diagonale. Lorsque l'externalité concurrentielle 

horizontale domine, l'effet de la concurrence sur l'innovation est du mème signe que cette 

externalité si elle est internalisée et du signe inverse si elle n'est pas intemalisée. Lorsque 

l'externalité concurrentielle verticale domine, l'effet de la concurrence tend à être positif. 

Finalement, dans les cas où l'externalité concurrentielle diagonale domine (et qu'elle est 

internalisée), c'est généralement le modèle asymétrique qui prévaut- 

Les incitations privées à la coopération en R&D ont été examinées. Les vendeurs et les 

acheteurs ont des préférences différentes quant au choix de la structure de coopération: entre 

la coopération horizontale et la coopération veaicale, les vendeurs préfèrent la coopération 

verticale, alors que les acheteurs préfèrent la coopération horizontale. Cela est dû au fait que 

les vendeurs, à cause de leurs profits plus élevés, préfèrent dépenser plus en R&D que les 

acheteurs. Avec lacoopération verticale, les acheteurs sont obligés d'augmenter leurs dépenses 

de R&D, augmentation qui bénéficie surtout aux vendeurs. On a analysé la stabilité de la 

coopération à l'aide des équilibres de Nash. En général il existe des équilibres multiples -sauf 

en l'absence d'externalités de recherche-; rien ne garantit donc que Ies firmes vont choisir le 



type de coopération socialement optimal (qui dépend des niveaux des externalités). La non- 

coopération est toujours un équilibre, même Iorsqu'il existe des types de coopération préférés 

par toutes les firmes. Ces résultats montrent l'importance des problèmes de coordination et de 

négociation dans la coopération en R&D. 

Une question importante dans l'étude des externalités et de la coopération verticales 

vs. horizontales est Ieur importance relative pour les décisions d'innovation par les entreprises. 

Le modèle suggère que les externalités horizontales ont plus d'impact sur les décisions des 

firmes que les externaiités verticales. Le coroilaire est que la coopération horizontale, qui 

internalise ces externalités horizontales, a plus d'impact sur la R&D que la coopération 

verticale. Pa. exemple, lorsque les deux externalités ont des effets opposés, l'effet des 

extemalités horizontales tend à dominer. De même, en général, une variation dans le niveau 

des extemalités verticales affecte les résultats quantitativement, alors qu'une variation dans le 

niveau des externalités horizontaies peut causer des changements qualitatifs dans les résultats. 

Aussi, la coopération verticale est (presque) toujours bénéfique, mais elle augmente la R&D 

marginalement par rapport à la non-coopération; tandis que la coopération horizontale peut 

auamenter ou diminuer la R&D, mais toujours de manière ~i~pificative par rapport à la non- 

coopération. Cette primauté des effets horizontaux s'explique par le fait que les externalités 

concurrentielles verticales, même si elles ne sont pas intemdisées, bénéficient à la firme à 

cause de la réduction du coût total de production du produit final. En contraste, I'exrernalité 

concurrentielle horizontale ne bénéficie pas toujours à la firme: cela dépend de son signe et de 

son internalisation- 

Par rapport à la politique d'innovation, le modèle préconise une politique de R&D "sur 

mesure", ou adaptée aux conditions spécifiques de chaque industrie, en opposition aux 

politiques standardisées. La politique optimale varie selon le niveau des extemalités 

horizontales, des extemalirés verticales et des structures coopératives. Levin et al. (198723 16)~' 

. atteignaient une conclusion similaire lonqu'ils notaient que "the incremental effects of policy 

changes should be assessed at the industry level". Ils ont aussi observé que l'impact de la 

protection de l'innovation dépend des autres mécanisrres d'appropnabilité, qui sont spécifiques 

aux indus tries. 

Au-del& des outils traditionnels de la politique d'innovation, le modèle suggère que le 

37 Levin. R.C., Klevorick, A.K. Nelson. RX., et Winter, S.G., 1987, 'Appropnating the ~e~ fiom 
Industrial Research and Deveiopment', Brookings Papers on Economic Activity, pp.783-820. 



choix de la structure coopérative et des incitations à la coopération, en tenant compte des 

conditions d'appropriabilité, est cmcial pour la détermination des niveaux de R&D et de sa 

distribution entre les entreprises. Ces éléments devraient être vus comme des compléments, 

plutôt que des substituts, aux approches traditionnelles à la politique d'innovation. 

Cet essai a mis l'emphase sur la dimension verticale de l'innovation, en termes 

d'externalités de recherche verticales et de coopération verticaie. Geroski (1992)~' a souligné 

l'importance des relations verticales, qui ont moins de chance d'induire la collusion entre 

firmes que les relations horizontdes. La coopération verticale pose moins de problèmes 

anticoncurrentiels que la coopération horizontale. De plus, il peut être plus facile d'induire les 

firmes à coopérer avec leurs clientslfoumisseurs qu'avec leurs concurrents. 

La contribution principale du troisième essai est d'endogéniser le partage d'information 

entre des concurrents coopérant en R&D, et d'étudier sa relation avec la taille et la stabilité du 

consortium de recherche 0. Jusqu'ici, les études se sont concentrées sur la coordination 

des dépenses de R&D prir les f m e s  qui coopèrent, et ont imposé le partage (ou le non partage) 

d'information aux firmes, sans aucuns fondements théoriques ou empiriques. Or, l'évidence 

empirique suggère que les I W s  varient en ternes des règles de partage d'information. 

On a modélisé une industrie de taille fixe où les firmes se concurrencent à la Cournot. 

Les firmes peuvent investir en R&D en vue de réduire leurs coûts. Il existe deux types 

d'externalités de recherche: une externalité générale, s'appliquant à toutes les firmes, et une 

extemalité spécifique, s'appliquant au partage volontaire d'information entre les membres de 

Ia W. L'externalité spécifique constitue une fuite d'information de la R N  aux non membres. 

L'idée est que partager l'information augmente les chances qu'une partie de certe information 

soit transmise à d'autres firmes. 

On a d'abord étudié le partage d'information par les membres de la IW, pour une taille 

donnée de la W. n a été montré qu'il existe un seuil critique de l'extemaiité spécifique au- 

delà duquel les firmes ne partagent pas d'information, et en deçà duquel les firmes partagent 

toute I'information. En l'absence de coûts de partage de I'information, les fumes ne choisissent 

jamais des niveaux intermédiaires de partage d'information. Donc, Les niveaux intermédiaires 

seraient dus à des considérations technologiques ou à des considérations d'opportunisme, mais 

38~eroçki. P.A., 1992. 'Vertical Relations between Fm and Indusaial Policy', Econornic J o u m l ,  
lO2(4LO): 138-47. 



non pas à des considérations concurrentielles. Plus l'extemalité spécifique est élevée, moins 

le partage volontaire d'information par les membres est rentable. Il se peut que les membres 

partagent de l'information même lorsque ce partage bénéficie davantage aux non membres 

qu'aux membres eux-mêmes (en termes de flux technologiques, à cause de l'externalité 

spécifique). 

Le seuil critique de I'externalité spécifique augmente avec la taille de la W ,  indiquant 

que les RJVs plus larges tendront à partager l'information plus souvent que les petites RJV. 

Tl existe une interaction entre la taille de la RJV et le partage d'information: une grande taille 

encourage le partage d'information (car l'externalité spécifique nuit moins à la RJV), et en 

même temps le partage d'information augmente l'intérêt d'augmenter la taille de la RN, autant 

pour les membres que pour le non membre qui considère joindre la RJV. 

Les déterminants de la décision de partager de l'information et de la quantité 

d'infomaùon à partager sont différents: c'est l'externalité spécifique qui détermine si les 

membres de la RTV partagent de l'information, alors que c'est l'externalité générale qui 

détemine le niveau du partage. Cela parce que l'extemalité spécifique détermine l'effet du 

partage sur la position concurrentielle des membres, alors que l'externdité générale détermine 

la quantité d'information qu'il est possible de partager (qui n'est pas divulguée 

automatiquement à toutes les f m e s  de manière involontaire). 

On a ensuite analysé la taille et la stabilité de la W.  Cette taille est déterminée par 

trois effers: un effet de coordination, qui est relié à la coordination des dépenses de R&D par 

les membres; un effet de partage d'information, qui est relié à la possibilité qu'ont les membres 

de partaser l'information; et un effet concurrentiel, qui est relié au fait qu'accepter un membre 

additionnel dans la RN en fait un concurrent plus féroce. Du point de vue des membres, les 

deux premiers effets augmentent la taille profitable de la RJV, alors que le troisième la 

diminue. Du point de vue d'un non membre, les trois effets au,gmentent l'intérêt de joindre la 

RN. L'importance de chacun des trois effets varie aussi avec la taille de la R n ,  avec 

l'extemalité générale et avec l'externalité spécifique. 

La RJV est stable si aucun membre ne veut laquitter, que les membres n'ont pas intérêt 

à se débarrasser d'un membre et que l'une des deux conditions suivantes est satisfaite: soit 

qu'aucun non membre ne voudrait joindre la RJV, ou que les membres s'opposeraient à 

l'addition d'un membre. On a montré que la taille stable de la RJV a une relation en forme de 

U inversé avec l'extemalité générale et avec l'extemalité spécifique. On a distingué les cas où 



la taille de la RJV est limitée par la stabilité externe, de ceux où elle est limitée par le blocage 

par les membres. En jénéral, la RJV est trop petite par rapport à l'optimum social. 

Sur la base des résultats précédents on a analysé 1a.diffusion technologique. La 

diffusion totale tend à diminuer avec l'externalité généraIe et aussi avec l'externalité 

spécifique: l'amélioration dans la diffusion due aux externalités ne compense donc pas les 

baisses dans les investissements en R&D. La décomposition de la diffusion totale en ses 

différentes composantes (effet propre, extemalité générale, extemalité spécifique, partage 

volontaire d' information) montre que l' externali té générale partage volontaire 

d'information sont les sources les plus importantes de réduction des coûts. L'effet propre 

représente une faible part de la réduction totale des coûts, et diminue avec les extemalités, 

même s'il représente la seule source de réduction des coûts qui est strictement positive pour 

tous les niveaux des externalités. De manière générale, la plus grande partie de la réduction des 

coûts est due à la diffusion et au partage d'information, plutôt qu'à I'usage de la technologie 

par la firme innovatrice. 

Les deux aspects fondamentaux de la RJV sont la coordination des dépenses de R&D 

et le partage volontaire d'information. Il s'avère que les gains de ces deux décisions ne varient 

pas de la même manière avec l'extemalité générale. La coordination des dépenses diminue la 

R&D lorsque l'extemalité générale est faible et I'augmente lorsque l'extemalité est élevée. Il 

s'ensuit que les gains de la coordination des dépenses de R&D augmentent avec l'externalité 

générale. Inversement, la quantité maximale d'information que les membres de L a m  peuvent 

partager est celle qui n'est pas déjà divulguée par I'externalité générale. Cette quantité étant 

inversement reliée à l'externalité générale, on peut dire que les gains du partage volontaire 

d'information diminuent avec l'externalité générale. 

Le résultat que les f i e s  partagent l'information lorsque la fuite sur le partage 

d'information est suffisamment faible suggère que Ies études existantes font d'importantes 

hypothèses implicites. Les études ne permettant pas aux firmes de partager I'infomation 

supposent implicitement que l'externalité spécifique est importante, dors que les études 

imposant te partage maximal d'information supposent implicitement que cette externalité est 

négligeable. 




